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6 NORTHERN INDIA\'A 1\0 lMAL SCHOOL. 
-HtcTHE NORTHERN INDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL*+ 
Though differz'ng from other Normal Schools and Colleges zn management, 
arrangement o_f studz"es, and methods o_f leachz?zg, yet occupz'es one 
of the highest posz/zons among our educaHonal instz/ulzons. 
We have learned by observation that there are thousands ot people, with strong 
minds, passing through life without any education whatever, from the following 
reasons: 
I. They are unable to meet the enormous expenses common to so many of our 
sd10ols, and should they be ABLE to do this they are unwilling to expend their money 
for that which is not practical. 
II. The time required to secure even an ordinary education is too long in most of 
our institutions or learning. 
III. Students are compelled to study many branches that are not practical, and 
perhaps are distasteful to them, anJ thus their progress is retarded. ~ 
With a design of meeting all these difficulties, the Normal at Valparaiso was estab-
lished. That it is fulfilling its design is manifest from the fact that it is now the LAR-
GEST NORMAL SCHOOL IN THE LAND. Here the expenses are within the reach of 
all. Experience has taught us that the extravagant bills students are required to pay 
are wholly unnecessary, and that a thorough, practical education can be secured at 
one-third the expense, and in much less time, than is usually required. 
The curriculum embraces only those studies that are practical; hence, all who 
come here have the privilege of selecting their own studies, and no one is held back 
on account of those less advanced or less interested. 
The school is open to all. Rich and poor alike will receive a hearty welcome, and 
everything that can be done will be done, in order that their stay may be both pleasant 
and profitahle. 
The school must stand upon its own merits. 
The Normal has been in operation but six years, yet in this brief period a 
great work has been accomplished. The enrollment has increased from 6r to 1,723 per 
term. The College Buildings have been repaired, and two buildings, containing seven 
large recitation rooms, have been ac ded. umerous Boarding Halls have been 
erected; a Book-store and Reading Room established; new and valuable additions 
have been made to the apparatus of the seYP.ral Departments; in short, no labor nor 
expense has been spared in preparing everything necessary for enhancing the interests 
of the school. 
The institution was founded September r6, 1873, with 35 in attendance. The av-
t'rageterm enrollment, during the present year, is about r,oso. while the term enroll-
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mentis much greater. The School has continued in rapid, regular growth from its 
organization to the present time. 
To the thinking mind this remarkable growth is sufficient evidence that the work 
accomplished at this school meets the wants of the times ; yet those unacquaintP.d with 
the workings of t1e School attribute this wonderful growth to the superior accommoda-
tiotts afforded; he great reduction of expenses; extensive advertising, etc., etc. Surely 
this cannot be true. Suppose the accommodations are superior; the ex,t.mses less than 
at any other school; the advertising extensive; let the students flock in and find the 
instruction to be inferior, how soon would the Sc/zool be a wreck? The secret of the 
success of this Institution is the earnest, prctctical work performed in the class-room. 
Those who atte1 d the School get value received for their money, and go forth living 
recommendations of the efficiency of the methods used. 
Teaching Force Increased. 
That which has given our school its high position among educational institutions, 
and which can not be enjoyed where the attendance is small, Is that none but thorough 
efficient teachers are employed. Specialists are provided for each department. 
We are pleased to announce that we have secured the services of 
MR. AND MRS. 0. P. KINSEY, OF LEBANON, OHIO. 
Mr. and Mrs. Kinsey are experienced, competent instructors, who"e reputation is 
well established. They have been in the Normal School work many years. 
Before engaging in the work nere, they will visit the principal Normal Schools and 
Colleges of the East, and will spend several months in l~urope, makmg a specialty of 
literature and history. They will also select a large and choice library for the School. 
~NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY.~ 
F:FlEF ...8._:Fl.A... TOFt. Y OOU:FlSE. 
TERMS. MATHEMATICS. SCIENCES. LANGUAGE. LITERATURE. MISCELLANEOUS. DRILLS. 
----
1. II Weeks.1 Arithmetic. Geography and Map Drawing. 
Eng. Grammar. Reading. Letter Writing. Penmanship. 
2. II Weeks. { Arithmetic and Geography and E ng. Grammar Elocution. Composition and Penmanship. Algebra. Map Drawing. and Analysis. Debating. 
3. II Weeks. { Algebra. Physiology. Rhetoric. History of U. S. Vocal Music and Theory and D ebating. Practice. 
4. II Weeks.l Algebra. Zoology. Rhetoric. History of U. S. Vocal Music and Theory and Debating. Practice. 
5. 6 Weeks. { Review. Review. Review. Review. Debating. Theory and Practice. 
TE.A...O::a:::E:FlS7 OOU:FlSE_ 
- -
TERMS. MATHEMATICS. - SCIENCES. LANGUAGES. MISCELLANEOUS. THEORY AND PRACTICE. DRILLS. 
-- --
l. II Weeks. { Arithmetic. Geography and English Grammar Drawing. Theory and Practice. Penmanship and Map Drawing. and Analysis. Debating. 
-
2. II Weeks. { Algebra. Physiology. Rhetoric. Drawing. Theory and Practice. Penmanship and Debating. 
3. II \Veeks. { Algebra. Zoology. Latin or German. Histery ofthe Theory and Practice. Vocal Music and United States. Debating. 
4. 11 Weeks. { Algebra. Natural Latin or German. History of the Theory and Practice. Vocal Music and Philosophy. United States. Debating. 
G. 6 Weeks.~ Review. Botany. Review. Review. Theory and Practice. Review. 
Normal Course of Study.- Continued. 
SCIENTIFIC COUR.SE-
TERMS. MATHEMATICS. SCIENCES. LANGUAG&. LITERATURE. ESSAYS. 
--- --- -- ---~ 
Botany and Geology. Latin Lessons or English Authors. Essays. 
German. 1. II Weeks. { 
Geometry. 
-- -----! Tri""onometry and 
2 . II Weeks.1 Analytical Geometry. 
3. II Weeks. J Calculus) Differential. 1 /Integral. 
4 . II Weeks. { Astronomy. 
Physiology. 
Natural Philosophy 
with experiments. 
Chemistry with 
experiments. 
Cresar, or German. American Authors. Essays. 
Virgil, or German . U. S. Government. Essays. 
--
Virgil, or German . Evidences of Essays. 
Christianity. 
--- ---------
Analytical Outline of Grammar. ~liscellaneous Essays. 
Chemistry. Reading. 5 . 6 Weeks. { 
Review. 
BUSINESS COUR.SE-
---
TERMS. SCIENCE OF ACCOUNTS. MATHEMATICS. LANGUAGE. SCIENCE OF BUS I NESS. DRILLS. 
--
1. II Weeks. { Book-keeping. Arithmetic. Grammar. Lectures. Penmanship and Elocution. 
--
2. II Weeks. { Actu:tl Business and Commercial Arithmetic. Grammar. Commercial Law. Penmanship. Book-keeping. 
--
3. II Weeks.-{ Actual Business. Appli ed Arithmetic. Applied Gram mar. Commercial Law. Penmanship. 
~A person well prepared can complete this course in two terms. 
FORKNSICS. 
Debating. 
Debating. 
Debating. 
Dcuating. 
Debating. 
Debating. 
Normal Course of Study.- Continued. 
OI.J..A..SSIC O O U FlS E_ 
TERMS. MENTAL SCIENCE, ETC. LATIN . GREEK. LITERATURE. COMPOSITION. HISTORY . FORENSICS. 
- - · -
l. II Weeks. { Psychology. Sallust. Preliminary Lessons Chaucer. Lectures by the Greek and Debating. and Xenophon. Student. Oriental. 
2 . II Weeks. { Logic. Cicero (Orations). Homer. Spenser. Lectures by the Roman. Debating. Student. 
3 . II Weeks. { Ethics and Const. Horace (Odes and Sophocles. Milton. Lectures by tne Medie.,.al. Debating. Government. Art of Poetry.) Student. 
4:. II Weeks. { Poiitical Economy. Tacitus. iEschylus. Shake.;;peare. Lectures by the Modern. Debating. Student. 
5 . 6 Weeks. { Literary Criticism. Prose Composition . Outline of Shakespeare's Lectures by the General Review. Debating. Grammar. Grammar. Student. 
SELECT O O U FlSE-
---
-
TERMS. MRNTAL SCIENCE, ETC. LA1IN. GREEK . LITERATUHE. COMPOSJTIOK. HISTORY. 
.., FORENS I CS. 
J . II Weeks. { History of Philosophy. Horace (Satire, Sophocles. Shakespeare. Lectures by the Roman Law. Debating. etc). Student. 
- --
2. n Weeks. { International Law. Livy . Thucydides. The English Lectures by the Medieval Debating. Bible. Student. Institutions. 
- ----· 
3 . 11 Weeks . { Philosophy of History. Juvenal. Plato. Selections (Prose.) Lectures by the The English Debating. Student. Constitution. 
--
4: . II Weeks. { iEsthetics and History Cicero (De Demosthenes. Selections Lectures by the Epochs of An. Debating. of Art. Amiciria, etc.) (Poetry.) Student. History. 
5 . 6 Weeks. { Special Discussions. Analysis and Analysis and H istory of the Lectures by the General Debatinlf. Criticisms. Criticisms. Eng. Language. Student. Discussions. 
Normal Course of Study.- Oontinued. 
TERMS. FIRST STEP. 
First Year. 1 Stra~ght and Parallel Lines. 
1. II Weeks. Inventive Desi.gns with Straight 
Lmes. 
2. II Weeks. j Analytic Books, Nos. 4, 5 and 6. 
3. II Weeks. { Portrait Drawing. 
4. II Weeks.~ Crayon Portraits. 
Second Year . I Water Color Painting. 
1. II Weeks. 1 Landsc1pe, Fruit and Flower. 
2. II Weeks. { Landscape Painting, Continued . 
3. II Weeks.~ Animal Paintmg. 
4. II Weeks. i..Portrait Painting, Continued. 
FIN"E .A..:R.T C O U:R.SE. 
SECOND STEP. 
Lines, Curves, and inventive 
Syntht!tic Books Nos. 
1 and 2. 
Perspective Books, Nos. 
I and 2. 
Advanc.ed Perspective Books, 
Nos. I and 2. 
Architectural Drawing. 
Water Color Painting. 
Portraits. 
Sketching and Painting from 
Nature. 
Sketching from Casts. 
Sketching from Life. 
THIRU STEP. 
Im·ention with Curves. 
Synthetic Books Nos. 3 and 4· 
Perspective Books, Nos. 
3 and 4· 
Advanced Perspective Books, 
Nos. 3 and 4· 
India Ink Drawing. 
Mechanical Drawin2'. 
Fruit Painting. 
Portrait Painting. 
Painting from Casts. 
F O URTH STEP. 
Analyttc Invention, ~ nd Analytic 
Books N os. 1, 2 and 3· 
Perspective Dra11 ing. 
Crayon Drawing. 
India Ink Pa inting. 
= Lan~scape Painting in Oil. 
Flower Painting. 
----
Artistic Anatomy. 
Painting from Life. 
Normal Course of Study.-Continued. 
:rv.tUSIO..A..L OOUR.SE. 
TRRMS. INSTRUMENTAL. THEORETICAL. VOCAL. 
First Year. I 
1. II Weeks. I 
Scales, Practical Finger Exercises, and Easy 
Studies. 
Elementary Principles of Notation. Elementary Vocal Music Class. 
2. II Weeks. j Scales, Velo.ci~y ~tudies, Exerr.ises for Flexibility, 
1 Rapidity and Clearness of Touch. 
1 
Special Studies of Scales in different forms, the Ar-
3. II Weeks. peggios of all Common Chords, and Chords of 
Seventh. 
1 
Minor and Chromatic Scales, Selections from 
4:. II Weeks. Standard Modern Composers, and Concert 
Study and Practice. 
5. 6 Weeks . j Selections from Classic Composers, and Concert 
1 Work. 
Second Year. j 
1. II Weeks. 1 
2. II Weeks. { 
Study of Technics and Selections from Classic 
Composers. 
Study of Technics, Classic Selections, and 
Concert Work. 
3, II Week.:; j Selections. Sight Reading, and Concert Work 
· · 1 and Classic Selections. ' 
4. II Weeks. { 
5. 6 Weeks. { 
Selections from Technic Studies, Completion 
of Scales. 
Analytical Recitals and Review Work. 
Transposition, both Major and Minor. 
Intervals and Triads with First Laws 
of Progression. 
Parker's Elementary Harmony commenced. 
Biographies of Bach & Handel. 
Parker's Elementary Harmony completed. 
Biographies of Gluck & Haydn. 
Richter's Manual commenced, and Biogra-
phies of Mozart and Beethoven. 
Richter's Manual continued, and Biographies 
of Weber, Rossini and Schubert. 
Richter's Manual completed, and Biographies 
of Mendelssohn, Schumann and Wagner. 
Counterpoint, Arranging Band Music (Brass 
and String), History of Music. 
Review and Musical Literature. 
Advanced Vocal Music Class. 
Formation of the Voice, Skips 
and Tone Relation. 
Vocal Exercises. 
Vocal Exercises. 
Solfeggios and Part Singing. 
Solfeggios and Solo Singing. 
Vocal Technics and Vocal 
Accomplishments. 
Selections from English, Ger-
man, and Italian Song:;, 
Stage Action. 
Stage Action, Solo Singing, 
and Review. 
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REMARKS ON COURSE OF STUDY. 
The regular course of study is presented on the 8th, 9th and roth pages. Students 
desiring to take the full course will follow the order indicated. It is not necessary that 
they remain consecutive years, as the classes are so arranged that the student can drop 
out and teach a term, or year, as the case may be, then return and take up his studies 
just where he left off without any inconvenience whatever. 
New classes are formed in each of the branches every term; hence, no one need 
fear that he will not be accommodated at any time with just such studies and grades 
as he may desire, no matter bow backward, or far advanced he may b e. 
Students thoroughly versed in the common branches can complete the Classical 
Course in two years, of fifty weeks each; the Scientific Course in one year of fifty 
weeks; the Teachers' Course in two or three terms of eleven weeks each ; the Com-
mercial Course in two terms; the Engineering Course in \WO terms; the Musical 
Course in two years; and the Fine Art Course in two years. 
Some may suppose that the course is too extensive for the time. Before a decision 
is made, would it not be well to consider how much a student, who has all of his time 
for study, ought to accompiisn? 
Too frequently the standard is fixed at what can be done wh ere but six hours each 
day are given to school work. It must be remembered that here there is nothing to 
attract the attention of the student from his work. Besides he has not less than twelve 
hours; to devote to study. Therefore, we feel confident that the diligent worker will find 
no difficulty in thoroughly mastering each subject in the time given. The sectioning of 
the classes gives to each student ample opportuniiy for reciting. 
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DEPARTMENTS. 
PREPARATORY. 
This departm ent is designed to receive students of any age, and at any stage of 
advancement. Parents too frequently suppose it to be unnecessary to send their chil-
dren ''away from home to school"" until they are prepared to study the higher branch-
es. Th is, however, is one of th e popular errors of the age. The early education of 
the child is of the most importance, the refore should receive the most careful attention. 
Many children, from improper training while young, contract an aversion for books; 
thus their life, in a measure, has been thrown away. 
The child should have correct training in the Common Branches, as these form 
the foundation for that which is to follow. We advise nearly every one who enters the 
school to review the elementary studies. Many students are too much inclined to pass 
unnoticed this most important part of a true education. New classes are formed in 
each of the branches of this department at the beginning of every term. Parents need 
entertain no fears that their children will not be accommodated, as the only preparation 
necessary before entering the School is, that the student be able to read in common 
lichool books. The dep~trtment is in charge of experienced teachers. 
~Especial attention will be given each term to Vocal Music, Elocution, and 
Penmanship, without extra charge. 
TEACHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
The constant demand for well-trained teachers requires that we make a specialty 
of this department. The most prominent objections, urged by teachers, against the 
course pursued in most of our Schools and Academies, are-rst. They are held back 
in their classes on account of those less advanced and less interested in their studief. 
2nd. They have not the privilege of c;electing their own studies. 3d. The recitations 
are too short. 
In the Normal all these objections are met. The recitations are fifty-two minutes 
in length, thus giving ample time for the thorough discussion of every subject. Our 
large attendance enables us to have a much greater variety of cl asses than can possibly 
be had where the num~er is small, hence students can select their own studies, and 
advance :lS they may desire. 
\Ve have such arrangements as will enable those teachers who -~have but a short 
respite from their schools, to spend their time and means to the best possible advan-
tage. Beginning, a vanced, and review classes are formed in all of the branches, not 
at the beginning only, but at diffcrer1t periods during the term. This accommodates 
teachers whose schools close before the openinl{ of a reg lar term. , uch may enter 
at any time, begin their studies just where they wish, continue in school as long as they 
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can, then drop out, teach a term, return and take up their studies where tltey left off. 
In this way many complete the regular course. 
Besides the regular work in the branches found in the course, there is a 
TEACHERS' TRAINING CLASS, 
the object of which is to give methods of presenting all of the different subjects, espe-
cially in pritnm')' work. This is under the Principal's special charge. The most care-
ful attention is given to the training of teachers for their work. 
The teacher may have a thorough knowledge of a suhject and yet be un able to 
present it in an attractive manner; the result is, the p upil becomes dissatisfied, and 
many times gives up the study entirely. The manner in which a subject is presented 
makes the child like or dislike it. Teachers say to us so frequently, "If I could or-
ganize my school, if I could start the pupils aright, I would feel that my work was 
half done." To know lww to start the child is of the utm ost importance. 
Evidently there is a natural order of developing the faculties, and a teacher's suc-
cess depends almost wholly upon how well he understands this natm·al order. It is his 
business to determine, as far as possible, how much the child knows about a particular 
subject. then it is his w01·k to lead its mind from what it knows to what it does not know. 
In this training class the very elements of the child's education are taken up, and 
methods given for teaching primary reading, for giving language lessons; teaching 
primary and advanced grammar; the use of numbers, how a system of notation i5 
built up, that is how a number of units of one order make a unit of the next higher, 
etc. ; teaching addition, substraction, multiplication, division, and advanced Arithmetic; 
teaching primary and advanced Geography, History, Physiology, Botany, etc. 
Plans are given for the organization of a school, both country and graded , first 
day's work, etc.; plans for making out reports, using different text-books in the same 
class, best methods of grading, scale of promotion, etc. In faet, methods are given 
which will aid the teacher in overcoming many, }f not all of the difficulties with which 
he has to contend. 
School Government receives proper attention. The questions,-How to manage 
unruly pupils? How to interest them in their studies? How to prevent tardiness? 
How to secure regular attendance? How to secure the co-operation of parents and 
trustees? and a host of similar questions will be practically answered . 
This being the largest Normal School in the United States, the class is necessarily 
made up of teachers from all parts of the land. This enables the student to become 
famili ar with the workings of schools, not in his own state only, but in all others,-an 
advantage which cannot be had where the attendance i~ sm::~ll. 
What is received in this class alone is pronounced by hundreds as being well worth 
the time and money expended while at school. 
On leaving the school students will be aided as far as possible in securing situations. 
Members of this department will give public entertainments at the close of each 
term, have regular graduating exercises, and receive diplomas at the close of the year. 
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT. 
This department has been established to bring within the rea~h of every one that 
broader culture which has always been indispensable to the highest success in pro-
fessional work, and is becoming equally indispensable to the honorable discharge of 
the common duties of citizenship. The fundamental principles that shape the practical 
work of all the classes are these : Culture dissociated from some definite end in every-
day work is intellectual and moral dissipation ; all that any school can safely giv its 
pupils are. a practical acquaintance with the instruments of culture, an opportunity to 
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convince themselves by actual use of the instruments that nothing can prevent their 
pursuing the culture unaided to the utmost limit fixed by natural ability and the duties 
of life, and that no pleasure is so perfect as that which comes from the unaided employ-
ment of these instruments. Accordingly, these principles are rigidly applied in the 
work connected with the languages. The authors read are studied as literature, illu5-
trations ot national habi ts of thought, and the social and political institutions of the 
times. In both the Scientific and the Classic a systematic course of reading in standard 
English authors is maintained, and it is confidently believed that nothing the student 
can do will prove of more real value to him. Very few leave without a genuine taste 
for good reading, a thorough knowledge of how to read, and a good outline of what te 
read. Both classes receive regular training in the higher departments of Rhetoric, 
outlining themes in Explanation and Argumentation,-the themes bt::ing taken from 
the class work of the term or the current discussions of the time. 
In Logic and Psychology a clear and comprehensive outline of the whole subject 
is obtained, and each pupil familiarizes himself with some of the more recondite prob-
lems by special investigations and a report, which is discussed by the class. The great 
systems of thought now dividing the philosophic world receive special attention. The 
practical applications to self-culture and the philosophy of education are worked out 
with the utmost care. The class in Political Economy first master the great leading 
features of Production, Consumption, and Distribution, Value, Exchange, Labor, 
Capital, Currency, and then apply the principles thus obtained in the discussion of the 
particular phases of economic questions occupying the public mind at the time,-mono-
metallic, bimetallic, and paper currencies, trades-unions , strikes, monopolies, co-
operative systems of labor, etc., etc. The greatt>st care is taken to have the pupil ac-
quaint himself with the sources of information,-know how to use a library,-since often 
the only knowledge practicable is the knowledge of where and how to look for infor-
mation. 
In the higher mathematics the student will receive instruction in the branches indi-
cated in the course of study for the Scientific Class. 
Every effort is made to have the work both thorough and comprehensive. In ad-
dition to the five -hourly recitations each week, in which every principle is carefully 
explained and discussed, a written review of the subject studied during the week is 
given each Saturday ; also, a complete review of the term's work at the close of the 
term. The fall term is devoted to Plane and Solid Geometry, to which great impor-
tance is attached both as a means of mental discipline and as affording a basis for fu-
ture investigation. During the Winter term Plane Trigonometry, Spherical Geometry, 
and Spherical Trigonometry are finished, and Analytical Geometry begun. Practical 
Trigonometry is fully illustrated by its application to Land Surveying,-problems being 
solved from data taken in the field by the students; also, by its application to mn-iga-
tion and the measurement of geometrical magnitudes. Calculus is taken up during 
the pring term, and finished about the middle of the ummer term. The rrethod 
of infinitesimals and the method of limits are carefully explained, though the students 
will use the latter in their investigations. Especial attention is given to the rectifica-
tion of curves, the quadrature of surfaces, and the application of the calculus to prob-
lems in Mechanics. Astronomy iii completed durmg the ummer term. In addition to 
Descriptive Astronomy and Uranology special attention is given to the computation 
and construction of the eclipses both of the sun and the moon, and to the determina-
tion of the meridian, time, latitude and longitude. 
Botany and Geology are studied, as far as is practicable, objectively. The former is 
begun with the analysis of flowers and technicalities are learned as needed. In the lat-
ter the pupil learns to identify all the common minerals and rocks, and typical fossils 
from all the formations. 
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The principles of Dynamical Geology are worked out with the utmost care, and no 
pupil is supposed to understand a principle till he is able to recognize it in operations 
going on in every neighborhood. Thus both sciences are made available for the most 
effective use in the Common schools. The same general course is pursued in the other 
and more difficult sciences, Human Physiology, Natural Philosophy, and Chemistry. 
Clearness of thought, real, original knowledge is the object aimed at, and every ap-
pliance, charts, skeletons, natural and artificial, apparatus of the latest and best form, 
books of general reference, and monographs, are all used whenever they can be of as-
sistance. 
The class in Analytical Chemistry acquaints the pupil with the methods of analysis 
and gives sufficient practice to enable him to identify any common substance simple or 
c0mpound. 
The whole course in the Sciences keeps constantly in view th e needs of the pupil 
after he h:ts left school, and everything is done to facilitate and encourage independent 
study. 
In regard to the general character of the work done, our convictions may be ex-
pressed in this way: Let two young persons of equal age and ability enter, the one 
our own school, and the other some other school adopting the traditional aims and 
methods; let each adapt himself to his surroundings, and to the spirit of his school; 
let the one complete the shorter course of this school, secure some position in which he 
can defray his expenses by working and devote the remaining time to independent 
study and investigation until the other has completed the longer course of the other 
school, and wt! are convinced that there can be little comparison made between the 
practical knowledge and skill, the knowledge that counts m the busy world, of the two 
young persons. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 
The instruction in Civil Engineering is given by means of Class Recitations, and 
by much practice in the field and drawing-room. Special attention is given to the 
actual work in the field which embraces practice in all branches of Land urveying, 
including Triangulation, Leveling, laying out Circular and Parabolic curves, location 
of Towns, etc. 
The student will also make a detailed survey for a Railroad from the running of 
the preliminary linei to the laying of the rails. All the surveys are carefully plotted 
and represented on finished plans, also all the necessary computations of earth-work, 
horizontal and vertical curves, etc., are made in the class-room. 
The subjects of general statics, hydraulics, water-supply, drainage, bridges and 
roofs, strength of materials, struc_ures, etc., are thoroughly studied and discussed in 
the class-room. The Astronomy studied is the same as that studied by the students of 
the Scientific Course. Much attention is given to drawing, as this is considered a very 
important part of an Engineer·s work. 
LAW DEPARTMENT. 
The first term begins with the second term of school year. The school year in this 
Department is three terms, of ten weeks each. 
CO DITIO 'S OF AD 11SSTO • 
:Jutlior Class.-Payment of the term fee entitles an applicant to admission to the 
Junior Class at the beginning of the fir t term . Tho. e applying for admission at any 
other than the first term will be required to p~ss a satisfactory examination in the studies 
of the preceding term, or terms. 
Senior C/ass.-Studenls who have attended another Law chool for one year, or 
who have studied for that length of time in the office of an attorney, may be admitted 
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to the Senior Class at the beginning of the school year, or during:the first month of 
the first term, if found competent after examination by the Faculty. 
GRADUATION. 
The Degree of Bachelor of Laws will be conferred upon such students only, as 
have attended during the entire Senior Year, and passed a satisfactory examination on 
the text books required for the whole course, or their equivalent. 
INSTRUCTION. 
The method of Instruction consists of daily examinations on previously assigned 
portions of the;adopted text books, in connection with oral comments and explana-
tions; Lectures by members of the Faculty, and eminent members of the bar, and 
Moot Courts. The latter are organized in all respects like the authorized tribunals of 
the country, and are presided over by the Instructors; the members of the class per-
forming the duties of the various officers, and acting as counsel, witnesses. jurors, etc. 
Actual cases are selected for trial, and prosecuted from their incipiency to final judg-
ment, and the necessary steps taken to carry them to the courts of appellate jurisdic-
tion. .Special atte11tion witt be g-iven to familiarizing tile student with tile practice of 
tile law. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
Examinations for gradation and for advancement to the Senior Class will be con-
ducted by the Faculty at the end of each year.· Term examinations will also be held 
when deemed necessary. 
BOOKS. 
Students must provide themselves with books. Arrangements are made with law 
book dealers by which students can obtain, through members of the Faculty, such 
books as they may require , at greatly reduced rates. 
TUITION. 
J'unwr Year.-Per term in advance .................. • .................•......•. $Io oo 
Swior Year.-For those who have attended this Law School during the Junior 
Year, per term, in advance ...... . ................... ... ................ JO oo 
For those attending only the Senior Year, per term, in advance . ............... 13 oo 
If paid at beginning of first term for whole year....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 oo 
Graduation Fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
:Junior Year.-Kent's Commentaries, Washburn 's Criminal Law, Gould's Plead-
ing, Greenleaf on Ev1dence. 
Senior Year.-Parsons on Contracts, Cooley on Torts, Bipsham's Equity, Wil-
liams on Real Property. 
The Junior Class will begin the year with Kent's Commentaries, and the Senior 
Class with Parsons on Contracts ; the other studies following in such order as the 
Faculty deem best. 
EXPENSES. 
For information as to the price of board, room rent, etc., see page 22 of this cata-
logue, from whkh it will be seen that students can enjoy the benefit of a thorough legal 
course, under competent instructors, for less than half the expense they would neces-
sarily incur at any other similar in~titution. 
$85 , if paid in advance at the beginning of the Junior Year, will pay board, room 
rent and tuition for the full year of 30 weeks. 
[. 
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MEDICAL D E PARTMENT . 
Preparatory to a regular Lecture Course, we have organized a Reading Course in 
Medicine. This will give all who desire to prepare for the medical profession an op-
portunity to do so at one-tenth the usual expense. 
We have all the apparatus and facilities for the study of Anatomy, Physiology, 
and Materia A-iedica and Chemistry, that are found in any Medical College. 
ELOCUTIONARY D E PARTMENT. 
In Elocution special instruction will be gi:ven in the following subjects: 
I. Physical Training. 
2 . Respiration. 
3· Vocal Culture, Production of :rone, Quality ot Voice. 
4· Articulation. 
5· Emphasis. 
6. Reading of Prose and Poetry, Dramatic Reading, Humorous Reading, and 
Bible Reading. 
7· Declamation. 
8. Esthetic Gymnastics. 
9· Gesture. 
ro. Visible Speech, and Methods of Teaching Elocution. 
MUSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
The past work of this Department has proven that th '! advantage· are equal to or 
greater than those of a re.e;ular Conservatory; that the course can be completed in less 
time ; that the work is as thorough and practical, and that the expense is much les ·. 
I n addition to the Regular Course, a Voral Course has been adopted for the benefit 
of those who wish to make a specialty of the voice only, and to study the general theory 
of music. 
Though the Course extends through a period of two years, yet it may, by practic-
ing a greater number of hours each day, be completed in a much• less time. Each 
s tudent has the advantage of a private room in which to practice, and receive instruc-
tion; hence, can advance as rapidly as his inclination or capacity Will allow. 
There are now two distinct Courses, INSTRUMENTAL and VocAL In the Tnstru-
mental, particular attention is paid to the practice of finger exercises, scales, etc., 
which are quite frequently neglected by paying too much attention to the learning of 
pieces. The work of Theory, Technics, tud1es, and Pieces will be so united as to give 
the pupil such a knowledge as will enable him to enter into ti-Je real spirit of a compo-
sition, and thus give it a truly artistic rendering. In the Vocal, special attention will 
be given to the correct use of the voice, and the manner of producing good tones. A 
thorough drill in Vocal Exercises, Solfeggios, etc., will be studied to give control and 
flexibility to the voice, and selections from English. German, and I talian music, will be 
practiced to develop the pure style. The Theoretical department, as marked in the 
"Course of tudy," belongs to both of the above named Courses. 
We have secured as Director of Lhis department, R. A. Heritage, whose ability as 
an instructor is too well known to need any explanation. 
EXPENSES. 
Tuition prr Term, payable in A vance.-Piano, Organ, Voic Culture, Violin, 
Guitar or Cornet-20 lessons .............................................. $ro oo 
In any of the above studies, once per week,-ro lessons........................ 6 oo 
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Harmony and Musical Literature, or Voice Culture, in class-20 lessons .... .... $2 so 
Rent of Piano, per term, one hour per day.... .. ......... . ..................... I so 
Rent of Or~an, per term, one hour per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . I O::l 
Rent of Instruction Books, and Exercises, 10 per cent. of price . 
Vocal Music in coune free . 
Full use of Pianos or Organs, per term, from $ro to $20, according to the value of in-
strument. 
The foll owing will show the trifling cost when compared with a regular Conserva-
tory. The cost, as shown b elow, is for fifty weeks: 
At Normal. At Conservatory. 
Tuition.-Instrume ntal, Voice Culture and Harmony ... . . $100 so $204 oo 
Board-Including furnished room.. . ...................... 8S oo 
Light, washing and fuel...... .. ... ...... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . 20 oo 
Rent on Instruction Books. ...... ........ . ....... ... ..... 2 oo 
Piano Rent, four hours per day ..... ... .... .. .. ....... ... 18 oo 
200 00 
so 00 
IO 00 
42 00 
.;,;;...~ ·· fll!.-\\c<Y•'i'.,~~~· 
Total for the year, (fifty weeks) complete ............. $22s so $so6 oo 
The above statement shows the cost at the ·conservatory to be more than do.uble, 
yet the past work of this det- artment has proven that the advantages are equal to, or 
greater than th ose of A REGULAR CONSERVATORY, and that the work is thorough and 
practical. · 
FREE PRIVILEGES. 
The following exercises will be FRER to all members of the Musical Department: 
I. The Elementary and Advanced Vocal Music Classes. 
2. The Choral Union, and its Concerts. 
3· All oirees and M::ttinees given by Teachers and Pupils. 
4· The Lectures delivered by the Faculty and by prominent musicians from 
abrond. 
5· Drills in Elocution and Penmanship. 
GENERAL INFORMATION. 
Harmony Classes are examined at the close of each term. 
Matinees and Lectures on Musical Hi tory are given each term. 
The regular Annual Examinations in all the Studies will occur at the close of the 
Summer Term. 
The Music Rooms are furnished with Grand Pianos and first-class Organs, all new 
and from the best manufacturers. 
A large and carefully selected Library of Standard Music is open to the pupils for 
use in practice, for which 10 per cent. of marked price will be charged as rent. 
All music needed for the instruction of pupils will be for sale at the usual discounts 
made to the teachers and the trade. 
Information concerning the progress and deportment of each, is, when requested, 
communicated to the parent or guardian. 
FINE ART DEPARTMENT. 
DRAWING A o PAr TI:-<G.-The full course in art, requiring two years for com-
pletion, embrace· the following branches: 
Drawing from the Flat. 
Freehand and In trumental P rspective, fully illustrated with Models. 
lode! and Object Drawing. 
ketching from .. rature. 
Portrait and Figure Drawing, etc., from plaster cast and life, with Pen, Pencil Cray-
on and Brush, in India Ink, \Vater Color and Oil. 
To meet the wants of tho e who de ire training in any one branch of Art, we have 
arranged a pecial Course in each Department, as follows: 
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CouRSE TN PORTRAIT DRAWI~G-In Crayon, India Ink, Water Color, and Oil. 
Time, One Year. Tuition, $rzs. 
Cou·RSE IN LANDSCAPE DRAWING-1n Pencil, Crayon, India Ink, Water Color 
and Oil. Time, One Year. Tuition, $rzs . 
. COURSE IN INSTRUMENTAL PERSPECTIVE-Twenty lessons, $5. Light and Shade, 
-Twe.nty lessons, $5. Sketching from Nature, etc.,-Twenty lessons, $5. 
COURSE TN CRAYON.-Landscape, Portrait, Figure, etc. Time, Eleven vVeeks. 
Tuition, 75 cents per lesson. 
CouRSE TN WATER COLOR.-Flowers, Fruit, Landscape and Portrait. Time, 
Eleven \iVeeks. Tuition, 75 cents per lesson. 
CouRSE IN INDIA INK.-Portrait, Landscape, etc. Time, Eleven Weeks. Tui-
tion, 75 cents per lesson. 
COURSE IN CHINA PAINTING.-Time, Eleven Weeks. Tuition, 75 cents per 
lesson. 
COURSE IN OIL PAINTING or~ SrLK.-Time, Eleven W eeks. Tuition, 75 cents 
per lesson. 
PENMANSHIP. 
A full course in Penmanship free. It embraces Plain and Ornamental Penman-
ship, Pen-Drawing, Pen-Flourishing, etc., etc. Three lessons per day if desired. This 
is an advantage found at no other School. The course may be taken alone, or in con-
nection with other branches. The tuition in this department at other Schools is from 
$30 to $6o. 
This will make our Commercial Department, which is now considered the most 
thorough in the West, more complete than ever before. 
TELEGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT. 
Those desiring to take a course m this valuable art will have the privilege of re-
ceiving instruction from G. A. Dodge, operator on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago 
Railroad. This will be a rare opportunity for becoming fully acquainted with the true 
science of Telegraphy. Tuition $8.oo per term, same as in the regular departments. 
Every student who has taken a thorough course at this institution has secured a good 
position. 
PHONOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT. 
This Department was established for the purpose of placing this valuable art with-
in the reach of the masses, from whom it has long been kept by the enormous rates 
charged for tuition in other institntion~. The course pursued by the teacher is thorough 
and practical. One term is sufficient to complete the corresponding style, which is 
used so extensively in all branches of business. Those wishing to become reporters 
would do w~ll to spend two terms on the subject. 
GERMAN. 
As instructor in this branch we have secured the services of Mr. G. Bloch, a native 
German, whose reputation as a teacher needs no commendations. He is not only 
thoroughly educated in the German language, but the English as well, and is thus en-
abled to unite them so as to give the student a means of speaking as well as reading. 
Especial attention is given to conversation. The time required for becoming familiar 
with this branch depends much on the aptness of the student. In one term such a 
knowledge can be acquired as will enable him to pursue the study alone, while in three 
terms he will become a ready reader or speaker. No extra charge. 
DIPLOMAS FROM THE NORMAL. 
To any person, who may complete any one of the courses, a Diploma \Vill be 
given, and appropriate Degrees conferred. 
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~* EX :P E~ S E S . *-+ 
T uition per lerm, $8. This pays for all of the departments. 
B OARDING. 
Good board $1.40 per week. Furnished rooms 30 cents per week 
$95 pays for Board , Tuition, and Furnished Room for one year of 40 weeks. 
$ 25.00 pays for one term of ten weeks. The large majority of the students avail 
themselves of the accommodations at these rates . 
THE LADI ES' HALLS. 
In these the rooms arc arranged in suites . Two students have a sitting-room, bed-
room and wardrobe. These buildings are handsomely furnished, and placed in charge 
of an experienced matron . Hereafter, the rates at these halls will be the same as 
elsewhere-that is, $r.7o or $r.8o per week, according to room . 
CLU B B OARDING. 
Board, $I per week. Furmshed room 30 cents per week. 
At these rates, $77.30 will p~y for Board, Tuition, and Furnished Room for a year. 
PRI V A TE BOARDING HALL. 
For those who desire pnvate boarding, a hall is arranged. At this Hall the rate is 
$2.20 per week. This pays for board and furnished room. The accommodations are 
such as usually cost $3 per week. 
At this rate $rr6.8o pays for board, tuition and furnished room for one year of 44 
weeks. 
At the above rates we furnish each room as follows: tove, Bedstead, Bed and 
Bedding, consisting of Mattress, Bolster. Pillows, two 'heers, one heavy Comfort, Ta-
ble, Chairs, Wash-bowl and Pitcher, Mirror, Bucket, etc. vVe furnish everything ex-
cepting Towels, Lights and Fuel. Carpet furnished at a very little additional expense. 
Rooms furnished or unfurnished for self-boarding at same rate as above. 
The question, "How can thi. be done?" comes to us frequently. 1Iany doubt 
whether it is at all possible to give first-class accommodations at these low rates, and 
refer us to other places where t!,e rates are not so 10\'f, yet the accommodations are very 
inferior. 
It is true that the rates may be made so low as to render it impo sible to provide 
suitable accommodations. E pecially is thi the case when the boarding houses are 
not owned by the in titution, but are controlled by private individuals, many of whom 
are obliged to pay high rents or taxes. 
We arc aware that such is theca eat many places, and mu t be the case at all 
places unless they have the same advantage a.s are found here. \\ e believe, however, 
that we can give 
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Why we are able to (unzislz accommodations that will satisfy all at the low rates indicated. 
I. The boarding department is under our immediate supervision. 
II. We own not only the school buildings, but the boarding houses as well. ' 
III. V dlparaiso is located but two hours' ride frum Chicago. We have made es-
pecial arrangements with the best wholesale houses in the city, and buy direct, thus 
avoiding all commissions. Besides, we purchase in such large quantities that we obtain 
the most liberal discounts. Everything purchased is of the best quality. 
IV. We raise our own produce. None but the most competent help is employed. 
By giving the matter this careful attention, we are enabled to provide as good ac-
commodations at $1.70 per week as a private family could at $3. 
The accommodations at these low rates have been tried during the past year, and 
such general satisfaction has been given, that we were obliged to erect new dining halls 
to accommodate the larl:!'e number who wish to avail themselves of the advantages .thus 
afforded. 
AMPLE ROOM HAS BEEN PROVIDED. 
No one need fear that he will not be accommodated at the advertised rates. Should 
we fail in this, his traveling expenses to and from the School will be paid by us. 
While our rates are lower than at any other school, we feel confident that the ac-
commodations will satisfy all. 
So complete are our arrangements that parents who visit us are at once convinced 
of the folly of paying the extravagant school bills which are usually exacted. 
Institutions that will not make expenses thus low, try to discourage students from 
coming here, by saying "that it is impossible to make the rates as named." 
The fact that between :2,500 and 3,000 students each year are perfectly sat;sfied 
with the accommodations, is evidence that everything is as represented. 
:s C> C> :a;: s . 
Hereafter all books may be rented, for the term, at roper cent. of retail price, thus 
saving great expense. 
That our new arrangement gives entire satisfaction, is proven by the large number 
of ladies and gentlemen who continue to av.ail themselves of its advantages. 
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Northern Indiana Commercial College, 
VALPARA ISO, INDIAN A . 
T hough this institution has been in operation but seven years, yet it now stands at 
the head of the Commercial Colleges in the West. 
It has a larger attendance than any other, and the plan of the work is more fully 
up with the times . It is conducted on the Actual Busi1zess plan, which is everywhere 
acknowledged to be the nearest to real work. 
The graduate of this College can take a position in the Bank, Counting House, or 
Store of to-day and be able to enter at once upon his duties . He"has had the practice 
as well as the theory. 
The Department now occupies its new llal/, which is one of the .finest in the land, 
and is supplied with the most extensive line of offices ever attempted by any Commer-
cial College . The attendance being so large enables us to have double sets of offices. 
These represent two cities. This affords advantages for thoroughness that can be 
found at no other commercial school, because it gives the student the kind of business 
transacted not in one city only, but an exchange between cities- the most perfect plan 
that could be suggested. 
1. An idea of its completeness can be had by a brief outline of the work to be done. 
The student enters the elementary or theoretical course . Here he becomes familiar 
with making Day-Book and Journal entries, opening and closing the Ledger in both 
Single <:~nd Double Entry; with all forms of Inventories, Bills, Discounts, etc. ; with 
the books and forms as used in Commission and Shipping, Partnership, Banking, 
Steam boating and Railroading, Commercial Arithmetic, Commercial Correspondence, 
English Grammar and Debating. 
After completing this course he passes into the 
P R ACTICAL DE}? ARTMENT. 
Here he will~be furnished with manuscript work. All work will be inspected by the 
teacher in charge, and nothina permitted to pass that is not perfect i11 every respert. In 
this Department he will pass from one office to another, remaining long enough in 
each to become thoroughly acquainted with its actual work. The first is the 
REAL ESTATE OFFICE. 
In this he buys and ells real estate; takes notes; makes out deeds and mortgages; 
closes mortgages ; has the property sold ; and performs all of the business connected 
with real estate. 
INSURANCE OFFICE. 
Here he organizes a company; insures property: pays losses; declares dividends; 
and nters in detail into the technicalities of the law governing such a company. 
From this he passes into the 
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COMMISSION HOUSE. 
Here he receives invoices, consignments and shipments ; buys and sells on com-
mission; makes statements , and performs all of the duties as found in this house. 
From this to the 
TRA N SPORTATI ON AND SHIPPING OFFI~E. 
Here he m akes out bills of lading ; enters into contracts, and becomes responsible 
for goods shipp ed ; delivers goods at foreign ports , etc., etc. F rom this to the 
JOBBIN G AND IMPORTI N G OFFICE. 
H ere merchandise of all kinds is bought and sold for c ash ; on time ; for notes, 
e tc . The purchaser may fail-an invoi ce is taken; the store closed; the accounts set-
tled at such p er cent. on the dollar as th~ asse ts will admit , etc. F rom this to the 
MERCHAN TS' EMPORIUM. 
H ere all articles of trade are bought and sold, eith er in 1 a rge or small qu antities ; 
the goods billed, ·and entered in the proper books ; drafts drawn or accepted ; p aym ents 
m a de , etc . From th is to the 
R A ILROAD OFFICE. 
H ere R ail road Book-keeping in a ll its forms is full y illustrated, from the organiza-
tion of a company to the d eclaring of dividends . From this to th e F reigh t Office, 
thence to the Express Office, a nd then to the Postoffice , in each of which all of th e 
business connected therewith is fully illustrated . From this to the 
BA NK. 
H ere he performs consecuti vely the duties of Receiving and Paying T ell ers, Dis 
count Clerk, Cashier, Book-keeper and Collection Clerk; deals in Gold Certificates, 
U. S. Bonds, City Bonds, Foreign Exchange, discounts Commercial Paper; receives 
·Drafts, and does a General Banking Business . 
Busi ness tr an'iactions of all kinds are carried on the same as in actual business . 
Shipments made, commissions received, real estate purchased, money deposited in the 
banks, etc. Ou r C ommercial Course is the mos t thoroughly practical one ever arranged . 
COMMERCIAL LAW. 
In connection with the work in each office, the law governing its transactions will 
be taught in detail and all technicalities carefully explained. It is the nearest to the 
actual work of any plan that can be devised. 
\ Ve feel confident that to the young lady or gentleman desiring a complete Busi-
ness Education, we offer advantages superior to those of a11y other school. 
W e have made everything so practical that the course will be of incalculable value 
to any young person whetbf.!r he shall afterward give his attention to Book-keeping 
or not. 
E:K:.PEN"SES. 
W hile at most Commercial Colleges the tu ition is from $40 to $so per term, and 
board from $4 to $6 per week, here the tuition is but $8, which not only admits the 
student into the Commercial Department, but to any class in any department of the 
school. On entering the Practical Department, the student will pay a fee of $2 to de-
fray expense of blanks, stationery, etc. Good board and w 11 furnished room at $r.7o 
to $2.20, as described in item of e.·pen e . 
• If ever thing is not as thorough, complete, and practical as r presented, no tuition 
will be charged . 
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(At thP request of the Secretary of the Bureau of Education, we giue the nam<S of the Co11nties } 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
Abram, E. T ................ Fulton, Ohio. Rrooks,j .................. Allegan, Mich. 
Alexander, F. L ........... Mitchell, Iowa. Brown, ohn C ................ Athens. 0. 
Allen, Lily .................. Laporte, Ind . Rrown, . W ........•..... Champaign, Ill. 
Allinson, A. H ................. Macon, Ill. Brown, Robert ......... Bartholomew, Ind. 
Anderson,Jasper ................ Clay, Ill. Brown, Hattie ................ Poner, " 
At mstrong, G. W ........ St. Joseph , Mich. Brown, C. S ................. Marion, " 
Armstrong, W. E ............ Juneau, Wis. B unk, F. L .................. LaSalle, Ill. 
Arnold, Ruell ................. Cas5, :Vlich. Buckles, John ............... Madison, Ill. 
Ashman, H. G .............. Clinton, Wis. Buckles, Isola............... " " 
Ashton, Thomas ............. Benton, " Buell,]. C .............. . Whitesides, " 
Austin, Earnest. ............ Monroe, " Bunnefl, 0. A ............... Laporte, Ind. 
Ayers, G. W ................. Williams, 0. Burkman, Geo .... · · · · ...... Decatur, " 
Baer, George, ............ Crawford. Iowa. Burnent, Frank ................ Cass, M ich 
Baird, C. E ........... . ......... Henry, Ill. l3urvitt, Chas ................ Iroquois, Ill. 
Bair,]. H ................. t. Joseph, Ind. Burget, C. M ................ Pickaway, 0. 
Baker, Anna ............... Mar hall, '" Butler, James .......... Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Baker, Ed ................... Sandusky, 0. Byrman, Albert ....... .. . Jo. Davie s, Ill. 
Bals, A. C . . ............. Tippecanoe, Ind. Cairns, Thomas .. ........... Moultrie, " 
Balyeat, J. . ... .......... Van Wert, 0 . Calding , George ............ Laporte, Ind . 
Barrows, W. V ............ St. Jo eph, Ind. Calkins, F. L .................. Knox, " 
Bayard, A ................... . Porter, " Caunnack, Ira ............. Hamilton, " 
13eall, FrRnk H ..... .... .. ... . . Cass, " Camerer. J. R .............. Marshall, " 
Beck, E.. A .. .. ............. .... " Cantrell, F. E ................ ~Ienard, Ill. 
Belman, V'f. C .......... ' hiawassee, Mich. ICannon, J. L._. ............... Fult?n, Ind. 
Bennett, G. D ....... , ...... Monroe, N.Y. Carey, Geo. l~ ............. Wyommg. Pa. 
Benham, Belle ................. Hardin, 0. 1Carbiencr, Mrs ......... . . . Matshall . lnd. 
Benefiel, F. M .............. Madison, Ind. Carr, E. D ..................... l\lncon, Ill. 
Benjamin, James D ........ Oceana, 1ich. Carnahan, J. H ............... Madison, 0. 
Rennett, Austin ............ .John on, lnd. jCarr, Chas. F ................ ~!arion, lnd. 
Berry, G .................... angamon, 111. Causey, C. E ................... Bond, 111. 
Bcny, E. C .... . .. . ............. Lee, " Chapman, Walter . .. ...... . Living ton, 111. 
Berger, D ................... !I.JarshaJI,lnd. Chamberlin, 0. 'vV ................ Lee, Ill. 
Bitters, ;\f. i\1 ................. Fulton " Chtlders, \\'m ................ Porter, Ind. 
Blazer, i\Iarion ............... Cedar, Iowa. Christman, Percival. .... Montgomery, Pn. 
Bliss, E. E ............... .. . lroquots, Ill. Clarke Ed. D .................. cott, Ind. 
Blo~h, john H ................ ~orter .. Ind. ,C!arke, L . E ................. Elkhart, •· 
Bohn, . P ................... rayette, 111. Ctawson, Asher ............ . 
Bone, L. F ........ ........ l\1oultrie, i\fich. Clifton, ]ames, ..... . ....... Mar. ball, Ind. 
Bond, \Vm .................... Porter, Ind. ollins, J. D .................. Porter, " 
Boone, T· B ................. Greene, \ is. jCompton, Elwood ............. Fay,lte, 0. 
Bouk. Vena ................... . tark, Ind. Compton, J. R ............... Pulaski. Ind. 
Bourdon, James E ....... Muskegon, :.\lich. Conley, John H ............ Cohocton, 0. 
Bowders, A. D ........ . .... .... ~Jason, 111. Conarrow, ;\fary ..... ...... LapePr, :.\lich. 
Bowzer, . D.................. " " Coudra, :.\lollie, ................ Cnss, " 
Bowman, .... A ................ \\'ell s, Ind. Cooper, ]. C .............. Lawrence, Ill. 
Bowen, C. E ........•..... Randolph. " Cooke, Emma ................. \"Veil , Ind. 
Bowlin, John ................. Tipton, " Coon, Aaron . ................. :.\lercer, Pa. 
Brady, John C ........... fontgomery, . ooper, Luther ................ 'oblc, Ind. 
Brinley, J. C ................ :.\lcllenry, 111. Coon, C. F ................ Gratiot, :.\lich. 
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Cook, A.] .................. . Carroll, Ind, 'French, Warren .............. Newton, Ill. 
Copeland. Kennedy....... . .. Mercer, 0. freed, S. P............. . ... Porter, Ind. 
Covoney, Florence ......... Berrien, Mich, Frost, H. L ................. Fayette , " 
Cox, j. W .................. Pulaski, Ind. Fuqua,]. 0 .................... Clark, Ill. 
Cox, Logan............... " Fyffe, A ................... Lawrence, " 
Craven, J. R ............... Hancock, Ill. Gamble, W. E ............. Fayette, low~. 
Cree, James ................ Madison, Ind. Garmand, Franklin ........... Miami, Ind. 
Crisp, I. A .................... Iroquois, Ill. Gardner, Wm ............. Calhoun, Mich. 
Cross, Emmett .......... Shiawasse, Mich. Galbreath, C. L ............. Laporte, Ind. 
Crossett, Earl. .............. De Kalb, Ill. Gibson, J. H .................. Miami, " 
Crossett, Harry.............. " " Gibson, C. S .................. La aHe,Ill. 
Crow, D. W .............. Sangamon, " Gilliland, F. H .............. Monroe, Wis. 
Curtis, M. D .................. Porter, Ind. Gillespie, Thomas .......... Berrien, Mich. 
Curtis, Stephen······......... " " Gillespie, 'N. R ........... Macoupin, Ill. 
Davis,]. L .................... Floyd, " Gettinger, at ............. Randolph. Ind. 
Daugherty. john T ........... Posey. Glascock, Homer ........ . ...... Union, Ill, 
Dean, J ...................... Hancock, 0. Golden, G. F ................... Lake, Jnd. 
DeCamp, Thompson ......... Butler, " Goodspeed, S. B ............ Livingston, Ill. 
DeCamp, W. G ............... Boone, Ind. Goodspeed, Effie . .. . .. VanBuren, Mich. 
Decker, Chas ................ Pulaski, " Goodspeed, Marcella...... " " 
Delli oac, Edward ....... . . Kankakee, " Gordon, Randall . .............. helby, Ill. 
!Jiball, H. B . .. . ........ . ..... White, " Goshet, Wilbur ........... Kosciusko, Ind. 
Dickerson, Philip .......... Vermillion, Ill. Gougar, j. W .................... Will, 111. 
Dilts . C. B .................... Porter, Ind. Gourley,]. H ............... Monroe, Ind. 
Dilworth, C. I3 ............... .. Fulton, lll. Gray, W ...... . .............. ... Jay, " 
Drake, .J. ............. .. ........ Lake, Ind. Grasle, John .. .............. R;:~cine, Wis. 
Dobbins, Elzy...... . . . . . Cedar, Iowa Graves, Edwin .... ... .. . .. Champaign, Ill. 
Donovan, G. W ................. Ford, Ill. Gray, Perry .................. Ca::.s, Mich. 
Donlan, Patrick ................. Will, " Green, A. M ..•................ Vigo, Ind. 
Donnell,G. H ............. . ... Boud, " Green, Arthur ................ .. Fulton,O. 
Dosch, Michael . .. .. ......... 1 osey, Ind. Griffith, .J. M ........... :vtontgomery. Ind. 
D ouglass , Chas . ........... Vermillion, Ill. Griggs, G. W . . ... ....... . .... . Peoria, Ill. 
Dowland, Will. ...... .. ... ~facoupin, " Griggs, A. M ................ Morgan, Ind. 
Dowland, 'harley. ...... . . " Griffin, Geraldine ....... Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Doyle,J. W .... .. ............ Starke, " Gridley, J. S.t. .................. Lake,lll. 
D oy le, James .................. \\'ill, " uinn, R. H ......... ..... .. Benton, Iowa. 
Drullingcr, W. E ........... LaPorte, Ind. Gustafson, A. W .............. Porter, Ind. 
Dunkleberger, Wm ....... Kosciusko, " Guy, W. H ................ Fountain, " 
East, W. H................ " " Gwvn, . B ............... .. .. Porter, " 
Easton, J. M .................. Cass, Mich. Haas, Wm. E . ... .......... Ottawa, Mich. 
Eckles, Jenny .... ............ Hancock, 0. Hahn, Daniel.. , ........... Marshall, Ind. 
Edwards, Rickard ........ Houghton, \Jich. Han is, Ella ... .... .... . ...... Polk, Iowa. 
Eicher, Lewis .. . . . . .. Westmoreland, Pa. Hanna, L. T . ••... ••••••.•.• La~alle , Ill. 
Elliott, Orlando .............. ~linton, Ind. Hardesty, Hanlan ............ Porter, Ind. 
Elmer, Wm ..................... 'ook, Ill. Hardin, Austin ............. Mad1s n, " 
Emerson, M. F .... ...... . .... Henry, " Harman, W. M ........ ....... Putnam, Ill. 
Engle, 1. C .................. Noble, Ind. Hanic;, C. H ................. Newton, Ind. 
Ensrow, J. W ..... ........ . .. Putnam, " l llardy. Eddie .... ........ t. Josf'ph, " 
Evans, Horace ............. Harrison. " Harrington, Chas ............. Jasper, " 
Farmer, Grant. ...... . . ....... Henry, 0. Harper, James ...... . ..... ...... Bond, Ill. 
Faber, J.II .................. ~Iarshall, Ill. llart, Dan .... . ............... Morrow, . 
Fattic,]. B .................... Henry, Jnd.
1
Hardesty, A R .............. Pula ki, Inci. 
Faucett, Chas ............ 't. Joseph, " Hardman, Ed ................... Ford, Ill. 
Fernda, Annie ~1 ... ..... ... ..... Cook, Ill. Harper, Henj ...... . ........ SteubPn, Ind. 
Ferris, C. H .... .. .... .... Madison, M. T. llarline, 'el on ...... .... :t. Jo 'ph, " 
Ferguson, Canaan . ........ Lawrc-n ~o: e, Ind. Hatch, hester ......... Montgom•ry, " 
Fllt!, Lawrence .. ....... Montgomery, 111. Hawonh, Walter...... . ...... nion, " 
Frinzel. T. E .................... enecn,O. He her r, Adam ............... J'ayettc, 111. 
Finch, C1ms .................. Benton, Ind. Hacklethorne, j. W.... . . . . . . " " 
I·i her, \V. G ............. Columbiana, 0. Hedrick, Alex ................ Brown, " 
Fish, W. . ..... .... · · · · \Vaukesha, \Vis. Henry, Katie...... . ........ . Lak , " 
Flagg. L. R .... ....... ............ Will, III IHeiligeu t in ....... .. . . . l'..ffingham, " 
Flood, Frank ................ Laporte, Ind. Helms, Joseph ......... ..... Wnync, Ind. 
Forbes, lulius .................... Lee, Ill. H lgc on, A. D ........ \Vinnt'shiek. Iowa. 
Fo ter, .B. I~ ... ........ ....... Green, " Henderson,\Vm ............ Berri n,. tich. 
Fo gate, Clara .............. DeKalb, " Herkimer. julia........... . ... " " 
Fon r, A. D ..... ..... .. . ..... Fulton, " Herrington, L .• 1 ............. Fay tt , Pa. 
Fo,~lie, Wm .............. Waupaca, \Vi~. Hess, ·.E ........•........ Ven illion, Ill. 
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Hick, Francis ......•.....• Livingston, Ind. L:mterman, E. A •....•...•... Madison, Ill. 
Hilton, John C .............. Defiance , 0. Long. James£ .. .. . ...... St.Joseph, Ind. 
Hines, Jacob ............... Marshall. Ind. LaSalle, A. F ................ LaSalle, Ill. 
Hinckle, B. J .......... Washington, Minn. Lawrence Ruell ...•... Kalamazoo , Mich. 
Hocker, Florence ............. Wells, Ind. Lawrence, Harry H ...... Wankcsha, Wis. 
Hodge . Lucy . ........... Montgomery, Ill. Lawrence, George.......... " " 
Hodge, Lizzie . ........... " " Leader, Rickey .............. Pula~ki, Ind. 
Hodge, \V. \V .......... Van Buren, Mich. Lechner, V. A .................. Stark, 0. 
Hones, Henry ................ Wyandot, 0 Levi, V. D .................... Adams, " 
Hoover, lohn ................. Henry , Ind. Lenning, George, ........... LaPorte, Ind 
Hoppas, Stephen A ............ M;:~son, Ill. Lesley, A. W ................. Porter, " 
Hopkins, L. M .............. VI' abash, Ind. Leviston, Percy ............... Union, " 
Hopkins, A.~I. ............... Marion, lll. Lewis . T. F ..................... Preble, q. 
Horton, Jenme ................. Cass, Ind Lewis, I<. C ............... .. . Parke, Ina. 
Hayman, Arthur ........... Stephenson,lll. Lewis J. C ..................... Preble, 0. 
Hubrick, Henry ............ Effingham,lll. Linbert, H. C ................ Miami, " 
Hudson. Louis ......... Montgomery, Ind. Linden, Chas .............•. Burnett, Wis. 
Huggins, Thos. A ............. Monroe, 0. Lobdell, Fannie M ............ Grant, Ind. 
Hu!,_hes, Tohn ................. Shelby, Ind. Logan, J. F ............... Kosciusko, " 
unt, Acfelaide .................. Ford. Ill. Long, L. D ............... ~t. Joseph, " 
unt, Vim . F ................. Parke, Ind. Lowe, W.H ......... Pottawatramie, Iowa. 
lies, S. E .................. Vermillion, 111. Loy, F. W ................ Effingham, Ill. 
Ingram, H. C ............... . Orange, Ind. Lucas, D. \V . . ............ Brown, " 
jackson, Frank ............... Ripley, " Luke, John ...................... Allen, 0. 
Jackson, F. H ............ St. Joseph, " Luther, J. H .................. DeKalb, Ilt. 
~ ackson, Vetic .............. ·: .. Athens, 0. McClelland, H ............ St._ Joseph, Ind. ackson, Jonathan . ..... Switzerland, Ind. :.1cCoy, J ames ............ Livmgsron, Ill. amison. H. E .................. Lake, Ill. :.rcConnel, Mary A ........ Eldorado, Cal. 
Jarvis, Curtis ................... Clay, " McCaslin, M. A ......... Huntington, Ind. 
johnson, William ........ ChamiJaign, " \!cCaul y, Charles ............. Logan, Ill. 
Johnson, S. A ......... . .... Berrien, Mich. McConnell, E. E ............. Wyandot, 0. 
J oh nson. John ............ Sedgewick, Kan. McDaniel, i\1. A ............ Crawford, Ill. 
Johnson, A. H ............... Barry, Mich. McDow, D. E ................. Wells, Ind. 
Johnson, W. T .............. Douglass, Ill. McFadden, L. K: ........... .. Fulton, Ill. 
~ohnson, Ben. F .............. Ripley, Ind. McGill,]. S .................... Cook, " ones,]. S ................... Marion, " ~!cLean, W. F ........... St. Joseph, Ind. nes, Ro coe ................ Porter, " McMamama, M. M ...... Muhlenberg, Ky. ones, Willie............... .. " " il!cWatty, Willie .............. Bureau, Ill. Jones, lacob ................. Wayne, " McWatty, Maggie............ " " 
]ones, J. H ................. Wa.bash, " Macklem, Hamilton, ....... Sanilac, Mich. 
Iones, Frank .............. Champaign, Ill. ~lagruder, Thos .. .......... Kankakee, 111. 
1<idw 11. Tohn ............. Madison, Ind . i\lagruder, Wm...... ... . .. " " 
Kimplin,W. H ................. Cook, Ill. Marrin, Ande.son ........... Wabash, Ind. 
Kmer, 1elson ............... La, alle, " Martin, j. A ................. Crawford, Ill. 
Kin<T, . J. ................. Macoupin," Marsh a ll, \Vm. ' ............. Jasper, " 
Kmg, f. B................ " " ~larshall. Elwood .... .. .... Fountain, Ind. 
Kinsey, R. E ......... 1 •••• Trenton, Tenn. ~larch. 1\lattie ............... Pulaski, " 
Keables, H. W ......... Van Buren, ~lich. l :.rarklc, D. J. . .......... 1\ladison, " 
Kelley, G. 8 .... .. .. ..... Montgomery, Ill. i\lathc·r, has. F ......... Tippecanoe, 
Kelley, T. E ................... I·ord, " i\1athias, \\' . T ................ Putnam, Ill. 
K en ney. \V. A ................ Lnke, Ind. i\Jatthews , 1. H . . ...... . .... Benton, Ind . 
Kern, Reuben ........ : ..... l\lan.hall, " :\latrhew , L M ................ Le , Iowa. 
Keys. E .............. .... ....... Paris, Ill, i\Jay, \IV. J .............. Appanoose, " 
Knapp, Frank ...... . . ....... Porter, lnd, IM t>ad, Elwood ............... Elkhart, Ind. 
Knnpp, \V. C................ " 1 Mead, Aaron ................... Lee, Iowa. 
~nipJ?. Rnssia ................ DcKa!b , IIJ. I:.fcrril, Fra_nk .......... . .... . .. Fulton, 0. 
Koenrg, Chas ................ Pula. kr. Ind. i\lenlzer, . Imeon .............. All n, Ind. 
Kohler , Albert. .............. lcrmont, . l\Tittamore, Fred A .............. Lake, 111. 
Kohin, Thos . .................... Will, Ill. :Vlilligan, John ....... ..... ..... Berry, " 
Koon , John L ............... \ a ne, Ind. i\liller, Franklin ..... . ......... Posey, Ind. 
Lad, J. S ................... uiiJvan, 1 :.1iller, \Vm . ................... Allen, " 
LaFontaine.\ . F ........... , t. Clair, Ill. :\litchell, Fred .......... lontgomery, " 
~ag:mt, A. A .................. Bond, " \1itchell, Ed. B ............ H nderson, Ill. 
La. lotte, Jo eph .......... hippewa, Wis.
1
illodlin, Isaac . . . ............. Henr ·, Ind. 
Lal\Jaster, \V. L ....... ..... Henry, Ky. i\Jorrell, George .............. . Ja per, Ill. 
Landies, Abram ............. Johnsoo, Ind . i\lonroe, eorg ............ l\loultric, " 
Langlois,\ alter ............ D Kalb. IJJ. lonroc, T. A.............. " " 
Langevien, Joseph ........ Chippewa, \Vis. 1oore, Clyde ......... . . . . ...... Lucas, 0. 
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Morris, Wm. 0 ............. Crawford, Ill. Ross, Tohn F .. .....•.......... Fulton, Ill. 
Morgan, Chas. P ............ Morgan, Ind. Rosen'bery, Oliver .......... Marshall, Ind. 
Morrow, George ............... Fulton, Ill. Rouzer, John C ............... Wayne, 0. 
Morrison, ~icholas .......... Wabash, Ind. Royce, Dan B ...............• Wyandot, 0. 
Morrow, J. L .................. Mercer, 0 . Runnel, Chas ............. Jo. Davies, lll. 
Moss, L. F ..................... Fulton, Ill. Ryan, Wm .................... Lake, Ind. 
Myers, A. L ............ Buchanan, Iowa. Sale, Tames P ............. Champaign, Ill. 
Myers. Noah .......... ·Montgomery, In SarnpTe, Claud ................ Clark, Ind. 
Naanies. Theodore .........•.. Owen, " Sarlls, R. E .................. Posey, Ind. 
Naylor, A. C .................. Wayne 0 . Sargent, Lee ................. Iroquois, 111. 
N ees, Samuel M ................ Cl~y, Ind. Schnee, Harry T .............. Posey , Ind. 
Nelson,]. C .............. .. . . Porter, " Schriener, Frank ............. Grant, Wis. 
Newley, Allen •....•.......... HPnry, " Scramlin, Melvin....... larnazoo, Mich. 
Nichols, Robt. F ............. Kings,N. Y. -.;e]]ers, Charlie .......... lluntington, Ind. 
Oliver, Le'<\'iS ................. Porter, Ind. eltzer, Charles H ........ Champaign, Ill. 
Oliver. T. A.................... " " Seright, Guy ............... DeKalb, " 
Orene, t:. F ................... Henry, Ky. Shanower, W. H ........... Jaspe', Ind. 
Orr, Sherman . .... .......... Marshall,lnd. Shaw, J. E ................. Kankak e, Ill. 
Orris, James .................. !\1ercer, Pa., haw, John N ............. Alleghany, 1-'ld. 
v O. wen, Frank .............. Lawrence, :nd. hier, lohnny ............. 1\lecosta, J\1ich. 
\ Page, A. J ................... Story, Iowa. Shier, Lou ......... ·...... " " 
Parker, L. H .............. St. Croix, vVis Shier, Annie.............. " " 
Parnell , F ................ St. Joseph, Ind. Short, Virg. B ............... Greene, Ind. 
Parker, P. C .................. Ottawa, Ill. ~hockeney, John M .. ..... Ranuulpl, .. 
Parker, Harry .......... Washington, D. C. , imon, John K ...... ..... Midland, Mich. 
Pat ridge, Wallace .......... Macoupin, Ill. mallwood, John M ......... Wabash, Ind. 
Patton, James .............. Ottawa, .Mich. 'mith, E. E ........ .. .... .... McLean, Ill. 
Payne, Adelia .................. Pike, Ind . ... mith, Eliza :\ .......... . .Jo Da vie s, " 
Pently, John ................ Whitley, " Smith, Thomas ........... Vermil!iou, " 
Perkins, W. H ............ Oakland, Mich. Smith, \Villll ........... 'liampnign, 
Petry, D. H ............... Kosciusko, Ind. mith, Obed ................. I:J khan, Ind. 
Pitcher, R. . ............ Waupaca, Wis. Smith, Milton . . . ....... .. .... Po rter. " 
Pixl ey, Frank ............ t. Joseph, Mich .... mith, A. G ............... Calhoun, Mich. 
Platt, John ................... La 'alle, Ill. mith, D. L ................ :\cmaha, l an. 
Potter,]. G ................. Iro9uois, :: !:'m!th, E. S ................... l\'ol~.l · , l~d. 
Potter, James .............. ... m1th, R. I ........... ..... . .. 
Powers, A. S ............ Chickasaw, Iowa. 'mith, Chas. W .......... Harri~on, Iowa. 
Pre cott, 0. W ................ Carroll, 111. 1 mith, C. F .............. =-'t. lair, :\li ch. 
Priaulx, _Joseph ............ Jackson, Iowa. ucll, W. ,W ............... . Christi.an , Ill. 
Pulver, E. w .................. Lake, Ind. noudly I l~lrner ........•.... Fountam, Ind. 
Quinn, W. . ............ Lafayette, \Vis. Snyder, ;\aron ............. Laporte, ·• 
Rader, Wm. B .............. Crawford. 0, \Snyder,Jonathan . . ....... " " 
Ralston, ·. M .................. Owen, Ind. Son·all, Ed .................. Chri~tian, Til. 
Ray, Annie ............. . .. Woodford, 111. Sound, P. L ................... Brown, . 
Ray, John ........... : ......... Adams, . ,Spitler, A ................... 1arshall. In d. 
Reed, W. T .................... Lake, " ~pringler,M.J .......... t.Joscph, :\lich . 
Redding, P. W ............. Johnson, Ind. ·latting. Allen .............. i\lndbon, Ill. 
Reed, 1<. . ...••••••• . • ..•. •••• \V?.ynt:!, " l:::llater, Dora ................. \ yandut, 0. 
Reese, G. A ................ Laporte, " Stahl, E.: 'f. .. .. ......... Huntin g ton, Ind. 
!'~ceder, G. W ................... Ford, Ill. ~teen, W. D ............. Colun1biana. 0. 
Rendleman, Lizzie ........ . .. . Union, " Stiver, 'vV. J .............. Ko!tciusko, Ind. 
R plogle, Lew.. .. . .. . .. .. hawnee, K an. tevens, , . . ............. Marshall, " 
Re!Jlogle, Henry ............ Henry, lnd tough, Geo. K ................ P ·oria, Jll. 
Reynolds, \V. L .. • .. Appanoose , Iowa. Stokf;!s, . li. T ................. White, " 
Rice, Wm. A ............ .. Orange, I~d. l toetzel, T. J .... . .......... Dodge, 'eb . 
Ricker, John L ................ Lake, " toner, Myron ................ PortE-r, Ind. 
Ridenour , Henry .............. Cass, ~lich . . ·umury, G orge ................ Union, . 
Riecker, John .................. Lake, lnd uppes, lohn ...... .......... Monroe, " 
R!ley. W. B . .................. Owen, Ky. ~wan, wf. G .............. All<:gan, ~ich. 
Rmo, Clarence ............... .Jefft:!r o . 0.
1 
ceney,J. C ................ I•rAnklm, . 
Roader, LaFayette .......... Decatur, I~d :witzer, Ameticus .......... Kan~akce •. Ill. 
Roberts, Andrew ........... :\larsball, • ylvester, W. H ... ........ Bcm n, MHh. 
Robinson, chuyler ............ Lake, " Taylor, F. A .................. Brown, Ill. 
Robert on, R. · ............ Jackson, " Taylor, John ............. aris. an:lda. 
Rohinson,G. M ............... BrO\\n, Ili. ITaylor, . oah .............. Bcrri n, Mich. 
Rogers, Marcus ................ Fuhon, 0. Taylor, J. D ................... Butler, 0. 
Roll, T. L ............... rfuhlenb rg, Ky. Talrr,adge, Cbas ............... H nry, " 
Rose, E. . .......•......... Hancock, 0. 1Tennis, G. . ..... . ......... Laporte, Ind. 
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Thompson, john F .......... Steuben, Ind. Whitney, John ........... Cherokee, Iowa' 
Thompson, lsaiah ........... Clinton, " Whitaker, Henry .............. Mason, Ill. 
Thomas, R. S .............. La!Jeer, Mich. Wilhelm, Albert. .............. Cook, " 
Thomas, E. H ........... Vermillion, Ill. Wilhelm, G. W ............... Henry, " 
Thomas, Wm. B.......... " " Wills, Thos .............. Haughton, Mich. 
Throckmorton, Fannie ....... Lucas, low Williamson, ]. N .............. Allen, lnd. 
Throckmorton, Lucy.......... " " Williams, V10la ........... LJpOt te, " 
Tobey, Geo. W ........ Kalamazoo, Mi . Williams, Mattie. ........... " " 
Towell, Chas .....•...... . .... Parke, Ind. Williams , Alex ................ Fayette, Ill. 
Triplett, Wm. H ............... Boyd, Ky. Wilson, Laura ........... .. Jackson, Iowa. 
Tressler, Elmer . ............... Henry, U. Wilkinson, J. W ... . ........... Allen, lnd. 
Tryon, C. C: ................. La Salle, lll. Wilkin::.on, V. E ............. Benton, " 
Tyndall, 0. N ............... Adams, " Wibon, Joseph ......... Huntington, " 
Tyndall, J. W............... '' Wood, Pha .................. Pulaski, " 
Turner, Alfred ............. Adams, " Wood, ]. M .. . ..........•.... Lake, Ill. 
Uhl,John F ............... St. Joseph, Ind. Wood, Aaron .............. Vermillion, lll. 
Van Matre, japp ............. Henry, " Wood, Enos............... N.Y. 
Van Veerah, Mamie ......... Defiance, 0 . Wood, J. B ................. Newton, Ind. 
V1lmer, Louisa W .............. Lake, Ind. \Voodburn, H . L ............ Henton, " 
Vtvian, G. A ..... . .. , ......... Iowa, Wis. Woodward, John F .......... Monroe, " 
Walker, Clinton ............. Douglass, 111. Woodwar,11 C. M ........ Newa}go, Mi ch. 
Waltz, Louis P ............ Wayne, Mich. Wright, C. H .......... Bartholomew, Ind. 
Ward, Lewis ................ Rranch, " Wyman, L.A............... ... Ill. 
Ward, Frank .............. . .. . Miami, Ind. Wynne, Jos. T . .. ........... Allcg-an,Mich 
Weaver, JohnL ............ Marshall, " York, George ..... .. ........ Wh1tley, Ind. 
Weatherill, C. J .... .. .. .... N.Y. Young, rvtillard .............. Iroquois, lll. 
Webb, H .................... Sauk, Wis Young, Libbie ................ Marion, " 
Wells, James .............. Berrien, Mich. Young, Mary . ................ Iroquois, Ill. 
\Nestgatc, Charles ............ LaSalle, Ill . Young. vV. F .................. L1ke. lnr\. 
Westfall, Elmer ............... Cass, " IZedike r, T. J .............. Tackson, Iowa. 
vVestcnnan, ~. H ..... ..... . .. . Allen, I~d. ~eller, He_nry .............. \.Voadford, Lll. 
\Vest, ~1ary 1~ ............ St. Joseph, Zeller, jos1e .......... .. ... Woodford, Ill. 
\Nhalen, Will. .......... Van Huren, Mid1. Zooks, J. R .............. Whiteside, " 
White,S . L .............. Fayette, W.Va. . 
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Acker, G. W ................... Fulton, 0. Baker, Seward . ... .. .. ..... Monr0e, Mich. 
Ackerman, F. R................. " " Baker, J. E ................... Noble, Ind. 
Ackley, E. E .................... Stark, Ill. Baldridge, C. M ............... Henry, " 
Adams, T. M ................ Whitley, Ind. Ballinger, J. E ................. Grant, " 
Adams, Louisa ....•.. .... ..... Cass, Mich. Ballinger, A. M................. " " 
Aid, J. C ..................... Page, Iowa. Banker, J. B.................... N.Y. 
Alexander, R. L ............... Owen, Ky. Barnard, L. C ...... . ..... ...... Allen. Ind. 
Alkire, J· A . .... . ............. ~utnam, 0. Barnard, E. E .............. Bet~zie, Mich. 
Allen .. M .... . ............. l•ulton, Ind. Barker, C. W ..... ....... ..... Fulton, Ind. 
Alinson, Albert H .............. Macon, IlL Barlow, C. ] ................... Starke, Ill. 
Allen, R. D ................. Whiteside, " Bartlett, S. D ... ........ Montgomery, " 
Allen, S. V ................... Tipton, Ind. 11arnes W. B .................. Purter, Ind, 
Alwood,]. W ............. Newago, Mich . 13arnes, Hattie B.............. " " 
Ames, Willard ................... Cass, " Bargdell, Scott. ............... Fayette, 0. 
Am(>S, Georg"' W..... ... . . . . . . . . . " " Harkley, Will. ............... Morgan, Ind. 
Amstutz, C. D ................... Allen, 0. Barnesdale, \.Vm .. ............ Canol!, " 
Anderson, G. \N' .•.••.••. St. Joseph, Mich. Barnes, John W ........... Randolph. " 
Anderson, Carrie ............ Jackson, Ark. Barger, . H . ........•.... McHenry, llls. 
Anderson, Eli.zabeth .... Winneshiek, Iowa. Barnard, HJ. .................. Rush, Ind. 
Anderson, Eliza P ............. Porter. lnd. B<'~rnes, J. \ .................. Shelby, " 
Anthony. J. R ................. Bureau, lll. Bartlett, W. L .. .............. Warr n," 
Apple. John W ..... .... .... .... Shelby 0. Barrett, Mary ........... .... Highland, 0. 
Armstrong, W. E ............ Juneau, Wis. Batdorf, Franklin .. ......... . t. Cl<)ir, fils. 
A~mstrong, Calvin ........ . Lawrence, Ind. Bates, L. .......... . ...... St. Joseph . Ind. 
rmstrong, R. A ................ Lake, Ill. Bateman, Geo. A ..... . ... Black Hawk, la. 
Armstrong, Noah .......... Lawrence, fnd. Bean, E. . ................... R'Jck, vVis. 
Armstrong, F. F ....... . Muskegon, Mich. Beardsley, Louisa, ............ Cass, Mich. 
Armstrong, S. E .............. Fayette, Pa. Beard, Cora ..... ............... Ford, Ills. 
Arnold, Hattie .................. Ford, Ill. Beazley, Lucy .............. Lincoln . Ky. 
Arthur, H ................... Branch, Mich. Beaumont, ·usan .............. Miami, Ind. 
Ash, Leslie . . ................ DeKalb, Ind. Beaumont, Ruth ............... Miami," 
Ashley. Fred .................. Cass, Mich. Beck, C. L ...................... Jay. Ind. 
Ashbaugh, R. F ............... \1orrow. 0. deck, fary ............. Montgomery, llli. 
Atkinson, \fl.•. T ............ anilac, 1ich. Beckett, G. A ............. .. Warren, lnd. 
Atwood, C. N .... .......... . . Iroquois, Ill. Beery, Ella . .......... ...... WyanJot, 0. 
Austin, C . H .............. _ .... Lake, " Beitler, D. F...... . . . . . . . . . " ' 
Austin, W. V./ ••.....•......... White, " Bell, G. \V ..... . .......... Morgan, Ind. 
Axtell, 0. [ .................. Iroquois," Benjamin. Mary ............ Oc~ann, Mich. 
Ayers, L. Z ............ ••... Adams, fnd. Bennett, Mary .............. 1-l!ghland. . 
yer, J. T ............. .. . ..... Lake, Ill.! Bennett, G D ............. Monro , N.Y. 
Ayers, S. Loube ......... .. Kankakee, " Bennett, Lillie .............. 't uben, Ind. 
Ayers, Henry .................. Peoria, ' Benham, 1. C .................. Porter, ·• 
Bair, G. H ................. Osceola, Mich. Benham, Belle................. " " 
Baih·y, \Vm ...... ... ..... Celaware, Ind. Bergman, E. D .............. Defiance, . 
Baitd, Cha5. E. .............. Henry, Ills. Berger, Dauiel. ............. farshall, fnd. 
Baird, 'arab ........ ........ ~larshall, Ind. R •rry, J. ...... .. ......... . Delawnrc, " 
Bailey. M. r. ................ Augla.izc. 0. 1Revier, lohn P ............... Richland, 0. 
Baker, . \Villis ..... . ........ \Yh1te . Ind. Billings, Alma ............. Kosciusko. Ind. 
Baker, Anna ................ ~larshall, " Billmg5ley, j • .J ............. Branch,. lich. 
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Bilger, Geo .................... Noble, Ind. Byrum, A. H ............ Jo Daviess, Mich. 
Bishop, Lucius .......... Van Buren, Mich. Byrkett, Rufus ................ Henry, Ind. 
Blankenship,C has ............ Marion, Ills. Caddick. \V. T ................ Boone, Ills. 
Blake, T. N ................ Marsh dl, Ind. Cain, Morris .................... Noble, 0. 
Blanchard, Etta ............... Peoria. Ills. Calderwood, J. M .......... Wayne, Mich. 
Blankenship, Jacob ........... Fayette, " Calvert, J. G ........... Huntington, Ind .. . 
Blazi er, Marion .... .' .. .... ...... Cedar, Ia. Campbell, Robert. ............ Shelby, " 
Blake,} ames ................ DeKalb, Ind. Cameron, W. 0 ............. Cuyahoga, 0. 
Blean, . C .. . ....•....... Whitesides, Ills. Cameron, Amelia... . . . . . . . . " 0. 
Boltz, . J ....................... Iowa, I a. Cannon, Carrie ................. Clark, I a . 
Bond, Wm .............. Houghton, Mich. Cameron, E. R ............... Niles, Mich. 
Boone, Wm. T .......•.... St. Joseph, Tnd. Canfield, A. B ... ............... Fulton, 0. 
Borough, Clara....... . . . " ·" Carlton, Chas. H .......... St. C lair, Mich. 
Borough, Carrie.......... " " Carter, Ernest. ............. Christian, Ills. 
Bowley, Chas .............. Kankakee, Ills . Carbiener, Peter. ........... Marshall, Ind. 
Bowers . S.M ............... Wyandot, 0. Carlisle, B. S ... . .......... Wanick, " 
Boyd, H. V ...................... Iowa, Ia. Carpen ter, C. A .....•...... Allegan, Mich. 
Brackett, Herbert. .......... Monroe, Wis. Carver, Nim ................ Madison, Ind. 
t Brainard, Orp~a .. .....•........ L~ke, Ul s, Carbi..!ner, f?avid .......... St. J,?seph .. " 
Brazmgton, Ohver.............. Ind. Carver, Reha.............. Mich. 
Bray, Henry ................. Morgan, " Carson, Fanny ............. La Salle, Ills. 
Bradl ey, F. D •....... . ..... Kankakee. Ills. Carpenter, A ngus M ...... St. Clair, Mich. 
Braden, L. S ................ Decatur, Ind. Cartmel l, R. W ............ Christian, Ills. 
Breen, John M ............ Woodford, Ills. Carmody, John D ...•...... Berrien, Mich. 
Briggs, A . T ................. Adams . Ind . Carter, Anna ............ jefferson, W. Va. 
Britton, G. C . ...... ... ........ Cedar, Ia. Carter, Mattie ............ Livingston, Ills. 
Bridges, f. T .... . ........... Fayette, flls. Carter, Jacob ................ Carroll, Ind. 
Briggs, Mary ................. Cass, Mich. Carter, James ............•... Henry, " 
Brimley. J. H ............... Wyandot, 0. CartP.r r. E ... .......... Pottawattamie, [a. 
Brigham, John M .......... Allegon, Mich. Casey, 'thomas ............. Lapeer, Mich , 
Brown, A . A .. ................. Morrow, 0. Caspe1, John . ........... St. Joseph, " 
Brown, John C ................. Athens, 0. Casper, Wm............. " " 
Bfown, W. 0, ................ Iroquois, Ill. Castle, L.A ...... ....... .. .. :vtiami. Ind. 
Brown, W. H .............. Oakland, Mich. Cassidy, Sadie ................ Fairfield, 0. 
Brooks, C. H ............ St. Joseph, " Casey, C. J ............ , ........ Lake. Ills. 
Brown, 0. F ......... . .... Kosciusko, Ind Chamberlin. Frank ... . ..... Allegan, Mich. 
Brown, Wm .................. Porter, Ind. Chambers, T. T ............ Columbiana, 0. 
rown, Walter D ............... Lake, Ills. hambers, W V ............ Van Wert, 0. 
Brunk, T. L ................. La Salle, " Charter!', Emmett. ............ Miami, Ind. 
Brummitt, Emily ......•....... Porter, Ind. Cheno\\'eth, Chris .... ...... Randolph, " 
Brub 1cher, Harry ............. Fayette, 0. Cheney, H. H .. .......... Tippecanoe, " 
Brundage, F. E ................ Seneca, 0. Chenoweth, Elliott.. ..... Calhoun, W.Va. 
Brundage, Grace.............. " 0. Choate, Laura ................ Clinton, Ind. 
Brummitt, John ..... ......... . Po.ter, Ind. Choate, Susie ..... .... .. .... .... ork, Ills. 
Buchanan, Edgar ................. Ida, I a. Christman, Frank .... 1 •• • •••••• Preble, 0. 
Buckles, Isola ............... Madison, Ills. Christm, Annie ............... Adams, Ind. 
Buchanan, E. E .............. DeKalb, Ind. hristian, arrie ................ Ford, llls. 
Buel, Kate .. ......... . ........ Co0ke, llls. Christman, Percival. ..... Montgomery. Pa. 
Bugher, orwin ............. Guernsey, 0. Clark, . B ................ Macoupin, llls. 
Bunnell, E. D ............. . .. Clinton, Ills. Clark, ~1aggie . ................. Ford, " 
Burns, Lizzie ... ..... .... .. . ... Putnam, 0. lark, Lewis C •.... ..... ..... Elkhart, Ind. 
Burget, L. M ................ Pickaway, 0. Clark, . E ................... l\Jacon, llls. 
Burkholder, Clara . ........... Tremont. la. Clark, Fred ............ ...... Barry, 'I ich. 
Burgess, Geo. L ............. Newton, Ind. Clausen, E. H ............... Van ert, 0. 
Burke, A. D .. ..•. .....•...... . Cass, Mich . Clayton, C. ~1 ............ Kusciusko, Ind. 
Burns, lark .............. Whitesides, Ills. Clark. \\'. E . .. ................ Lake, " 
Bushey, W. E .............. Van \Vert, 0. Clay, 1 'elson A ................. Henry, 0. 
Butler, E. H ............... Tuscola, Mich. Clements, C. P ................ Portage, 0. 
Butz, Michael. ............ Kankakee, Ills. ,Cleets, George \' .... ........ Fulton, Ills. 
Butler, J. C ... ............. 1\larshall, I_nd. l~mmons! \\'.H ............. Ti~ton, l~d. 
Butler, ]_?-mes ... .... .. . . Kalamazoo, ~1I ch. 1 CI~ne , \ _Ill T ................ cott, " Butler, K L .................... Fulton, 0. Clme, Josiah ........ .. ..... 1arshall, Butler, E. 0 ............... La Porte, Ind. linebell. Iary ............... Fulton, Ills. 
Butcher, ~. A. :.1 ................. Jay, " Clouser, ebon B ...... ~Iontgomery, Ind. 
Butcher, I. , ... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . " Cloud, A .................... \ abash, " 
Buzbee, '. J .................. Benton, " Clyne, John T .......... ......... ~I ill, llls. 
Byer, J. J .. .... ....... ....... Iloward, " oates, E. L .................. Porter, Ind. 
Byrne. John .................... ook, Ills. Cochran, Amelia ................ Clay, Ills. 
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Coder, F. P ...•............ De Kalb, Ind. Davey, T. T ............. Houghton, Mich. 
Coffin,J. B .. ........... . ...... Porter, Ind. Dawson. W. W ............ La Porte, Ind-
Coffin, Mattie........ .. .. . . . . " " Day, Ella ..................... Shelby, " 
Coffin, Nor~............. . . . . ". :: ean, Villa ... . . .. . .... .... ..... La~e, I,!ls. 
Coleman, Lmsey .. .......... Fountam, ean, Cora . ..... ..... ..... .... . 
Coleman, Hattie ............... Jasper, " ean, Clayton.... ... ......... .. " " 
Coleman, Lyman . . .......... De Kalb, Ills. De Camp, W. H ................ Butler, 0. 
Colby, Fred ................ McHenry, " De Kay, Josie ................... Lucas, 0. 
Cole, Anna ................... DeKalb, " Delahunt, Anna.... . .. .. ...... .. Ills. 
Combs,]. A ................... Macon, " De La Mater, Robert. ....... La Salle, " 
Condra, Marv .............. La Porte, Ind . Delaplane, Jnmes ............. Cass, Mich. 
Connell, A. J .............. Ko ciilsko, " Dempsey, Maggie .. ......... Bureau, Ills. 
Connell, Lewis ... . ..... .... ... Fulton, 0. Denney, A. 1 ...••..••••••.• Marshall, Ind. 
Connell, S. E......... .. .. . . " 0. Denney, R. H .................... Jay, " 
Connolly,]. A ................. Henry , 0 . De l'riest,]. W ............... Gibson, " 
Conner, S. W ................ Pulaski, Ind . Dervage, 1. f<' •••••••••••••• ummer, Kan. 
ondrey, Mary ................. Lake, llls. Deavey, P'. N ............... S1euben, Ind. 
Conner, Ella .................... Piatt, " Detamore, Jos .............. Douglass, Ill s. 
Conrad, D. F .............. Kosciusko, Ind. Dibble. W .................... Cass, Mich. 
Conard, B. A ............... La Lalle. Ills. Dihbell, E. J ................. White, Incl. 
Conner, Shelby .... ....... ... Pulaski. lnd Dibble , Julia A .. . .......... All gan , Mich. 
Connolly, F. E .... .... ......... Henry, 0. Dickinson, Alletha ............ Port r, Ind. 
Conway, Chas .... . .... Montgomery, fnd . Dickson, W. B .. ........ .... La Porte, " 
Coon, Chas. F .............. Gratiot, :-.1ich . Dickinso,,, W. T ............... . Lake, " 
Cook, A. R .............. Hendricks, Ind . Dingman, Emma ........... .. M aeon, Ills. 
Croley, Sarah .................. Cook, Ills. Disney, Robert. ................ Couk . " 
Cook, C. E .............. Montgomery, " Disney, L. M .............. Shawnee-, Knn. 
Cook, R. D ................. Iroquois, " Doan, Leslie ................ DeKn.lb, Ills. 
Copeland,~ - P ................ Mercer, 0. Doak, \Vt·sley ............... !'vlorgan. lnd. 
Coveney, Nettie .............. Cass, Mich. Dobson, babel .............. lJiatt,llls. 
Cotrell, Sarah ..... .... .... Livingston, Ills. Dodge, Cappie .............. Audubon. Ia 
Courtright, Ollie .. .... ..... ... Fairfield, 0. Dolan, John .............. Calhoun, Mich. 
Cox, Chas. W .. .. .... . .... Verm Ilion, Ills ole, Chas.J ................... J.ake, Ills. 
Cox,CyrusW............ " " onovan,D.D ............. .. .. ll cnry,O. 
Coy, D . .J ......... ..... ...... Defiance, 0. Donavan, J. \IV ................. Dnrke, 0. 
Crawford, Dora ................ Rush, Ind. Donahue, \V . J ............ !'vlacoupin, Ill s. 
Craft, M .. .... .............. La Salle, llls. J)ouglas, John W ............ Gibson, Incl. 
Crawford, \Vm .............. Jefferson, La. Downing, Wm ................ Adams, Ill s . 
Craig, H. E .................... ohle, Ind. Downing, Robert............. " " 
Crandall, Clinton ............ Wright, Min. Downing, Albert. ............ . 
Crawford, J ohnS ........ Champaign, llls. Downs, P. H ............... Allamakee, Ia. 
Crawford, John W .............. Will," Downey, A. B ............... Wabash, Ind. 
Cripe, Edward ............ t. Joseph, Ind. Doyle, Amos . .................. Porter, " 
Crowell. Olive ................ Union, Ills Doyle, Wm. A ................ hclhy, Ills. 
Crow, Chas ............. .... .... Cook, " !Drake, James ........... Montgon1ery, Ind. 
Crooks, L. D ................ Carroll, Ind. Drake, 'Irwin . .. ... ........ hristian, Ills. 
Crowe, \Vm ...... . ........... Kent, i\lich. Drennen, )as. W ........... Dougla~s. " 
Crunn, Laura .. .............. Carroll, Ind. Drinker, Hattie ........... olumh1a, Wis. 
Crumpacker, Chas .. ... ........ Porter. " jDrollinger. G. W ........... La f'orte, Ind. 
Culbertsnn, Chas ............ Williams, 0. Durlley, F. J .............. Walworth, \.Vis. 
Culp, Eugene ............... Hancock, 0. Dudley, M ................... Ripley, Mo. 
Cunningham, M. J .............. Will, Ills. Dun ten, G. E, ................. All n, Ind. 
Cunnin~ham , 0. Yf ••.•••• t. Joseph, Incl. Dunham, M .. ................. Jackson, Ia. 
Cummings, I. B ............ Gibson, Tenn. Dunn, Bettie .................... l'iatt, Ills. 
ummms, C. E ........ hiawassee, licntf.>l unham, Emma ................. Ford, " 
Curtis. H enry C .............. Case;, " Eagleson, lames B ............... Ross, . 
Dan!els, A. W ............ Black Hawk, Ja. ~:1sterly, J. M._. ........... Calhoun, l\1ich. 
Dame!, C ..................... . K:1ne, llls.
1
J·.astwood. Orvrlle •............. Lake, Ind. 
Dancer. Alhert. .............. Decatur, Ia. Eaton, Allie V .............. La Porte," 
Daum, 1 • F ................. , .. Lake, fnd. Eddy, Wm. C .................. helby, Ill. 
Davenport , C. R .............. vVhit , llls. Edell man, W. M .......•...... Union, " 
Dav!s, Frank H ................ Henry," Edgington, W. C ............ ll ancock, . 
Dav~s, I. J .................... Fulton, Ind . Edgerton, Artie ........... . J wton, Ind. 
Dav1s, j· P ..................... Lake, Ills. Eclwarrls, I. J ............... Van v rt, 0. 
Davis, . F.................... . " " Ed\\'arcls, Zenas P .............. H •nry, 111. 
avis, .. 1 L. . .......... .... ... 1ich. Edwards, Richard ...•.... Hought..,n, , tich. 
Davis, Owen ....... . ........ Howard, Ind. Edwards, W. C ................. Pt oria, Ill. 
Davis, Ellen .................. 'hdby, '' Edward , E.:\ ................. H nry, " 
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Edwards , M. F ....•......... Newton. Ind. Fulton, Chas. S ................... Cass, Ia. 
Egloff, Tinai .................... Floyd, Ia. Fuller, Wilson B ... .. .. Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Eflis, Orlando ....... . ...... Livingston, Ill. Furr, H. B ................... LaSalle, Ill. 
Ellis, Ira .............. . ..... Johnson, Ind. Funk, Walter ................ Elkhart, Ind. 
Elliott, Josie .................. Fayette ," Gaham, Mary .............. Livingston, Ill. 
Eller, D. E . .. .............. Marshall, " Galloway, Rena ............... Porter, Ind. 
Elliott, Della . ........ . ......... Cedar, Ia. Garrett, G. L ............. Coshocton, Ohio. 
Elliott, C. D.................... " " GaHison, Clara ................ Porter, Ind. 
Elliott, R. G .................. losco, Mich. Gardner, Ola ............... Allegan, Mich. 
Eitner, Wm ..................... Cook, lll. Garvey, P. L ... . ............... Owen, Ky. 
Elstun, C. C ......... . .•... Orange, N.Y. Gaskill, He~uy ................ . Mac<m, Ill. 
Emmerson, Webster ........ Whitley, Ind. Gates, Vanta ................. H ancock, Ill. 
Ennes, L. G .. ........ .. ....... Henry, 0. Gatton, Louisa . . ............. Fulton, " 
Ensberger, R . J ............ Berrien, Mich . ~ay, C. !-f .................. Iroquois, " 
Epley, May H.............. " " G!bson C. J ............ ... Alleghaney, .Pa. 
Erow. J ...................... Richland, 0. Gibbons, Julia ....................... M1ch. 
Erwin, J. M ................ Columbia, Pa. G!ffin, L. T .... . ........ Susque '·anna, Pa. 
Estes, S. Vl .................. .. Owen, Ky. G~ger, C. L ................ Woodford, .Ill. 
Evans, W. B ................... ---, Ill. Gtlmore. Eugene .............. Ca:.s, Mtch. 
Evans, Jacob ................... Boyd, Ky. Gilmore, Frank............... " " 
Faber, john ................ Marshall, Ind. ~~lle:t. J . A .................... Noble, Ind. 
Fairfield, Staunton ........... Cherokce,la. G~lbteatl~, W. S ................ Green.,!ll. 
Fall, John ................... W abash, Ind. ~~llett, Ed. G .................. ,Kane, 
Farson, Miss N .................. Cook, 111. (,!]bert, R F ........... . ..... Floyd, Iowa, 
Farson, !iss R...... ........ ... . " " G!rton, Rtley ..................... L~e, .~11. 
Farr, Ed p ................... . Jackson, Ia. Gtrton, Clarance.:................ . 
Farley, Eugene ............. Kankakee, Ill . GlazeJ;~rook, Manetta ........ Pulaskt, ~nd. 
}arnsworth, DeMay, ......... De Kalb, " Godwm, Ida C .............. Kent, Mtch. 
Faxon, C. G ............. . ... Kendall, " Goff. A. R. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~·~ enard, Ill. 
Felton, Emma .................. Huron, 0. ~olden, j. M:······· ......... Clinton, r.nd. 
F ••nto 11 Ch~s Warre11 Itld Goodspeed, Effie . ... .... Van Buren, Mtch. ~ ' '' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . G d d C II " " " 
Fennimore, S . ... .. ....... . .. Madison, " Goodspeed, Mor.e all ...... " 
Fernekes, Rosa ................ Porter, " oo spe~ • a rce a. ··· 
Ferguson, fennie ............ Marion, Ill. ~ooch, ['.dgar .. · · .. · · · · · ··· .. · .... Lee, 1.11. 
Ferris ('has H :Madison Mon Gordon, L. W. J ..•.... Tuscarawas, Oh10. 
· . ' • • .'" .. ·...... c , ' • . ·Gordon, C. W .. .. .. .. . " " ~erguson, Hattie .............. Dul age, Ill. Gotslall, L. D .. .............. Fulton, Ohio. 
Ferguson, J. H .............. Mor~r<?e· 1 ~,d . Graham, T. H .............. Fairfield, " 
~erguson, C:has ............ Venml~1011 • Graves, Norman W ........ Crawford, Wis. 
f:rguson, S. F ............... Manon, Ul s. Graham, Emma ............... Noble, Ind. 
l-~ckensher •. L. S .......... t.Joseph. I_nd. Graham, w. H ............... Menard, Ill. 
~~el~, Abbte. ·..: ...... · · · · .. · ·, ·~P.n.t, Mich. Gray, Harry ....... ......... Fayette, Ohio. 
F ~nmcum, N. F ............ \\. ~ttcstdes, Ill. Graham, Guy E ............... . ohle, Ind. 
F~nk , Reuben ................ Elkl~,art, l~d. Gray, W. A ...................... jay, Ind. 
F~nk, ·arab .················· Graham, Nettie ....... .. .... La Porte, " F~nk, Al_cctta ................ · . .. Graham, colt ................. colt, Iowa. 
F!sher, r. .t\. ·. • ... ·. · · · · · Huntu:gton,. Graham, James ............ Champaign, 111. 
Ftsher, W. W ........ · · · · · · Bernen. M1ch. Graves. H. A ............... Branch, Mich. 
~~sher, E . E .······· .. ········ Peoria, lll. Graves. Chas. M ........ .. ... Newton, Ind. 
f1sher, Wn~ ................. Wa>bash, l~cl. Grenell, Herman ........ VanBuren, Mich. 
Flake, Paultne ............ . · ... I o~ter, Greene, Hattie ................ Lake, Ill. 
~lak~. J>riscill~. · ·. · .. · ·. · · · · · ·: ' Gregg. Lizzie ........... ... .. Marion, Ind. 
l•lemmg, D. C ........... Hun~t~gton, Gregory, T. B ............... Morgan, " 
Floyd, 1·: J .................. I 1pron, Gregory, Edwin .............. Barry, 1ich. 
Ford, Olt\'Ja . .. ...... ·.·.·· .. Benton, Greene. RaY. ................ ·Whiteside, 111. 
~orcman, J. C .... · · ·· .... ··· .. ·· ···· · .Ill. Greenefield, A. J ........... Tuscola, Mich. 
I: osgate, C:has .. ............. D ]~alb, 1!.1. Greene, i\.Iary ............... Whiteside, Ill. 
l•osgate, Clara...... ...... .. . Greene, Hattie.............. " " 
~ox, ·. q ... .. ..... .... ~lontgomery, Ohto. Gregg, M. C ...................... Jay Ind. 
I• ox, <;:. , ..................... ·.Lake, TIL Gregory, G. \V ............... Rarry. Mich. 
f'rancts, . G ................ . Fayette, Pa. Griffin, Geo ............... Williams, Ohio. 
Frazer, s;eo ........... · ..... ·Tremont. Ia. Grimes, C. A ............ Tippecanoe, Ind. 
Freed, S. P ................... Porter , Ind Grffith, • . L ..................... Allen. 0. 
Friedley, T. L .............. encca, Ohio. Griffi , C. C ................... Henry. Ind. 
Fries, Lucie .... . .. .......... Henry, Jnd. Grossman. Mary ..•......... jefferson, " 
Fry, Maggie ................ Buchanan. la. .roman, Loui a ............ Lake " 
}•ry. \Vm . E ..... . ............ nenton, Ia. Grossman, H.j ............. !l.1ar.hall, " 
Fulton, 0. . .................... Cass, la. Groninger, Fran· ........... Carroll, 
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~r<?ve, Frank. ••••.........•... Jasper, I?.d.
1
Heaton, Mattie ........... Hill~dal~, ~ich 
Gumn, R. L .......••........ Benton, Heberer, Adam .............. St. Cla1r, IIJ. 
Gurney, Zelia ................... Cook, Ill. Heery, Katy .................... Lake, " 
Gushwa, W. E ............ St. JosC'ph, Ind. IHeidman. H. B .......•..... Berkshire, Pa. 
Gyger, Belle ...•.......... Lawrence, " Heiney, Chas ............ Huntington, Ind. 
Hackett, Emma ........... La Porte, " Heiney, Will M.......... " " 
Hadley, C. N ............. Morgan. Hellman, Angelo . .. .... ........ Pike, " 
H aeussler, R. C .......... St. Charles, Mo. Heiney, Alvin .... .. .... Huntington, " 
Hairies , A. S ............... Jackson, Iowa. Henry, Sadie .............•... Defiance, 0. 
Hain, W. E ............... Champaign, III. Hensel, G. F ................. Fairfield, 0. 
Haines, E. J ..•...................... Mich. Henderson, Lora ............... L ake, Ind. 
Haines, J. F ................. Hamilton, Ill. Heritage, 1. M ............ Williams, Oh10. 
Haley, W. H ................ Fulton, Ohio. Heritage, G. C............ " " 
Haley, D.P .................. Starke, Ind . Heritage, C. F .............. Madison, Ind. 
Hall, S. J ................... Fulton, " Hess, Anabel!. ............. Berrien, M1ch. 
Hall, Isaac ............... Kosciusko, Hesse, Daisy ..... . ........ Delaware, Ind. 
Hall, J. G ........... , ...... De Kalb, Hetzler, H. G ................ Beaver, Ill. 
Haley, H. P ................. Starke, Hickerson, J. F ............ Putnam, Ohio. 
Hale, Geo .............. Van Buren, Mrrh Hickerson, Mary........... " " 
Haley, M ................. , ... Starke, Ind. Higginbotham, Sam A ........ Gibson, Ind. 
Hall, S. H ................ Waupaca, Wis. H:ggins, S. E .................... Scott, Ia. 
Hamman, G. R ................. Coles, Ill. Hicks. E. G . ...... .. ......... J ones, Iowa. 
Hamilton, L. N ..... . ....... Mercer, Ohio. Hicks, N. T .............. Jo Daviess, 111. 
Hammonrt, A. L ......... VanBuren, Mich. Hiester, B. F ............... La Salle, " 
Haney, C. H ................... Cass, " Hillis, A.M ................. DccaLur, Ind. 
Hanger, C. N..... . ......... ewton, Ind. Hilbert, Rosa . .... . . . ... . ...... Allen, " 
Hanlan, John . ... .. ......... Marion, " Hill, Leroy ................... Fayette, 0. 
Handley, Melville .............. Lake, " Hoag, Lizzie ................ Delaware, Ia. 
Hanson .•..................... Cass, Mich. Hoag, HatLie................ " " 
Hanl a n, E. R ......••............ Lake, III. Hoag, amuel. .... .. ....... Berrien, Mich. 
Harrison, Geo. R ......... Sangamon. " Hobbs, f. H ...... . ........... Iroquois, 111. 
arper, Rosella ............... Noble, Ind. Hobson, Vv. C ........... Montgomery," 
arris, E. T ................. Newton, Ind. Hobbs, John M ....... ... ..... Tipton, Jnd. 
Harg:ave , Nettie ...•... . .... . Bento11, " Hobbs, Vinant ............ Hamilton, " 
Har!{rave, Mary.............. " " Ilodwir1, R. F ... . ... . .......... . Dakotah. 
Harlin, Nelson . ........... St. Joseph, Hodge, Vv. W ......... . Van Buren, Ivlich. 
Harlin, ]. D ................... Wayne, 111. Hodges, Lizzie ........... Montgomery, II!. 
H ::1rrington, H. H ......... Walworth, \Vis. Hodson, 1. N .............. Hendricks, Jnd. 
Hardesty, A. R ........... . . Pulaski, In cl. Hodson, H. C .................. Logan. IlL 
Harding, F. M ............ Oakland, ~1ich. Hocltje, Wm ................ Du Pflge, " 
Harlin, ."\elson ..•.••........... St Jo, lnd. Hoffman, F. . ... ............ Fulton, Ind. 
H arris, \V . V..' .•••••••••••••. Adams, " Hoffman, W. F ............. . .. Owen, " 
Harris, F. L... •. . . . . . . . . .. . " " Hofthine, Ida ................... Ogle, Ill. 
Hart, Thomas ............. .. . Fayette, Ill Hoft11ine, Francie;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " " 
H artsock, E. J . ... .... ..•...... 1 ohle, Ind. l Ioffman, Geo .. ........ .... Bremer, Iowa. 
Hartsock, H. f • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • " " ogg, Gco ........ .. ........ Deca tur, Ind. 
Harding, W. M . ........... Macoupin . lll. Hollopeter, B. . .............. Allen, " 
Harbaugh , C. F ........... St. Joseph, Ind. Holcd!{er, Lodema ..... .... .... D a rke , 0. 
Harper, james F ............. Oarke, Ohio Holli ster, J. F .............. nerri n, .Mich. 
Hart, D. F .......................... Ohio. Holmes Elizabeth . ... .... Tippecanoe, Ind. 
Hatch, Geo. \V ....•.......... Menard, Ill. Holmes, Emm a .......... " " 
H::1ttield . Amv ............. t. Joseph, Ind. Hollister, L. H ........... Cuyahoga, Ohio. 
Hatch, Nevada ................ Cass, Mich. Hollister,~ohn........... " " 
Haus~man,_G. Fe .......•.... : .. . 'o lcs , lll. Holland, oh~son ............. Gallat_in, ,!II. 
Hawktns, l· lorence .......... ullrvan . Ind . lolmcs, . c. s re ........ . ..... .. \ hue, 
awemtein, Olive .. ...... ..... . . Ford . 111. ' look e r, Ch as ... . ..•...... Waupaca, V.l is. 
Hawthorne, \ ill. ............ . Porte r, Inc! Hoover, J. E ................ Marsha ll, Ind. 
Hawley, 1-3 . • • ••••••••••••••••••• Kan e , 111 Hoover, Samuel A ........... Elkhart, " 
Hawkins. v-..r. II. ............ . ull ivan, Ind . Tood. Rob rt M ........•.... 'lmton, " 
Hayt:s, J ennie . ....... .. Bartholomew. " Hook, Hannah J .................. L e, Ill. 
llav, ·. L .................. La Porte , Ind. Hopkins, W. F ............. toddard, Mo. 
Hay, Ella ..................... White, " Hopkins, A.M ... .. . ... .. . ..... Marion Ill. 
Hayes, 1ettie ...............• Porter, " Horning, Arthur ............ Crawford, Ill. 
Ha)eS, f. !. ........... ...... Ve rnon. Wis. Horne, Olive ............. Kosciu!>ko, Ind. 
Hayes, L· ] ............ Montgomer , Ind. Horton, Edward ......•....•...• Ca::.s " 
Hazlett, T. L .......... ...... Pulaski, " Hoskinson, .Jennie ........... Henry, Ohio. 
Hazen, F. M ................... '-' arke. 111. £I •,;1 ., 'i! . l'rl .. .. ... ... . ... Tonia, 1ich. 
Heard, f. C ...........•.......• Faye•te, 0. Hotchkiss, Carrie ....•.... Lenawee, " 
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Houts, W. A .......... . ..... Benton, Iowa. Keller, Grace .................. Macon, Ill. 
Houser, B. F .............. St.Joseph, Ind. Keller, Theodore, ...... _..,. ... Crawford," 
H ouser man, Edgar ......... Wbitegicle, Ill. Kelso, Louise ............... Livingston, " 
Houston, S. J ................... Darke, 0. Keller, A~a ..................... Macon, " 
Howe, Isabel ................. . . Clifton, Ill. Kelley, Minnie ............. Woodward. " 
Howell, Julia A ..•....•.... }iacoupin, " Kelley, Martha .............. Wabash, Ind. 
Howell, M. Jennie.......... " " Kelley, Ada................. " " 
Howell, Eva· ................ Piatt, " Kemp, J. A ................... Tipton, " 
Howe, Perry ................ Oouglass, " Kempton, P. S ................ Morrow, 0. 
Howitt, WilJ A ......... Montgomery, " Kempton, W. E ................. . Foft:l, Ill. 
Hoxsey, Lincoln . ............. LaSalle, Kennedy, S. H........... .. . Lake, II. 
Hoyman, Lucy ... ........ Stephenson, " Kernan, John F ......... Allamakee, Iowa. 
Hudson, Oliver. .............. Decatur, Ia. Kerr, T. M ................... Adams, Ind. 
Hudson, Lewis .......... Montgomery, In~ Kerr, H. E .................... Lake, " 
uff, Cora ................. :'-Jodaway, Mo. Kerr, D. E ...................... Ford, Ill. 
uffrnan, Ira ................ Huron, Mich. IZibby, Eva...................... . " 
Huff, Minta ................... Cass, " Kimmel, M. G ............... Union, " 
Hughes, Eva ................ Taylor. Iowa. Kimmel, Carrie .... . . . . . . . . . " 
Hughes, Rosa .............. Marshall, Ind Kilpatrick, Mary ............ Whitley, Ind. 
H11ghes, D. S ............ Van Wert, Ohio Kimmerle , Josie .............. Cass, Mich. 
Hughes, D ............ . ....... Iowa, Iowa. Kurning, E. L ............ . .. . Noble, Ind. 
Hunt, C. F ................. Randolph, Incl. King, Bertie . .... .......... Berrien, Mich. 
Hunt, Chas. F . ............ . .. Kendall, Ill. King, W. A .................... Cass, Ind. 
Hunsinger, John ................ White, " l(inley, J. . ................ Wyandot, 0. 
Hunt, Walter ............. Hamilton, Ohio. King, Charles M ........... Berrien, Mich. 
Huston, C. A .............. Sandusky, " Kinney, Chas . ............... Elkhart, Ind. 
I-lus..,ev, E. P ................. Mercer, Kinsey, A ................... Fulton, " 
Husse-y, \V. J................ " Kinnar, Julia ............. Stephenson, Ill. 
Tdtem;m, L. H ................ Fayette, 111. Kirkpatrick, 'vV. B . ...... ..... Benton, Ind 
Ingram, James .................. Cedar, Ia. Klein, Carl. .................... Clay, " 
Ingram, Lizzie M ......... Franklin, Mass. Kline, Oliver ... , . .... ... Huntington, " 
Ireland, S. A .................. Fnyette, 0. Knapp, C. H .............. Berrien. Mich. 
Ireland, F. S ............. Montgomery, Ill. Knight, Lizzie .............. Calhoun, " 
J ackson, Albert. .............. Fulton, Ind Knox, Albert .. .......... .. Whitesides, Ill. 
Jn.ckson, \Vm .... .. ....... St. Joseph, " Knotts,.'\. F ................. Pulaski, Ind. 
Jackson, W. E ............... Pulaski, " Koll, Walter M . ......... Columbiana, 0. 
J
ackson, Sumner ... .... . St. Joseph, " Koontz, C. F ............... Delaware, In d. 
ackson, Sherman......... n " Koons, Frank ................. Fulton, 111. 
ack~on, Edward... ....... " " Konkle, T. G ................ Clinton, " 
Jackson, T. H.... . .... .. " " Koontz, \Vm. J ............ Delaware, Tnd. 
Jackson, VI. C.. .......... Kramer, C, M .......... Washington, Wis. 
lamison, H. E ................... Lake, Ill. Krider, W. L ............ )Jewaygo, Mich. 
~am~s. Oliver ............... Ka~bkee, " Krider, Joseph H ............ ~lkhart, Ind. 
j an•Js, J, W .......... . ....... R1pley, Incl Krouse, James .............. Clmton, Iowa. effn·ys, R. E ........... Pottaw:Htamie, In . Kuss, R. C ................. LaPorte. Tnd. 
Jeffries, Aaron ............... H::mcock, Ill. l{('yser, L. \V ............. Mar hall, " 
Jeffrey, W. E ................ Henry, Ind. L:afgrew, J. G ................ Porter, " 
J elli~on, S. B . ... . ......... Ellswmth, Kan. Lag-aut ... A .................... Bond, Ill. 
Jellison, \V. D.......... . .. " " Laing, Moses ..... ............. Cass, Ind. 
Jennings, Hora ......... Van Buren, Mich . Laing, Ella ............. . Kosciusko, ' 
lennings, Cora.. ........ " " Lake, G. H ...... . .......... Branch, Mich. 
)ohn on, Franklin ........... La Porte, Ind . Laud in, .................. Crawford, lnd. 
John~on, George .... ... , ........ Ja per, ~11. Lanc~ster, Emma ............. Menard, Ill. 
Johnston, L. M .... .... ..... cneca, Ohio. Lardier, Frank ... ..... .. ... .... lien, Ind. 
Johnson, E. ~- ................ ass, Mich. ILard_in, Ben ................. L_a 'alle. lll. 
Johnston, Will ...................... Ind. Larnmore, F:. E ............ ,. Tipton, Ind. 
·1 hnston,j. F ................... L::tke," Larne, \V, H ...... . ......... Greene, ' 
Jones, S. .. ...... ........ .. Burnett, is. Larkin, A. F .................. Bureau, 111. 
ione!j, eo. A ............... \ aha ·h, Ind.
1
Lanson, Henry .............. teuben, Ind. 
one, 'v\ ill ................... Porter, " Lawrey, James ............... Grant, \ ris. 
ones, .J. L.................... " " Lay, I. A ...................... Macon, Ill. 
oncs,Ettio:: ................ :rvfadison," Lach,\ ,D .............. . .. Lake," 
{ones, G. H ................. Mcllenr , 111. L ahy, Timothy ... , ........... Seneca. 0. 
Keene, B. L .................. Porter, Ind. Ledman, \ . F ........... Calhoun, :\1"ich. 
J<yene, B. 1.................. " " Lehman, John ................ Adam , Ind. 
Keeft·r, fillie ............... Woodford, lll.
1
Leighty, L. E .. .. ........... Fulton. Ill. 
Kell, L. E ....... ........... LaP rte, Ind. Leith, G. E............ . . .. . dar, Iowa. 
Keigh.n, Cha. F ................ . Ford, Il1. 1Leuberg, Lewis, .............. Porter, lnd. 
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Leslie, A. W . . ............ Randolph, Ind. Mc Kenzie, J. C .. . ......... J o D aviess ,lll. 
L evengood , ]. E ......... S t. J oseph , " McLaughli n , .J. B . .. ... .. . . .. . . Jay, Ind. 
L ewis, Belle H ........... ... .. Scott, Iowa McMahon , E. B . .. ......... Madison , " ', 
L ewis, F. G ........ . ..... Hunti ngton, I nd. McNeil , Cary . . . . . . .. . . .. ..... .. Ford, Ill . 
Lewis, j a mes O .... . ....... Marshall , " McNeal, George F . . . ...... Tuscola, Mich . 
L ewellen , P. T .... . . ... . ..... Iroquois, Il l. McNair , D ugal.. • ... . .. . ... . Sanilac , " 
Lew is , C. H . ........... . .. .. .. Parke, Ind, McNai r, H ugh .......... .. " " 
Lewis , R . . .. . ................ . L ake, " McKibben, :::ituart. ...... W a lworth, ~1ich. 
L ewis , J. A . . . . . ........ ..... . Boyd, Ky. Mackenzie, Fred ..... . . .. . Pnull ou, Mich. 
Lily, ]. A . . ..... . .. . .......... Porter, Ind . Madden. W. T . . . ... ... .. .. Dnviess, Ind. 
Lilly , A. J .. ... .. ....... . •.... . .. 0. Magi ll , R . C •••.••.. ; ... ...... O wen, " 
Lm denwood, S . S . ... . .. . , ... . Clark, Ill. Mahoney, M. J . . .. . ... .. .... .. Lake, " 
L incoln , J. H . ............ . . Kendall , " 1\tahoney, .J E . . . .... ... . Huntmgtun, Ind. 
Leindsmith, E. B . ...... . . . .. W 11liams, 0. Mahoney, Geo. A . .. . . ..... " " 
Linsday, E. J .. . . . .. .. . . . Hillsdale, Mich. Mahon, ~. E ....... ...... . .. . Fayett . l ll. 
Lin t, \1. C .... .. ..... ... .. . . Somerset, Pa. :vtaier, J. V .. .. .... . ......... Williams. 0. 
L inn , Jennie ... . .. . ...... . Rock Is land, Ill, Malaby, Martha .. .. .... ... . .... Cass. lnd. 
Lindley, J. A ......... ...... Fountain, Ind. Malaby, V1rginia..... .. .. . .. " " 
Lindsey, Robt. ... . . ... . . .. Jo Daviess, Ill, Mansfield , L .... . .. .. ... . . .. .. . Peoria, lll. 
L indman, Chas .......... .. : Burnett. Wis. Marsh, C . F .. .. .... .. .... Baltimore, Md. 
L indahl, A .. ... .. ....... . ..... Porter, I nd. Ylartin, Mary .. . .. . ... . . .. ... . . l.ake, lnd. 
Locker, Adam . ..... .. ....... .... Jay, " Martin, Lewis ..... .. . .... ... Carroll, " 
Loftus, M. H ... .. . .. . .. . . . Delaware, " Markham, Geo. H .. . .. . ... . Ottawa, Mich. 
Logan , W. J . .. . .. . .. . .. ... Fayette , . Marshall, C .•...... . ......... Port r, Ind. 
Long, IraM . . ..... . .. . . . . .. Berrien, Mich . Markle, D. F . . .... . . . . . . ..... Madi -.on, 0. 
Long, T. A . .. ... .... ..... .. Whitley, In Martin, john l'vl. ............. . Fay ttc, [(]. 
Long, J. C ... .... .. .... .. .. .. Fayette, Pa . . lartin, Ma ry ......... . .... .. . l~lkhart, Jnd 
Long, W . H ..... . . .... .. . St. Joseph, Ind. Martin, Alvin ...... . ......... rawfnrd, fll. 
Long. L D .. ........ .. .... . " " ;'\1artin, sus. \V ............. Wahash. (Jl(J. 
L oomis, Frank .. . . .. . . . .. . . Whiteside, Ill. Martin, W. C ........ . ..... . . K •nt. M1ch. 
Loper , C. Vol .. ..... ... ... .. .. . tark, Ind. Martm, C. . .............. . . Bureau. Ill. 
Loud, Willie . . ... .... ........ Josco, Mi ch. ~fartin, . A ...... . ...... .. .... All •n, Inti, 
Loveland, :'v1ary. .. ... . . . . . .. .. Ind. :\l arshall, ·.C . ...... . .. .. ..... P oria, Ill. 
Lower, Edd1e, ... .... Pottawattamic, Iowa. Mason, Irwin ........... . . . . . Cnss, Mich. 
Lower, Richard ... . ...... Tippecanoe , Ind. Mattingly, Edith .......... . .. Pul ask i, Ind. 
Lowe, S . W . .. ... . .. . .. ... Kankakee, fll. Matt h ews, M. H . .... . ....... Elkhart, " 
Lucas, Frank ...... . .. . .... .. .. Brown,lll. :\1 atthews, C. . .. . ....... Kosc1usko, " 
Lucas, D. W.. . ... .. ....... .. . " " Mather, Chas. F ... ... . . Tippt'Canu , " 
Lueth, John . .. .... . ...... Knnkakee, " !:\<Iauck, Mar hall .. . ......... Gibson, " 
Luke, Alice .. . ... .. ...... Jo Daviess, " May nnrd. Jm:, •ph ........... Madison, " 
Luke, John . . .... . ... . , .. : .. ..... Allen, . .\1 ad, Delln E ............. . . W ood, hio. 
Lusk, hank C .. .. ... .. ... Whlfesides, Ill. :\1 ahl, Louisa .. .. .......... . Wayne, 
Lutz, John ... . .. .. . ... ....... C rawford .. M ek, Ella ................ Defiance, 
Lynn, T. B .. . .. ...... . Van Buren , 1ich . .\1 ehen, W. H .......... olumbiana, 
Lyon s, I ames ....... . . . ......... Ford, Ill . Menges, Jacob ............ C rawford, " 
Lyttle, 0. E . .. . .. .. . ..... Kosciusko, Ind. ~fcndenhall, Vall i ............ II ·nry. Ind. 
McClellan , Henderson .. .. ' t. Joseph, " .\1 ngers n, Il enry .............. C ok, Ill. 
Me lure, . P ... . ...... . ....... Owen, "Merk r,. usie ... . ............ St. 'lair, Ill. 
McCool,]. C ....... . .. . .. . .. .' cott. lowa. :\1errill, Florence . .... . ... . .. N '"ton, Ind. 
McCobb, Amanda, ... . . , ...... Porter, Ind . :\1 rklmg. Rach l............. obi •, " 
McCoy, ]no .. ......... . .. . Li ingston, Ill. 1\l erkli ng . elta................ " 
1lcCray, Richard ..... . ...... ]arion, Ind. Merica, . 1 ................. Portt'r, " 
McComb, J . · . .......... . .. Athens, " .Merriman, fina .............. J>o rr r, 
Me oy, 0. F ........... . .... Pula·ki, " • I tc, If, :\'l a tth ew ............. .,r,m t, Wis. 
1cCasline, M . A ... . . ... Hunting ton, " \I ill r, \ . .J . .... ... ........ . . a!'s, , lie h. 
Me oy, Belle, ....... . . . . Livingstone, Ill . Mill •r, C. H....... . ... . ....... .. gl·. Ill. 
Me olly, J. R .. .. ... .. .... Auglaizc. . 1\lills, Helle .. .................. Pol k, Iowa. 
McCollum, Harry . . ......... :\<farion, Ind. :\lilton, Emma,.............. L ucns, . 
McCarthy, Chauncey ...... Sagina v, Mich .. !il l. Fred ... . ....... Musk •gon, 1ich. 
McCulley, Earnest. ..... . .. llopkin, K . .\Iiller, 'el.on ...... . ........ tta a, •· 
McDcrmot, H. B ............ . lartin, Ind. ~J ill r, .z .. . ..... . ........... gl , 111. 
.1cEnermy, J. 0 ............... Lucas, 0. Miller, ·. C ............ Cumb rland, " 
IcEnermy, Thos. . .. . ......... " " \1 JI]( r, D . A ... ............. Elkhart, Ind . 
• 1 Linley; Armon ............. Adams, Ill. Mill r, Eugene ................ Port •r, " 
.lcGregor, [aria .... . .... agina v, . !ich . . 1ill r, Ellis .............. . .. Ho\\arcl , " 
lcGourney , Eva E .. ...... ..... . Ford, Il l. . liner. T. D ................. .'laz" II. Jll. 
fcKinzie, J. C . .. . ....... Verm illion, " l ;\1 in rs, , '\mu I. ........... H •rr1 ·n . .\-fich. 
Me Kitty, John .................. . Jay , Ind. Mo ctt. La Fayett ......... 'p ·n •r, Ind. 
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Mofftt, David ...... .. ........ .. Stark, Ill Page, A. Jay ........... . . . ...•.. Story, Ia. 
Monell, G. R ..•........••.... Jasper, " Palmater, Julia .................. Lak,-, lll. 
Montgomery, E. T ..•....•...... Jay, In . Parrott, C. S .......... . .... l\Iercer, Oh io. 
Moore, j. vV ............ Tippecanoe, " Parker, Herman .......... LaPorte, Ind. 
Moore , Alice S . .. ............ Putnam, Ill. Parker. P. C ..•................ Henry, Ill. 
Moore, Emma ............. Osceola, Mich. Parker, C. D ............. . Marshall. Ind. 
Moore, E. R ..................... Lake, Ill. Parker, S. C ................... Knox, " 
Moore, W. F.................. " " Parrish, F. 0 .............. Sangnmon, Ill. 
Moore, Edward ............... Clay, D.T. Parrott, Chas. J ..... ... Montgomery, Ind. 
Moore, Lillie ................ Adams, Iowa. Parish, Frank ........... St. J oseph, ;vt ich. 
Morton, Alexander. ........... Allen, Ind. Parker, F. A ........•........ Ottawa, " 
Morton, A. B .................. Marion,Ill. Patterson, James F .......... Morgan, Ind. 
Morton, J. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " " Pate, Frank ................. Dresden, " 
Morrow, Fannie ........ Van Buren, Mich. Patrick, C. D .............. LaPorte, 
Morgan, James ... . ......... Kankakee, lll. Patrick, H. J................ " " 
Mo ·gan, f. B ................ Marion, " Patrick, T. L.... .. . . . .. . . . . " 
Morrow, H. E ................. Nohle, Ind. Patch, Allie ..................... Cook, Ill. 
Morehart, M ................ Pulaski. " Patterson, Belle ............... Mercer, 0 
Morgan, Thos ............. Randolph, " Paul, I~. H ............. Washington, Iowa. 
Morris, M ............... Huntmgton, " Paul. M. H ............... Randolph, Ill. 
Morris, C. H ............ . ... Morgan, " Payne, J. E ................ Sullivan, Ind . 
Morrow. E. C .............. Adams, Wis. Pentz, 1· C ................. Whitley, " 
Morrow, H. T.................. Ohi cnnell, Hattie H . ............ Kent, Mich. 
Morse, Eliza ......... . .... 'Woodford , I Pennell, l essie .... .. .. .. .. . . . " " 
Mote. J. O .................. Fulton, " Perry, W L ................ Madison, Ind. 
Mudge, Mina ................ Barry. Mich. Perry. Linnie . ................. Brown, Ill. 
Murphy, G. A ........ .. ...... Starke, Ind. Peenot, P. H .................. Allen, Ind. 
Murfin, W. W ...... .... ...... Marion, Ill. Petrie, IdaJ ............... Champaign, Ill. 
Myers, Irwin . .. ........ .... .. Elkhart. Ind. Petty. Lizzie .. ............... Kendall, " 
Myers, Emma ................. Cass. Mich. Pew, Alfred .................. Williams, 0. 
Myler, John S ............ St. loscph, Ind. Phillips. B. F ..... . ...... ...... fona, ~ich. 
Myers, Stella ......•......... Iroquois, Ill. Phillips, 0. W . ... .... . ........ Peoria, Til. 
Needham, D ................. Grant, Wis. Phillips. Olive, .............. La. aile, " 
Neely, S. L .. . . ........ .. ... Bond, Ill. Piety, Edward ................ Clark, " 
Neisler, ~v!arshall, ...... Montgomery. " Piety, Carrie ................. . " " 
Nelson, j. K ............ Franklin, vV. Va. Pierc~. Mary ............... Howard, Incl. 
Newton, Wilson ......... Mackinaw, Mich. Pierce, Rose .................. T.ognn, Ill. 
N ewby,J. L ....... . ........ Shelhy, Iowa 1-'ierce,Etta ......... . .......... Lake, Ind. 
Newton, free! .................... Lake, Ill. Pile, James M ............... Orange, Ind. 
lewmnn. Anna ...... . ........ Stark. " Pitcher. j. M .............. Mitche ll, Iowa. 
Nichols, Delia .. . ........... Berrien, Mich . Pixler, vV. F ................ Mercer, Ohio. 
Nickey. Ella ......... . .. ...... Lauk, Wis. Plunkett, j. W ............... La. alle, Ill. 
Nicholson, C. R ............. Christian. Ill Pocock, C . H ....... . ...... l\1ar~hall. Ind. 
Nishv itz, I. H ................... Stark, 0 . Pollock, J. P .......... ......... . tnrk . 0. 
Nisbet, M;uy ............... Alexander, Til. Pollock, 'Robert. ............ . chuyler, Ill. 
lorth. A. C .................... Lake, " Pol a nd. Chas .. .. . .... :\.1 ontgomt·ry , " 
Northup . C. H .. .. . .. .. . . Peoria, " Pool, Elmer E ............. Wyan dot . 0. 
0'! lara. John ............... LaPort e. Ind . Pope . W. 8 ................. :\I arion. Kan . 
Ogilvty, :\lary .... .......... :\lnrshall. Ill. Post . Emma ..................... C:1ss, lll. 
Oltlham, John ...... ........ Onmge, Ind . Potter, ;\f. L ............... Chri<ti1 n, " 
Oliphant, . J . ........... . . Fayette, " Potter. Cora ... ............... Starke, " 
Ornd orf. Belle .. ......... ....... . Lake, Jll. JPowcrs . B. L . ....... . . . . omerset . Me. 
Orr, J L .................... . Grant, \\' 1s. Pratt, H omer . ...... . ... .... Kankakef'.lll. 
Orr, 'Leroy ................ ... Barry . :\1i ch .
1
Prather, \V. \V ............. . Clermon t, 0. 
Osborn. Chas. S ............ LaPorte , Ind . Prath er. \\ . .. .......... Chrtmpaign. Ill. 
Osborn, M. A ............... Pula ski, " 
1
Pricc. \V. S ....... .... .. .. ... Clinton . Incl . 
Osborn, J. L .................. ~ohlt>, " !Priaulx . J. T .. ............. J m·k~on, Iowa. 
Osborn, Chas. E ........... . r-.fn rshall, " Priest. F. L ................. Cr:111'ford, Jnd . 
Osborn. Mollie .............. Putna m , " [Price, \V ................... Kilmore-, " 
Osgood, :\.tinnie ................. Lake-, Ill. Price, C. C ............ . ....... Porter, " 
Osgood, 1.. E............... .... " " Prettvman, C. \V . ......... .. \\'ill •ams. 0. 
sman,.".H . ........... ...... " " Puse ··, \\. R ............ La.'lllf'.IJI. 
Osman, Geo. E ................ " " ll'utnam, E . R . . . ..... ... \\ innehn(!'l, \V i . . 
Otterson .... usie .............. losca. l\li rh. Rain ey. R. E .. . . ......... Hill.d:tlf' . \rich. 
Owen. Cas ......... ........ .Jack. on . " Randolph,\ rn ........... 'hampaign. Ill. 
Owt'n Frank ............... Lawren f·e. Ind . Ransfork. Julia :\.f. ......... Brnnch, \li e-h. 
Paddock, R. W ................. Lake. Ill. Randolph, D. W . ............... Pope. Ill. 
Padgett, L. M ......... Black Hawk. Iowa. Ransom. Emma ........ .. . Lagrange, Ind. 
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Rath, Mary A .............. Defiance, O. !Ransom, Eva ............ Switzerland, Ind. 
Ray, Nellie ................ Woodford, Ill. Salisbury, P. A ........ .......... \•Vill. Ill. 
Ray, \1amie.... • • .. . . . . . . . " " Salmon, Ettie ............. . .. Clinton, Ind . 
Ray, Cornelia ................. Perry, Ind . Sallsbury, Elmer ........ St. j oseph , Mich. 
Ray, Lilly .................. LaPorte, •· Salisbury, Emma ......... 'N a lwonh, Wis. 
Ray, Carrie................. " Sands , F. L .......... . .... \\'hit esicles, Ill. 
Reddick, J. H ............... Pul;"tski, " Sargeant, L. D ............ . Iroquois , " 
Reed, Alice .................. Warren, ll Satterfield, J. P ................ Ogle, " 
Rees, W. M ............. Van \Vert, Ohio., auer, John ............. Houghton, Mich. 
Reilly, M. S ........... . .... Laporte, Incl. Sayers, ). 0 .... ... ........ Champaign, Ill 
Rentfro, Wm ... ... ....... Effingham, Ill. Schmal, · L. L...... .. ...... Lake, lnd. 
Rendleman, Lizzie ........... Union, " Schroeder, E. L ............ Mar,hall, " 
Replogle. Le·.v ............. Shawnee, Kan. Schrader, Clara .............. Iroquois, Ill. 
Reynolds, Lallie ............. \o\1illiams , 0. Schwimm. L. M .... . ....... ;vraclison, Ind. 
Reynolds, Flora............ " " Schaefer, C. H ............. Mar,hall, " 
Reynolds, John T ....... St. Jos<"ph, fnd. Schlosser, Phillip............ " 
Reynolds, Eva ................ Cass, Mich. Scr:unlin, Melvin ...... . Kalam:~zoo, Mich. 
Rhamey, Lulu ........... Huntington, Ind. 'eely, A. L ......... . .... . ... Union, Ohio. 
Rhodes, J. H .......... . ... \\Iarrick, " ewell, 0. L ................. Clinton, " 
Richford, j. H ................ Peoria, Ill. Shaw, Edgar ................. Preble. " 
Richards, G . W ........ .. .... Lake, Incl . Shaul,). F .................... Iowa, Iowa. 
Richey, Ma rion ............. La Salle, Ill. Shaw, ,\fary V ................... Will, Ill. 
Richards, F. C ............. Chri~tian, " , hepnrd, H. V ............ McHenry. " 
Richter, Nelson, .............. I·ulton, lnd, Sherrick, P. L ......... Westnwrel:md, Pa. 
Richards, W. E...................... " Sherrick, S.D ............... l'ayette, " 
Richards, T. B ................. \Vill, 111. Sherman, Oresta ............ LaJ>ort', Ind. 
Richardson,). V ............ i\ladison, Ind . Sherman, B. E ............... Porter , " 
Riecker, johi1. ................. Lnke, " Shern1an, Arrhur................ Wis. 
Riggs, Thomas ........... Calhoun, Mich. Sherman, G. H ..... . .... ... Henry. Ohio. 
Rinder, Geo. E ................ Porter,lnd. Sherman, .J.P.............. " " 
Ripley, Van E ................ White, " . hcrwood, Clara ........... l1erri n, Mich. 
Risser, J. C .................... Edgar, Ill. Shepherd, F. W . ..... . .... Franklin, hio. 
Roberts, Truman ........... Steuben, Ind. ~!1iel-Js. l\I. 13 ................ Gn:ene, " 
Roberts , Ella ............... ~lonroe, " ~hidler, Arthur ...... . ... St. joseph, Ind. 
Robinson, Laura .......... Kosciusko, " Shipley, Geo ................. !-;t. Clair, Ill. 
Roberts, V. 8 .................... \Vill , Ill. Shilling, Hiram ....................... Ind. 
Robin son, 13. J .............. . Lucas, low:~. Shinaharger, Carrie ........... Purter, " 
Robinson , A. E ........... Kosciusko, Ind. Shinabarger, Emma........... " 
Roberts, J. C .................... ... ~Iich. Shidler, Schuyler ......... St. los<'ph, " 
Robinson, B. J ................ Barry, " 'hirley, :\fath;~n .......... Putnam, Ohio. 
Robinson, A. M .. . ........ Kosciusko, Ind.
1
Shinabarger, Frank ........... Knox, " 
Robinson. F. O ............ Marshnll. " Shoaff, J. R .................... Allen, Ind. 
Robert Thos ............... Trumbull. 0. Shoebert, Chas ...... .... . St. jost·ph, " 
Roberts, Jennie .......... l\Indison, Iowa. '!10nkwiler, F. M .............. :. Piatt, 1.11. 
Roberts, Andrew ............ ~1arshnll, Ind .. Idener, Albert ..... ....... :Vlacllson, Ohio. 
Robert s, Chas. C ..... . .... .. Douglass, Ill. Sides, Chas. W ........ . .... Gilison, Ind. 
Rockwell, E. V ............. Madison, " I laughter. Hannah ......... Horgan, " 
Rogers, Chas ............. .... Cnss, 1ich. Slaughter, Sadie............ " " 
Romig, Chas. E ............. Mar hall, Ind . letz, W. B ....................... lark, 0. 
Rosehery, :\lary ...... ...... .. La Salle, Ill. . mall, Lew ................. Kanknkee, Ill. 
Rosevelt, F. B .......... Van Buren. lich. Smi1h, Rollin .................. :\!arion, " 
Rose, Elmer A ................... Lake, Ill. , miley, R. H ............... Fay ·ue, Ind. 
Rothrock, 11.-lattie . .......... .. White, Ind. Smith, Grant................ " Ill. 
Rothgerry, Maggie .......... Lorain, Ohio . Smith, ~1. · .................. Port r, lnd. 
Rothgerry, Anna............ " " Smith, Laura B . .. .. ........ St. Clair, Ill. 
Roudibaugh, josh ........... 1ercer, " . mith, ;-..'ellic ................ l.nPort , Ind. 
Rough, May ............... Berrien, Mich. ,. mith,. 'ora A ............. ;\lar hnll, " 
Rough, Rosa......... .... ... " " Smith, has A ..... .. ........ Elkhart, " 
Rowe, Jessie ... ....... ....... Hamilton, 0. 'mith, G . \\' ................. Fayctt •. Ill. 
Rowland, Viola n .......... Whiteside, Ill. mith, Gilbert.......... \\'ayn . l\lich. 
Rowe, Jay 1. .......... an Buren, Mich . . mith, Alex ............. Huntington, Ind . 
Rugg-les. Alba L ............. Berrien, " !Smith, F. W ................. Burc•au, Ill. 
Runcie, john W ............. Gibson, Ind .• mith, C. A ............ \Va!>htcnaw, :\lich. 
Ru.h, Geo. P ......... ....... Carroll, , tel.. mith, . W .............. Harri.on. Iowa. 
Rus ell, T. F ................ Chri tian, Ill. :mith, Ermon ................ La!-ialle, Ill. 
Russell, W. J •••••••..•• Muskegon, :\fich . mith, L .................. Benton, Iowa. 
Ryan, C. \V ................ Lucas, Ohio. ::.mith, \ m. B ............ Kosciusko, Ind. 
Ryan, tephcn E .. ...... witzerland, Ind .. · mith, Adam. . ........... \ hitl y, " 
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Smith, Mate ...•............. Steuben, Ind. Swinn, Frank .................. Vinton, 0 . 
Smith. j. 0 . ........... . ..... Iroquois, lll. Swift, H. A ................ Livingston, 111. 
Smith, J. W ................. Union, Iowa. Sylvester, W. H ............ Berrien, Mich. 
Smock, Frank .......... .... . Porter, lnd · Talmadge, Herbert. •..... L agrange , Ind. 
Snashall, Anna ........... VanWert, Ohio 'allman, Ora ....... .. ..... Li ving!> ton, Ill. 
Snyder, Lewis .............. LaPorte, In falcott. S. D .................. L ake , " 
S nyder, S. W ............... Luzerne , P . T anner, John L ............... Porter. Ind. 
Snyder, C. C ... . ............ LaPorte, In d. Taylor, E . W ............ . . . . I roquois, Ill. 
S nyder, Ella ................ Woodford, Ill. Taylor, J. A .................. Brown, Ind. 
Snyd er, F ................... LaPorte, Ind. Taylor, Elbert, ................... Lake, " 
Snyder, Geo .. ............ Stephenson, Ill. Taylor, H enry ............. . ........ Mich. 
Snyder, S. H .............. . Steuben, Ind. Taylor, Belle ..... . ...... Tippecanoe, Ind. 
Snyder, Jonathan ............ LaPorte, " Taylor, R. W ...... . •........... Pike, Ill. 
Snyder, G . M . . .......... Kosciusko, " T ay lo r , J. M .............. Kosciusko , Ind. 
Snyder, Mary. ........ .. . " " Teeple, Katie . ..... ........ 'vValonh, Wis. 
Snyder, Lizzie ............ . Ottawa, Mich. Terpenning, A. E ............ Will ams, 0. 
Soule, Isabella ...... . ......... LaSalle, Ill. Thomlinson , ]no ... .. ... .... .... Cook, Ill. 
Spafford, A. J. A .....•..... Wood, Ohio. Thornton, Jessie ... .. ......... .. Cass, Ind. 
Spencer, F. R .............. . .. Scott, 111. Thompson, W. L .... ... ..... Henry, Iowa, 
Spencer, Flora ........... Alamakee, Iowa. Thomas, S. T ................. Allen , Ind. 
Speele, Oscar. ........... Waukesha, Wis . Thomas, Wilfred ....... t. Joseph, Mich. 
~perry, Ella ................... Union, 111. Thompson, Chas ....... . .... Buenna Vista. 
Spinden, Frank ........ . . Hanson, Dakota. Thomas,] . W .... .. .. ...... . Elkhart, Ind. 
Spicer . J . T ............. . .... DeWitt, 111. Thompson, Ella .. ........... Wabash, " 
Sprague, Warren ... . .......... . . Lake, " Thompson, P. C .... . . .... . ... ~!organ, Ill. 
Stahl, Joseph ............... Fay~tte, lowa. T~omas, C.S . ... . .... ... .. ..: .DeKalb, :: 
Stahl, W. H ............... H a milton, Ind. T1lson, Caswell . .... .. . .. . . ~angamon, 
tayner, Ella ............. Wyandot, Ohio. Tolles, l\1a.ry ........... Van Buren, Mich. 
Starr, Frankie .............. ~1adison, Ind . T omlin , Annie ............. Jo l)aviess, Ill. 
S t. Clair, Sarah ............... Porter, " Townsend, F. G ............ Marshall, " 
Stark, Jetta, .................. Scott,Iowa.Townsend,.J.W. ............ " " 
Stanley, .. ophia. ............. . Shelby, Ky . Town~end, H. K ... ...... ...... 1ercer, 0. 
Stafford, Frank ..... ... . ...... DeKalb, lll. Townsend, tella ............. La alle, " 
tacey, Lizzie ........ . .... .... .. Henry,O. Townsend, H. K .......... .. Mercer, Ohio. 
Stahl, W. C ................... Union, Pa. Tryon, Leroy C ............... LaSalle, Ill. 
tevens, Fremont. .... . ... . Steuben, ln.d. Tryon, C. E ............ .. .. .. " " 
Stewart, J. A ................. Platte, W1s. Tucker, G. F ............. Dubuque, Iowa. 
'tephen, H. E ......... . .... . Fayette, Ind. Tucker. R. E ................. Boone, Ind. 
Stevenson, Effie ...... .. .... Lal orte, " Turley, Oliver ... .......... . Orange, " 
Stevenson,Albert . . .. ... ...... C0les , " Turley, Charlie ..... . ...... Lawrence, " 
Stevens, A. B ............... teuben, Ind. Turner, Cora . . .. . ........ \Valworth, \Vis. 
tewart, G. B ...... .. ........ Carroll, " Turner, Francis ... ............. Stark, Ind. 
tiner, Abraham ............. Elkhart, " Turrell, Anna E . ....... . .. .. Jackson, " 
Steiner, David ... . ....... ... ... Adams, Ill. Turrell, Katie.. . ....... . . . " 
terhens, A. Vv . ..... ....... LaPorte, Tnd. Turley, 'harles .... .. .... Lawrence, Ind. 
tephens, D. H .............. Delta, Mich. Turley, Oliver............. " 
tewart, L . H ..... .... .. .. . .. Kent, " Turner, Ira..... .. ...... ... ermillion, Ill. 
tcge, H enry .............. Kankakee , Ill. Tyler, B. A ................. ., , oble, Ind. 
towe, T. l ......... .. .. Livingston, i\lich. Tyler, l\.1. D................ .. " " 
Ston braker, D . W ............. O~}e, 1~,1. Ulery, ~ m ............. Van Buren, Mich. 
tonebraker, A. [. .... . ... .. • : . nderhJll, j. B ................ Holmes, 0. 
tone, John .. . . . .... .... . .. . Wabash, Ind. Unger. A. i\I .. . .. ..... Black Hawk, Jowa. 
StO\'er, J . \V ....•. . , ...... St. Jo ... eph, " nger, D. ] ........... .. .. . Woodford, Ill . 
.. tone, \m anda .............. Elkhart , " Vml, Clara. ............ .. . .... Ca s, 1ich. 
~tohz, J. W ................. Daviess " Vail, Calvin . ............. Livingston, Ill 
touffs, Mamie . ... .......... \Vhitley, " \ance, James ........... . .... i\.1cLean, Ill. 
... .'toctzel, T, J ................ Dodge, eb. Van actor, 'V m ........... 1\.lar hall, Ind. 
tryker, D. l. .. ... ........ .... Cass, ;\[ich. \ ance, Lizzie . ... ............ igo, " 
. tubblcfield, :\[. L ........... I cLean, Ill. Vanghn, joseph ............... Clark, i\.[o. 
tuart, Rebecca .. . ......... Kosciusko,T.nd .I Vaughn, \ . E ............... , • " 
Suit , i\.Jaggie ................. Cass, i\.ltch Venner, Geo ................. Allen, Ohio. 
utton, 1•. E ......... .... Tippecanoe, tnd Veysey, Chas ............. \ aupaca, \\'is. 
Sutherland, Frank ........ .l'ankake , lll. \ i\·ian, \ . R ............ Houghton, , 1ic h. 
Sumner,C. H ... ........... i\lcHenry, !II. onBlon,Emma ......... \ ):lndot. hio. 
waine, . E. ...... .. ... llamakee. Iowa. Vroomnn. J, . ........... . i\.lcH nry, Ill. 
wan, Jessie .. .. ....... ......... Lake, Ill. \\ ade, !bert .................. Poe , Ind. 
~wan, 'ras~ie .................... " " \\addle, Lucy . ............... Porter, " 
witzer, \V. ' ................. Cass, Mich. \\ ade, F. \\' ............. . .. . .. jasper, IU. 
( (, ~ 
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Walmer, Joseph .......... Ellsworth, Kan. Wightman, Cora ............ Jasper, Iowa. 
Waldron, J, M ......... Van Buren, Mich. Williams, J. A ................ Fayette, Ill. 
V.'alker, Della ............... . Iroquois, Ill. Wilson, Chas. A ....... .... Tazewell, " 
·walker, S. L ................ Elkhart, Ind. Wilson, Angie . . ... . .. .. .... Madison, Ind. 
\Vaiden, \V. M ............ Warrick, " Wiley, W. F .................. Posey, " 
Walker, Adelia ............... [roqouis, Ill. Willis, W. H ................. Gallatin, Ill. 
Wallen, L ................ . Berrien Mich. Williamson, Thomas .. . ... Delaware, Ind. 
Wallace, A. F ................ Perry, Ohio. Williams, Thomas ............. Posey, Ind. 
\¥alden, · . , , ............. Warrick, Ind. Williams, Chas ............. Lawrence, Pa. 
W11lker Tnhn ~1 ••••••••••••• •.• Darke, 0. Wibon, Alice, ................ Kent, Mich. 
Walker, Cora ............ Washingt0n, Ill. Wilkins, Theoda ........... . .... Cass, Ill. 
Walker, Emma ............ Saginaw, Mich. Wiley, Martha . ............ Moultrie, " 
Walton, Lint. ............ Wyandot, Ohio. Wilson,~. D .............. Champaign, 0. 
Warner, Etta .................. Lake, Ind. Wilson, Retta .................. Macon, Ill. 
Wark, G.W ................. Owen, Ind. \iVilson, Chas .......... . .. . Tazewell, " 
Wan.J, Chas. B .... · .... . .. . ...... Will, Ill. Wilson, Wm ... .............. Macon, " 
Warner, C lara .......... Van Buren, Mich. 'vVill iams, F. H ........... Hillsdale, Mich. 
Warren, Effie ................ Lincoln, Ky. Wilson, G. H ............... Van \Vert, 0. 
Warner, W. E ............. Clinton, Mich . Wilc:ox, Rachel. ........... Fremont, Iowa. 
Watson, David ... ......... . Sangamon, Ill Wibon, Grace ............ ... Newton, Ind. 
Watson, S.D .............. Clinton, Mich. Williams, Viola ............. Lal'ortc, " 
Watson, Thos ............... Whitley. Ind. Williams, Flora. ............ " " 
Watt, C. \"l ....... ........ Whitesides, " Wilson, G. W ............... Storey, Iowa. 
Watson, E. \V .......... Van Buren, Mich. Wilkinson, J. N ............... Allen, Ind. 
Waterman. H. L ........... McHenry, Ill. Wilson, Josephine ...... Montgomery, " 
vVeaver, Ozro D ............ Wayne, Ind. Willi a ms, Otis B ....... . Cbamp::ugn, Ohio. 
Weatherby, Herbert. ... Shiawassee, Mich. Williams, Edgar A...... " " 
Weaver, Addie B .............. Kent, " Winslow, Warren T .... Van Buren, Mich. 
Wentherill, C. ] ............... . Lake, Ill. \1\Ti nrt, W. A ..... .......... . .. ass, Ind. 
Weaver, 0. D . .' . ............ . Wayne, Ind. Wing, A. W.. . . .. ........ LaPort , ·· 
Webber, A. H ... .......... Genesee, Mich. Wise, . A . .. ..... ..... .... Mar hall, 
Webster, Lue ................ Moultrie, Ill. Withrow, Arthur B ............ But] r, 0. 
Webber, A. H . . ........... Genesee, Mich. Wite, C. H. Mrs ........... G nesee.r r. Y. 
Weldon. Geo. A ............. . 1 aSalle, Ill. Wixom, J. H ..... .. .......... La al le, Ill. 
Welch, 1\fary ................. Kent, Mich. Woll enberg, Louis ....... ...... .. \1\' ill, " 
:Welch, Alice ................. UeKalb, lll. Wolf,Elmer ... .. .... ......... Porter. Ind. 
'ells, Chas. H ............. Berrien, Mich. \Vood, Chester ........... t. loseph, " 
ells, Rosa ................. LaPorte, Ind. Woodward, D. F .......... Ellsworth, Kan. 
Wells, Jno. G ............... Jackson, " Wood, Calvin J ... , ... . . . ... larshall, Ind. 
Wells, H. D ............... . .... Lake, Ill. Woods, Ilorace .............. lermont, 0. 
Westerman,]. H ............ .. Ailen, " Woodburn. J. A .............. "wift, Minn. 
W eEolon, t:va J. . .. .. .. . .. .. . Iowa, Wis, Woodburn, J. L.... . .. .. . .. .. .. ni n, 0. 
Whal ~n. John H . .......... Livingston, Ill. Woodburn, Luella.... . ........ " " 
Whalen, Jerome ..... , .... . " " \1\'orley, L. D .. ..... ........ Adams, Iowa. 
Wheeler, Chettie ............ Jefferson, 0 nght, W. B .............. · ffingham, Ill. 
vVhetstone, Florence ........ LaPorte, In . Wright, Willis ................ \\'hit , lnd. 
\l\1hiteman, Harmon ....... ... Iroqouis , Ill. right, has. W.... .. . . .. . arroll " 
Whilmer, J. A ............ t. Joseph, Ind. Wright, David ............. Effingham, Ill. 
Whitefi eld, Chas ......... .. ... Lake, " '-"' right. Allen............. " " 
Whitney , John ........... Cherokc.>e, Iowa. \!\'right, I. B ............... Calhoun, fich. 
White, Mariam ............. .. . . v ood, 0. Wyckoff, W. C ............. F ay tte. Iowa. 
\Vhitney, Lillian.................. N.Y. Wyl and, A. B ....... . ........ Elkhart, Ind. 
W~~take~, Henry .............. ~r a son, .~n. Yantis, ~~ice_......... .. ..... .. C:,t s , " 
Wn1te, • . A .... .. .......... V.ayn e, Yerkes, vmme .............. Guthn , Iowa. 
\ hite, . R ................ Whitley, Ind. York, hal.. W ........... Champagin, ILL 
\1\.'hitn y, W. W ........... \V aupun, Wis. Yost, Chas. F............ " " 
Vv'hitmore, j ohn ........... ... LaSt:lle, Ill. Yost, Newton ........ . ........ Port r, Ind. 
Whitmore, Melia. ........... . " " Young, W. F .................. Lake, " 
\ hitaker, F. .. ..... . ...... Marion, Ind. Young, T. J ................ .. All n, " 
\.Vickham I vV. H.' .. " .... Kosciusko, .. z ddiker. 'f. J ............. r ackson I Iowa. 
\Vickham, Frank ........... LaPorte , " Zeller, Fredd1e ......... .... Woodford, Ill . 
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Angevine, G. F .............. Barry. Mich . McMains, D. B ............... Lucas, Iowa· 
Apgar, Tennie ........... Hunterdon, N.J. Newman, .J. B .................. Stark, Ill. 
Apgar, Samuel.......... " " Newman, H. D ........... Lagrange, lnd. 
Castle, Percy .................... Lake, Ill. Newton, H. D....................... Ill. 
Elston, C. C ...................... N.Y. Orr, Leroy ........................... " 
Fischer, Jot........................ Ind. Potter, A. L .................... Stark, 
Garvey, P. L........... ... .. . . . . . . . . Ky. Spencer, Edgar ............. Pulaski, 
Gillispie, J. H .............. Berrien, Mich .. hear, H. H ........................ .. 
Graham, W. H ........................ lll . Strite, S. H ............. Washingtor., Ind. 
Hess, H. H ...................... Will, Ill. V\'aggoner, L. W .... .... ..... . Wh1te, Ill. 
Herrold, T. M ............ .. LaPorte, Ind. 
SEN'::I:C>~S. 
Adams, Louisa .... ............ Cass, Mich. Gehan, J. S .............. Plymouth, Iowa. 
Aid, J C ........ ....... ..... Page, Iowa. Geiger, C. L ............... Woodford, Ill. 
Alexander, R. L ............. . Owen, Ky. Gillespie, V.I. R ........... Macuupin, " 
Allington, A. H ....... ..... Kankakee, Ill. Goodspeed, Effie ........ Van Buren, Mich. 
Allen, Gaylord ........... \Valworth, Wis . Gooch, Edgar, .................... Lee, Ill. 
Anderson, G. W ........ St. Joseph, Mich. Gordon, Jacob ............ Tuscarawas, 0. 
Armstrong, W. E ............ )uneau, Wis. Gougar,J. W .. .... .......... ... Will, Ill. 
Atwood, C. N ................ Iroquois, Ill. Gray, Harry ............... . ... Fayette, 0. 
Axe, Elmer ................... Porter, Ind . Gregory, A. D ......... ... ....... Pike, Ill. 
Bakke. 0. E ............ Winneshiek, Iowa. Guinn, R. H ................ Benton, Iowa. 
Bandy, A. J .................. . Shelby, !II. Harkins, W ...................... Lee, Ill. 
Bently, \V. H ............... ]uneau, \Vis. Hatch, Chester ........ Montgomery, Ind. 
Brown, \V. 0 .............. Iroquois, Ill. Haynes, Fred .. . ......... Waukesha, Wis. 
Bloch, john H ................ Porter, Ind. Hebt>rer, Arlam .............. St. Clair, Ill . 
Bond, 'Nm . ............. .. . Cornwall, Eng. Hobson, 'vV. C .......... Montgom ery, " 
Brown, J. \V ............. . Champaign, lll. Hoffm an , Geo .............. Bremer, Iowa. 
Burget, C. M ............... Pickaway, 0. Hoffman, L ........... . .... Genesee, Mich. 
Bt1rritt, Chas ................ Iroquois, " H oyman, Arthur. ......... Stephenson , Ill. 
Butz, Michael. ............. Kankakee, Ill. Ingram, Lizzie M .......... Franklin, Mass. 
Cautrall, 1<. vV ...........• helhyville, Ill . Jackson, J ............... witzerland, Ind. 
Carleton, Chas. H ........ t. Clair. ~fi ch. Jackson, W C ............ t. Joseph, " 
Clark, C:has. B .. . .. . ...... Macoupin, 111.1ackson, ·r. H........ . ..... " " 
Clark, Lewis ................. Elkhart, Ind. ackson, A. T ................ Fulton, " 
Clayton, C. 1 ............ Kosciusko, " amison, 1. T ................ Clark, Iowa. 
Conard, B.A ................. LaSo:tlle, Ill. lames, Ofiver ............. Kankakee, 111. 
Conner, S. vV ............... Pulaski, Ind. Jeffreys, R. E ...... Pottawattamie, Iowa. 
Coudon, Mollie ............... Cass, Mich. I ellison, •. B ............. Ellsworth, K an. 
Curtis, Clara .................. . Lake, Tnd. ljellison, . fL........... " " 
DeHaven, A. E ........... St. joseph. " Johnson, E. E ................ Cnss, fich. 
Duprey, F. E ............... Juneau, \i is. Johnson , L. M ................. eneca. 0, 
Dyer, .J. M................... nion , ~v. 1 lohnson, Geo. . ............ Iroq~ois, Ill. 
Edwards, \Vm ........... Houghton, M1ch. ones, ). R .................. . mon, Ky. 
Ela, W. M .................. Racine, Wic;, Jont>s, ). L ................... Porter, Ind. 
Faber, .J. H ................ Marshall, Tnd. 1 ones, T . .J ................. Burnt>tte, \Vis. 
Flack, F .......................... Lee, 111. jones, Geo. . .. ........... \ abash, Ind. 
Fulton, 0. • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ass, Iowa. Keables. H. W........ an Burt>n, Mich. 
Finnicum, N. F .......... White1ooi d es, IIJ. jKeg, E ................. ....... Edgar, Til. 
Gardner, \Vill ............. Calhoun, Mich. Keighn, Chas. F ................. Ford, Ill. 
Gates, J. H ................. Porter, Ind. Koontz, C. F .............. Delaware, Ind. 
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Ko0ns, Frank ................. Fulton, Ill. -;ears, S. ~ ................... DeKalh . Til'. 
Kruse, pG .................. Clinton, Ind. Sealy, Helen ................ Union, Iowa. 
Laing, Lila ............... Kosciusko, " ,he,tr, H. H .. ................ Iroquois, 111. 
Larrimore, E. E .............. Tipton, " -)hoaft, John R ................. Allen, Ind. 
Lawrance, Geo .. ......... Waukesha, "'is "'irrig-ht, Gny ................. T>e Kalh, Ill. 
L::twrance, H. H .... . ... :. " " Smith, J. W . ......••..••.... Union, Iowa. 
Leviston, Percy ............... Union, Ind . .:.rnith, Chas. A .............. Elkhart, Ind. 
Logan, W. J ................ Fayette, " "'mith, \Vm ..... ...... .... Champaign, Ill. 
Ludlow, Ohver ............. LaPorte, " ' mith, Willis ... . ............ . Peoria, " 
Lueth, John F .............. Kankakee, Ill. ~mock, Frank ................. Porter, Ind. 
MclJennot, H. B ............. Martin, Ind. -)pencer, F. D ................ Greene, Ill. 
McGreggor, Anna ........ Traverse, i\lich -;perher, 0 .............. Wauk~sha, Wis. 
Magruder, Thomas ........ Kankakee, Ill Sperry, E~nma ......•......... Fulton, Ind. 
Martin, Alexander ............. Allen, Ind Sperry, Mary................. " " 
Martin, l~ewis...................... Ind. ,tattings, Allen ... ...... . ... Madison, Ill. 
Marsh, C. F' .•.•.•....••..• Baltimore, :VId. ~tewart, J. H ................ Fayette, Ind. 
M!ller, E. H_ .............. St. Joseph, Ind. -.;uits, ~laggie ................. Cass, Mich. 
Mlller, R. E ................... Fulton, Ill. Thomlms<in, John .............. Cook, Ill, 
Mitchell, Fred ... . ...... Montgomery, Ind . Toby, Belle . ' . . . ............ Kent, Mich. 
Morris, Mex ............ Huntington. " Vivian, W. R. B .......... Houghton_. " 
Newman, Ben ................. Cook, 111 . \Vall. Chas ................. Maconpm, Til 
'ewton. Wilson .......... l\'lacinac, Mi r ho 'vVallace, A. F .................. Perry, 0. 
Owen, Frank .............. Lawrence, Ind. \Varner, Etta .... ..... ......... Lake, Ind. 
Padgett, L. M ................ Shelby, Ill . Ward, R. G ............... Garrard. Ky. 
Parnell, Frank ............ St. Joseph , Ind. Whea.therby, Herbert. .. hia11·asse, Mich. 
Phelps, l~ lla .............. . .. Cedar, Iowa. Weaver, 0. D .............. \Vayne, Ind . 
Pitcher, R. N .............. Waupac, Wis. Wells, James L ............ B •rrien, .vt ich. 
Pollock, Robert A .. 0 •••••••• Schuyler, III. Wells, Chas. H.. . ......... " " 
Porter, M. L .............. Christian, " Whalen, J. M .............. Livingston, Ill. 
Pyle, Walter .................. Henry. Ind . Wheat!y,'C. .. .......... Pittsylvn.nia, Va. 
Quinn, M. C ........... . LaFayette, Vvts. \.Vh itney , John ........... Cherokees lo\\'a. 
Ranclolph, D. W ........... .. ... Pope, Ill. Wilkinson, J. N ................ Allen, Ind. 
Redding, P. W ...... .. ...... John ~ton , Ill. \Vilkinson, V. E ....... . ..... Benton, " 
Renham, J. C ............ .. . Porter, Ind. \\'llson, G. Wharton ....... .. Story. Iowa. 
Reynolds, John T ......... St. Joseph, " W~ll~, Thos .............. Hought~n, Mich. 
Reynolds, Eva E ............. Cass, Mich. Williams, M ................. l>avtess, Ind. 
Rinder, G. E .... . ........... Racine, Wis Williams, 0. B .... . . ...... Champaign, . 
Roberts, Andrew ......... 00 lar. hall, It 1d . \Volf, I::Jmer E ............... Porter. Ind . 
Rowland, R. H .......... \Vhitesidcs, 111 . Wo0dward. D. F .......... l:. ll swonh, Kan. 
Randolph, W. M ........ Champaign, " Wright, Chas. W ............. Carrol, I~d. 
ayler, Geo. C ............. 00 Porter, Ind. Yager, H. C 00 ............. teubcn, 
.'auer, John ............. Houghton, Y1ich. Zimmerman, Arthur . .......... Porter, 
Schmal. L. L .................. Lake, Ind. 
JUN'"XC>~S. 
Allison, J. A .................. ook _III. Carver, im .. . .......... Madison, T_nd. 
Allen, Irvin, ........ .. .. Berrien, Mich. ICautrall, T· E .............. Athens, Ill. 
Alvord, J. \V ....... , .. - ewaygo, Mtch. Carpenter. . A . ........ Allegan, Mtch. 
Arm. trong, W. N .......... Lake, " Carr, 'hasT ..... . ........ Marion, Ind. 
A hby, G. B ................. Pike, Ind. Cannon, 'arrie ............ lark, I wa. 
A hby, Fred ........ .. ..... Cas.;;, ~1ich. hurchill, has, ........... rawford, 
Anderson, G. \V ....... t. Jo:eph, :oates, E. L. ............ Kankakee, Ill. 
Baer, G. 1. ........... rawford, Iow~a'oll)y, Fred ............ McHenry, " 
Bartlett, . D ......... l ontgomery Ill. 'row, •. II .......... 'angamon, " 
Bateman, . A ...... Black Ilawk, Iow. )ean, layton, ............. Lak, " 
Berry, E. . .................. Lee, II. )ean, Jay ................ Me 'omh, 
Bond, arrie ............ Lewioton, la. 1 eyo, \ ill E ........ ....... 't ry, Iowa. 
Bowlby, . W ........... Kankakee, Ill. ibell Edwin .......... .... \ hite, Ind. 
Brigg:, Mary ............. . . a 0. Mich. Dolan, J. J ..... ....... far hall, 1ich . 
Brook , J. • . • ........... Allegan, ·' I univant, ;., \V .............. F ord, Ill. 
Brown, \Val D ..... ........ Lake, Ill. anham, falonc ........ alhoun, Iowa 
Buchanan, Edgar ............ ld:t, Iowa. I I~a terly, J. 1. .......... Jack on, 1ich. 
Bnckle. , John C ..... ....... 1adt.on. Ill. Edward, C .. ...... ....... 11 •nry, Ill. 
Burgan, Thoma ...... Houghton, Mich. Edwards, \ . . .... ...•.. eoria, " 
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Eicher, L. R .. ...... Westmoreland, Pa. Morgan, James .... .. .... Kankakee, Ill· 
Evans, Jacob .......... . ..... Boyd, Ky. Moore, Allen ......... Huntington, Ind· 
Farnsworth, DeMay ... .. ... DeKalb, Ill. Myers, A. L .......... Buchanan, Iowa. 
F inch, Chas. Vv .......... Benton, Iowa. Neidleigh, S . P ... . ... . . . Fountain, Ind. 
Flake, Pauline ..... .. ...... Porter. Ind, ewton, Fred . . .............. Lake, Ill. 
<ox, C. S .................... L ake, Ill. Northup, E. V .. .. .. . . Shiawasse, Mich. 
ilbert, Gene .............. Cass, Mich. Orem, E. F ........ _ ........ Henry, Ind. 
Gilmore, B. H ........... . DeKalh, Ind. Orr, J. L. .. .. .. ..... .. .... Grant, \¥1s. 
Gotshall, L. D .............. Fulton, 0 . Paddock, R. Vv ...•.. .. .... .. Lake, Ill. 
Griffin, Geo. F ....... .... \Villiams, ' Page, A . J ............ . ... Story, Iowa. 
H ammond, W. A . ......... Mercer, almater, Julia . ...... .... . ... Lake, Ill. 
H arris, E. P .. , .... . ...... ewton, Ind. Patterson, J. F . ....... ... Morgan, Ind. 
Hart, W. J .................. Pope, Ill. Peart, John J .......... ... . LaSalle, Ill. 
!larding, F. M ... .. ..... Oakland, Mich. Petry, D . H ... . . ....... Kosciusko, Ind. 
Heineman, Theo ........... Porter, Ind. Pitcher, H. E .......... Waupaca, Wis. 
Helge ser, A.D ...... Winnesheik, Iowa. Potter, J. G ............... Iroquois, Ill. 
Hensel, G. F ............... Fairfield, 0 Priest, Cannice, .. . ..... . .. Pula ki, Ind. 
Henry, James .. .... . ..... .. . . Lake, Ill. Priaulx, D. D . ..... ..... J ack on, Iowa. 
Hick, Francis . ... . ..... Livingston, " Putnam, H. R ... . . . . . \Vinnebago, Wis. 
H oaltze, F. \V ............ DuPage, " Randolph, D . \V ............. Pope, Ill. 
Hoover, S. A .. . ........ .. Elkhart, Ind. Rathbon, John D ........ . . vVayne, Ind. 
Howe, P. A ........ . ..... Douglass, II Read, W . T .............. Cuyahoga, 0. 
Jackson, J onathan ........ Hamilton, . Replogle, Lew ..... . . .. Shawnee, Kans. 
Jarvis, J. W ... ... . ... . .... Ripley, Ind :-..oade, Lal:<'ayette .. , . .. Decatur, Ind. 
Jacque , Fletcher . . .. ..... Gibson, " Robert , Chas ... .... .... . .... Coles, Ill. 
Johnston, M. F ....... .. .. . Noble, Roberts, T. N ...... . ..... Trumbull, 0. 
Johnson, George .. ... . . ..... Jasper, Ill Roger , has ............... Cas, Mich. 
Jones, J. D ................... J ay, Ind Zoll, T. L. .......... Muhlenberg, Ky. 
J ordon, M. 1• ............... Brown, II. Rosevelt, F. B ........ Van Buren Mich. 
Kenney, \ V. A . ..... . ... ... . Lake, Ind. l'ouzer. J ....... . ... .. . \Vayne, Ohio. 
Kimberl in, L. E .. . .... . Hamilton, " Zoyer, Daniel. .. ....... Wyandot, " 
Knox, Andrew .......... White ·ides, Ill {ichn.rcls, G. 'VV ... ...... .. . . . Lake, Ill. 
Kohler, Albert. . . . . . . . . . . . lermont, . Rice, L. J . . . ... . ........... Kane, " 
Koll, W. W ... .. ... .. . . . Alleghany, Pa. Ripley, Van . . .. .. . .. . . ... . White, Ind. 
K onkle, G. \V .. ..... .. .. . Trumbull , 0. Ryan, C. \V ....... . ... ... ... Luca , 0. 
LaMotte, J. B .. ... ..... Chippewa, \Vis 'atterfield, J. B .... ........... Ogle. Ill. 
Lanterman, E. R ... .... .. . Madison, Ill. 'clmeewind, Bernie ...... Berrien, Mich. 
Langevie, Jo eph ..... Chippewa, \Vi. 'chaefer, . H ..... ...... Marshall, Ind. 
Lawrence, Kuel. . . . . . Kalamazoo, Mich. chrenier, Frank ........... Grant, \V i . 
Lederer, W. F . ....... . . Calhoun, " Sewell, 0. L ..... ... ....... Clinton, 0, 
Leighty, L. E . ... . .. ....... Fulton, Ill. 'paw . E .......... ..... .. .. Will, Ill. 
Linclesmitb, E. B .. ..... .. . Williams 0. 'hanower, \Y. H .......... ."t. Joe, Ind. 
Li berne , Chas . ..... . .... . Grant, \Vi mith, E. E ............... 1cLean, Ill. 
Long, T. A .............. Whitley, Ind .. 'mith, Ermon .......... . . LaSalle, " 
Lusk, 1' rank ... ... .. . . \ Vhite ides, 111. uell, \ . \ .. .. .. ... A umption, " 
Me ollum, Harry ......... Marion, Ind. 'nodly, E. 0 .. .. ........ Fountain, Ind. 
f omb, W. F . ... .. t. J seph, ' 'orrell, Eel ........ .. .... . Chri ·tian, Ill. 
Me Dermot, J. II .. .. ...... Martin, oule, I abella ............ La. alle, ' 
IcFadden, L. l ............ Fulton, Ill. ' pangler. Emmett .. . ...... De Ia are 0. 
1cKenzie, J. . .......... ' omer. et, Pa. l,'perber scar . ........ Wauke. ha, Wis. 
1cKnight, Frank.. .... .. .... ook, Ill. piker J. \V ............ . \Vabash, Ind. 
1c Ianama. f. 1. .... Muhlenberg Ky. 'prout hry .... .......... DuPage, Ill. 
c \¥atty, Maggie ..... ..... Bureau, Ill. 'tryker, D. S .... ........... Ca , fich. 
1\lather,ll. H ...... ........ \ ill, ' ulliv::m, Tho- ..... . ..... Madison, Ind. 
laxfield, . D ..... ...... .. Porter, In Taylor, . J ..... .. ..... . .... Lake, Ill. 
leek, . E ............... Defiance, . Taylor, J. D .. ........ . ...... Butler, . 
1etcalf, 1. \ ............ Grant, Wi. Thoma J. T ............ ... llen, 
enli, Michael. .......... Buffalo, " Thomlin on Jo-.............. Cork, Ill. 
llltimore .F. . ....... . . .. . . Lake Ill. Tobe , \V illi., . .. ..... K lamazoo, fi ch. 
!ilL, Fred .... . .... Mu kegon, Mich. Triplett \ m. H ............ Boyd, Ky. 
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Tym, F. C . . ..... ......... Dodge, Neb. Williams, E.R .. ......... Richla!ld, Ill. 
Unruh, C. W .............. Porter, Ind. Woodburn, J. L ...•.•......• Umon, 0. 
Wade, F. W ... . .•...... .. .. Jasper, Ill. Wright, Irving .....•.... Calhoun, Mich. 
Webb, Herbert. ............ Sauk, Wis. Young, D. R . .. ..... ...... Whit:, Ind. 
\Veyant, E. E ........ .... . LaSalle, Ill. Young, Mary .•...•... .. .. IroC]uOJS, Ill. 
Whitson, W.M ............. Scott, Ind. Zeller, Josie ........•..• Woodford, 
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT. 
GRADUATES OF 1880. 
CLASSIC. 
Faber, Henry Clay ........... La aile, Ill.i trite, Henry Clinton .. . . Washington, Md. 
Kyle, Alexan~er 0 ......... M3'-coupin, Ill. Swartz, Thomas Benton . .... .. Cas,, Mich. 
Longwell, Ohver Henry ..... 1• ayette, Ind. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Anderson, CoraM ........... La ~nlle, Ill. Miller, S.C ..... ....... . . Cumh erlnncl. Ill. 
Ran hoff, C. S ................... Will, " Minich, Iva . . ..... ... .... Huntington, Ind. 
Bemitt, E. C ........... ... .. teuben, Ind. ~1orton, Chas C .............. £\!arion, Ill. 
Rlake, F. K ................. DeKalb, " :'\~orris G. W ............... 'andusky, 0. 
Rutterfield,Geo.M .... ..... O'Brien, Iowa. :\Totrinuham, .l\laud ........... :\lcrc-r, " 
Chizum, J. B . .. ............ . l-ayette, Inc\ Philbrick, Laura .... .... ...... Port e r, Incl. 
Co legate, Geo. E ........ " .... Adams, []J. Ransford, A. 13 ............. Rran ch, :Vlich. 
Eades , Quez. L ...... " ..... LaSalle, " Reddin, Nellie . ... .... . . ..... l!ancork. 0. 
Enslow, Walter ........ .. . Macoupin, " Runcie, John W .. ....... . ... Gillson, I nd, 
Evans, Will M............. " " Schutt, Jerome 11. ........... l'ort e r, " 
Fries, Martin L . .. . ... .. ...... Porter, Ind. nowden, ~l aggic . ........... . . .. Erie . 0. 
Good, Chas, H .......... Huntington, " .~ til well, Chas. C ............. Gib on, Ind. 
Gnffith, J. H ................. Mercer, 0. Stilwell. Kate l\1............ " " 
Hainbaugh, F. 0 ....... . .... Fulton. Ind. Stoddard, Kate ............... l'o rrt•r, 
Hamman, G. R ................. r:oles, Ill trite, C. H ...... ... .... Washington, Md. 
Haines, .J. F .... ........... Hamilton, Ind. 'uman, George ................. l>ark •. () , 
Hussey, Edgar P .............. Mercer, 0. Thi ,baud, B. F .......... Switz•rland, Ind. 
Jeffrey, John H ............... Henry, Ind Thomas, Chas. W .......... Ilarrison, " 
Leavenworth, H. P ............ Posey, " Tiffany, W. . .. .... . ..... Branch, 1ich. 
Link. ~adie ............ . ...... Porter, " Voris, H. 0 ..... ...... .... :\lnrgan. Ind. 
Lindley, J. A .............. Fountain, " Ward, M. \V . ............ \Voodford, Tll. 
Mattoon, Mary .....•...... Livingston, Ill. 
TEACHERS'. 
Adams, Chas. H . ......... tephenson, [)1. Hnrtc;ock, E. W ............... Port r, Ind. 
Aley, Rob Jud ................ Owen, Ind. Henderson, E. T ............. Fulton, " 
Ball, R. W .................. Ottawa, \lich. Ilerrold, T. M .............. Lapone, " 
Bard~har, <\nna B .... ............ Er_ie, O. llloffhin , Ida .................... gl , T)l. 
Bartholf, E. G ..... . . ...... ...... Wtll, Ill. !Iyde, has.. ...... ........... Wts. 
Basset, Lucius M .. . ......... DeKalb, Ind . Luckey. L. W. .. ........... Adams, Ind. 
Bixler, Emanuel ............... Butler, I a. Medder, C. Edwin ........... Benton, " 
Rlakely, Florence R............ Ind. Meddaugh, , { ............. OtLawa, Mich. 
Boyakin, Louisa A ... .. .....• t. Clair, Ill. s nbangh, D. F ................ C ok, Ill. 
Chance, Belle ............... Marion, " P rry , !mer ............... Brown, " 
Crumpacker. Pete ............ Porter, Ind. Perry . Rosalte................ " " 
Drake, Frmkie ... ............. Lake, " Rams y, ·va ................. Portt>r, Ind. 
Dunhnm .. adie ......... t. Joseph, Mich. Red in, Francis ............ .. Hancock, . 
Eg , Hattie .. .. . . .. . . • . .. . .. .. .. Ill. Ric , . arah ................. Fayl'tte. " 
Elmore, Mollie V ............ Fayette, " Rohinson, \hggie ...... , ........ ,ook, Ill. 
Faber, Gilbert. ............. La. aile, " . nyder, f::lla ... . ........... Wood[; rd, Ill. 
Fagan, Chas ...... , ........... 1e\l.ton. In . pencer, Hora .......... 11 mnkec. Iowa. 
Faxon, C. G .. .... ................ Lee, Ill . prout, ,(. ry .............. uPag • Ill. 
Fisher, \V. G................. Ind. quir , Alic· ................. Edgar, " 
French, H. E ....•......... Jackson, lO\\a 'tevens, ,{ary .......... . Lnport, T.nd. 
Frv, F. A .................... La. aile, Ill.. tewart, . H, ................ K nt, :-.1tch. 
Hancock, John R ............ . farion, Ind. Tilson, Caswell ............ Snngamon, Ill. 
Harding, \V. acoupin, Ill. \Varren, Ida .. . ............. 1arion, Iowa. 
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MUSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
GRADUATES OF 1880. 
Finkensher,, L. S ...•.•.. St. Joseph, ~~;d. ISt~gg, Dan E .............• B:o~n, Ind. 
Galloway, 1-..ena .•.•.•...... Porter. Wtsman, Jas .. M .......... W!lhams, 0. 
Hawes, Frankie ............. Logan, Ill. 
CLASS OF 1881. 
Acker, G. \V ............ Champaign. 0. Elmwood, J. D ............ Jackson, I a. 
Aitken, Anna .......... .......... Ohio. Eng, Emma ................ Boone, Neb. 
Anderson, Carrie ......... Jefferson, Ark . Fentress, Stella .. ........... Henry, Ind. 
Arnold, Hattie ............... Ford, Ill . Fenton, Charles .......... \Varren, '' 
Ashbaugh, R. F ............ Morrow, 0. Fickenscher, L. F ...... St. Joseph, Mich. 
Avery, May ............... Douglas, Ill. Flake, Paulina .............. Porter, Incl. 
Ayres, Louisa ...................... " Ford, Celia ............. Champaign, Ill. 
Axe, Minnie .....•.... Beaverhead, Mon . Fosgate, Clara ................... Mich. 
Bardshar, Anna ................ Erie, 0. Frasier, Josie ............... Clayton, Ia. 
Barrett, Mary ............. Highland, 0. Fuller, Ida ................. Porter, L1d. 
Bean, E. A ................ Grant, \\7 is. Fulton, Minta ............... Macon, Ill. 
Beck, C. S ...........•. ............... Funderburg, Adam ..... Huntington, Ind. 
Bell, Carrie .....•...... Vermillion, Ind. Glazebrook, Marietta ...... Starke, " 
Bennett, L. J ............ Elkhart, " Goodman, Nellie ............. Union, Ill. 
Bingaman, Allie ........... Mahaska, Ia. Graham, Nettie .........• La Porte, Ind. 
Hi hop, Lotta ...... ... St. Joseph, Mich. Hargrave, Nettie ......... Benton, " 
Bishop, Jessie......... " " Hargrave, Mary.......... ·' 
Blizzard, Ada ... ..... ........ Lucas, I a. H arwood, .1aud ............. Union, Ill . 
Boucher, Lizzie ............. Porter, Ind. H arper, Montie ............. Fulton, " 
Boyakin, Louisa ...... . .... St. Clair, Ill. Harper, J. F .. ....................... . 
Brady, Clarence .......... Berrien, Mich. Healey, P. D ..................... N. J. 
Brown. Alice .......................... Herrold, Lydia ........... La Porte, Ind. 
Brown, Carrie .............. Porter, Ind. Hicker, W. F .............. Fayette, 0. 
Brundage, Grace ............. Seneca, 0. Hodges, Lucy ............... White, Ill. 
Carroll, F. H ................ Cook, Ill. H odges, Lizzie... . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Carnahan, Lowell ....... Shawanee, Kan. Hoffman, Mollie ......... Genesee, Mich. 
Carrington, Libbie ......... Iosco, Mich. Holler, May ............ St. Joseph, Ind. 
Cas , Jennie .........•...... Porter, Ind. Horton , Lizzie . .. ............. Cook, Ill. 
Chambers, Effa ........................ Hoskinson, Jennie . ........... Henry, 0. 
Chapman, Cora .............. Wood, Huff, Cora ........... . .. Todaway, Mo. 
Clark, C. B .............. Macoupin, I . Ilks, Julia •.............• Vermillion, Ill. 
Clark, Mrs. L. L ....... Walworth, \Vis. Inman, Lillie ..........•...... Clay, Ind. 
Cotrell, Myron .... ........... Cedar, Ia. fnne , R. A .... ............ l<.ush, " 
Coveney, Lillian .......... Berrien, Mich. Jack on, Ella .... .......... Defiance, 0. 
oveney, Retta. . . . . . . . . . " " Jarvis, Blanche ... ........... Parke, Ind. 
Crawford, \Viii ............ vVat'ren, Ind. Keller, Grace ............... Macon, Ill. 
Crawford, A. C ... .. . ................. Kid\\ ell. Lou .. ........... Madi on, Ind. 
Crippen, Ada .............. Kenl, Mich. Kircher, Luella .. ........... Miami, ' 
npe, Edward .......... St. J oseph, Ind . 1 irk, Ella ............... ... Union, Ky. 
Crossett, Earl .............. DeKalb, Ill. Knox, R. H ......................... . 
rowell, Olive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nion, " Lane, Jennie .. ............... Lucas, I a. 
Davi , Ella ................ Brown, Ind. Lande, Olive ................ Piatt, Ill. 
Davi , Emma ................ \Vhite, Ill. Layman, D. . ....................... . 
Dean, Emma .........•..... Bureau, " Laub, Pu ....... .. .. .... 'rawford, Ill. 
Denney, nna .............. Marion, " Lightfoot, Kate ............ Porter. Ind. 
Dille, Florence ...•.•......• Porter, Ind. Linn, Jennie .. ........ . Rock I land, lll. 
1Ji1lworth, Kate ............. Fuhon, Ill. Lepell Laura .. ............ Porter, Ind. 
Dolan John ............ alhoun, 1ich. Le ter, E. F ............... Kent, fich. 
Ea tburn, Ella ............. Benton, Ind. Logan Ellen .................. Cass, Ill. 
El tun Elmer .............. Rush " Louderback, Effie ...... ..... Porter, 1 nJ 
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Lowe, Belle .............. Kankakee, Ill. Stevens, Mary .... .. ...•• La P orte, Ind. 
McCauley, Mrs . ....... . ..... Owen, Ind. S tilwell, Kate . . .... . ...... Gibson, " 
McClure, S. P... .. . . . . •. . . . '· '' Sutherland, Frank ....•.•.....•... . .... 
McConnell, M . A ......... Eldorado, Cal. S tark , L izzie . ..... . .. . ... L a Porte, Ind. 
McKnight, Frank ......•...... Cook, Ill. Tagg, M amie ... ....•...... Porter, " 
McConnell, Alice ... ...... Eldorado, Cal. T alcott , J ennie . . ........... Lake, 
Ramsey, Clema ............. P orter, Ind. T aylor, May . . . . . ......... Porter, 
Reagan, Lissa . .... . ....... H enry, " Tilman , Lydia . . . .. ........ . .. L ake, Ill. 
R oss, Mary ................. Shelby, Ill . T errell, Anna . ............ . ... . ... I nd. 
Rough, Rose ............• Berrien, M ich . T erry, D ora ....... . ..• Kosc iu ko, 
Rough, May............. " " Terry, Maud........... " 
Rounds, \'V. A ............ Midland, \ \Talker, J(atie.. ............. . . . . . ' ' 
Seiders, Nelia ........ . ...... Sauk, Vvis. \Varner, Grace . .... . . ... .. P orter, 
Skeel. F. E . . ............ Oswego, N . Y. W arner, E lla ............. . . La ke, 
Smith, Lenora ............ S t. Clair, Ill. W arner, Etta... ... . ........ " " 
Smock, Ka te . . ............. Porter, Incl. \V i man, J. M ......•... . .. 'Williams, 0. 
Sperry, Ella ..................... ... Ill. W ilson, Laura .. .. .. ............. I owa. 
Stagg, Dan .. . . .......... . .. Union , I nd. W elch, Alice . .. ........... . DeK alb, Ill. 
Steward, M . E ... .. ............ Sac, I a. Zeller, J osie .....•. . .. . .. W oodford, " 
CLASSES OF 1881. 
CLAS SICS. 
Blake, F. K ......... .. ..... .. DeKalb, Ill. Ray, B . B .. ....... .. .. .. .. Vermillion, Il l. 
Bradshaw, ~ue Ella .......... Henry. " Romans . W. J . . . ..... .... .. . Morrow, 0 . 
De nl') y, Anna .............. .. Marion, Ind. Schutt, T. H . ................. Porter, Ind. 
Felton , Lill1an .... . .......... .. Huron, 0. pear , ~ . .. .. ............. . ... Owen, " 
Fort, Mary ........ . ........ J ackson, Mich Suman , George . .... . . . ......... Darke, . 
H amilon , T. W . . .. . . . .... . .. Mt~ tcal f, K y. Ta_lor, Mattie . ... . . . ... . ... . . Porter, Ind, 
Halcomb, C. F ... . ..... .. ... . . Porter, Ind. Wisman, J. M ...... .. .. .... . Wi lliams, 0 . 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Ackerman, F . M .. . ..... .. ........... Fulton, 0 . Howitt, \V. . ................ Montgomery, Ill· 
Alexander, F rank .. .. ...... .. ... Mitchell, Iowa. Hussey, \ V. J ....................... Mercer, . 
A ustin, F . W ..... . . .... .. ..... .. Hyde , Chas . ................. ...... Grant, W is. 
Ayers , G. l\1 . ..... . .. .. . .. . . ....... \Villiams, . Ingram, James .................... Cedar, Iowa. 
1h rdue, Louis ...... ............. Cedar, Iowa. Kemp, J. A ........................ Tipton, Ind. 
13aird, C. E .. ..... .. . ... ............ Henry, Ill. Lint, I, C ........ ... .. .... .. .... Somerset, Pa. 
Benn ett, Lill y .... . ............... teul>en, l nd . Lyon-;, James ......................... Ford, Ill, 
B utler, E. H .... ....... . ......... Tuscola, 1ich. McKibben, , tuart. ...... . .... ... \Val worth, W 1'1. 
Bu tler, J ames ........ ...... ...... Allegan. " 1'acomber, M. H .. ... .......... Saginaw, Mich . 
Calkins, F . L ......... .. ............. Knox, Ill. Martin, Richard .... . .. . ............ Gibson, Ind. 
Chance, Bdle ............ .. .. Marion, Knox, Til. 1avity, J. H ...... ............... Johnson, " 
Choate, Susie ...... .. ..... .. .. .. McHenry, " l eek, Ell:t ........................ Defiance, . 
Clem mons, W. H ................... Tipton, Ind. Iorrow, H . T ...................... lonroc, •· 
Cline, J osiah ..................... Mar:.hall, Ind . los, L. F ...... ......... ........ .. . 'F'ulton, lll. 
Coffman, A.M ........ .... ............ Ogle, !II Patterson, Belle ..................... 1ercer, . 
Conrad , D. F .................. Kosciusko, Ind . Paullin, Estelle ...................... Logan, Ill. 
oy, .D. ) .............. . .......... Defiance, .I Pile, J. !. ........................ Orange, Ind. 
~a11u~a~~e~: -~-~~~-- ·. ~ ~ ·_-_ --~·-·.·.·_·_·_-_·_·_-~~:~~:· ~~~d. ~~chl,n~~:. · A·.' ·~~---- .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .'.'.'.' .'.' K-~sciu-;~o, :: 
De Priest, J. \V .......... . ........ Gibson, " . awyer, \V. F .................. LaCro . e, \Vi. 
Dunn, Hettie ......................... Pi:ttl, Ill :hear , G. \V .. .... ...... .... .... Ottawa, 1ich. 
E lston, C. C ..................... range, . Y. :ourd, P. L . .... . ................... Brown, . 
Farr, Ed. P ................. .. .. Jack . on, Iowa. Spvhn, '· W ..................... Elkhart, Ind . 
Felton, Emma ....................... Huron, .. ·tahl, J. I ............ ............ Iowa, low . 
Fi cher, \V. W ............... Columbiana, " IStephenc;, 1ary .................... Porter, Ind. 
U
unk, \ V. A ................. . .... . Elkhart, [nd .. tuart, ,eo ........................... White, Ill. 
iffin, L. T .................. usquehanna, Pa . . ·luu. \V. B .. . ....................... Stark, . 
Goudring, J. 1 .................... Porter, lnd Thomp on, \V. L ................. Louis:\, Iowa. 
H arding, F. f ...... . .......... akland, :\1ich .. mith, late ...................... teuben, Ind . 
Harrison nna.......................... ... Vanderwater, \V. E .............. Kankakee, Ill. 
Harrold, T. L ......... .. .... .. .. LaPorte, Ind. , 'anderwater, tattie A....... ... " " 
H offman , W. F ...... ............... Owen, " room n, J. .. ................... DeKalb, Til. 
H orne, Olive ................... Ko ciu ko, " \Vheeler, Chettie .................. Jeffer. n, . 
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\Vheatley, W. S ............... Pittsylvania, Va.IWilson, J . E ................... ---- -- .. .. .. 
Wheatly, C S................ " " Worley, L. D .................... Adams, Iowa. 
W hi taker, Henry . ................... Mason, Ill . 
TEACHERS. 
Abbe, Mary ......... ... ......... Berrien, Mich. Knight, Lizzie .................. Calh " r , Mich. 
Anderson, Carrie ................. Jackson, Ark. Long, w· H ................... St. Joseph, Ind. 
Anderson, Jasper. ........ . ........ . ... Clay, Ill. Loveland, Mary ..... . . ...... ........ Allen, " 
Axe, Minnie ............ . . .. Beaverhead, Mont. Mather, Cha~ F ....... . ....... Tippecanoe, " 
Heck, Edwin ......... .. ............. Cass, Ind. Mehen, W. H .................. Columbiana, 0 . 
B•shop, Lucius ................ Van Buren Mich. Nees, SamueL ....................... Clay, Ind . 
Blanchard, Etta .. . .. . .............. . Peoria, Ill. Paullin, J. M ................ .. ...... Logan. Ill. 
Blankenstrip,]. F ................. Fayette " Pennell, Hattte .................... Kent, Mit:h . 
Brainard, Orpha ....... ....... ...... Lake, " Pennell, Jessie ........... . : ......... Kent, Mich. 
Bridges, Will D .................. Fayette, " Perry, Linnie ..................... . Hrowu. I ll . 
Bruce, Laura . .... . ............. Woodford, " Plasterer, Wm L ...... . ...... . Huntington, lncl 
Burkholder, Clara ................ l:<~remont, Ind. Pusey, W. B . . .... . .... . . . ........ :LaSalle, llL 
Clark, H. E ................. .. ...... Lake, Ind. Quayle, :Mollie ......................... Erie, 0 . 
Conrad, K. A .. .. ................. Marshall, Ill. Raney, Walter H ................. Morrow, " 
Cox, C. Vv . ..... . . .. . . ......... Vermillion, " Richford, J. H ...................... Peoria, Ill 
Critm, Laura C ................. . .. Carroll, Ind. Roberts, Jennie ......... . ..... . . Madison, Iowa. 
Cunningham. 0. M ............ St. Joseph, " Robinson, A. 1\L ............... Kosciusko, Ind . 
Dickinson, Althea .................. Porter, " Rothrock, Mattie ................... Whtte, Ind. 
Dean, Villa .... .. ................... Lake, " Sanforc.l, James L .................. Fayettc, Ill . 
Delahunt, Anna . . ............... Jo Daviess, Ill. Scott, Mollie ..................... Louisa, Iowa. 
g~0~!~t~.DA:::::::::::::::::::: s·he\b;: . ;; s?~~~~~~gi~e ~-~1~~::::::::::::::: J:~~~~t:ng : 
Edgerton. Artie ......... : ......... Newton, Ind. Small, Lew .............. . ....... Kankakee, Ill. 
Gans, Flora ...................... Henton. Iowa. Spencer, Edgar .................. . Pulaski, " 
Gardncr,Oia ......... . . . ........ Ailegan, Mich. Stewart, John C .................. Fayette, Ind. 
Hargrave. Mary ...... . ............. Benton Ind. Stowe, Amanda ................... Elkhart, " 
Hargrave, Nettle................ " " Stoetzel, T. J ...................... Dodge, Neb. 
Harper, Rosilla.................... able, " Thomson, Cbas ....... . ..... . Buena Vista, lowa. 
Hay, Ella .......................... White, " Townsend, Howard ................. Mercer, 0 . 
Heniey, Will M ............... Huntington, " Tryon, L. C ........................ LaSalle, IlL 
Hetzler, Howard .................... Bureau, Til. Tnrner, Cora .... . .. . ........... Walworth, Wis. 
Holmes, Jessie ...................... Piatt, " Turley, Oliver .................... Orange. Ind. 
Hopkins, W. F ................... Stottard, Mo. Van Derveer, Libbie, .... .... . .... Berrien, Mich. 
Hunter, Almira ......... . ... lllack Hawk, Iowa. \Vilcox, Rachel ................. Fremout, Iowa. 
Jandell, Jo ·eJ.>hine .............. Calhoun, Mich. Willis, W. H ....................... Gallatin, Ill . 
Kimmel, Carne ...................... Union, Ill. 
L A W D E P ARTME NT. 
G-::FI...A..:J:>U .A. T E OF 1. 880. 
Whitmore, John A .......... . .... . ......... . . . .. . ........ . .... . . . .. . . . . LaSalle, IlL 
S E N"XC>::FI..B. 
Bradhury. 1atthew D .... . ... . Grant, Wis. Powers, Rernard L. . . . .. . . Pittsfield, Me. 
Fish, John B ... ... ...... Rock Castle, Ky. Pool,\ ilber B ........... "\Vyandot, Ohio. 
Hoppas, ~ tephen . . .. . ...... Mason, Ill. chwinn, Leander M . .. . ... . Madison, Ind. 
Lincoln, John H ........ . ..... Kendall, Ill. Schutt, Jerome H .. . .. . ...... . Porter, " 
Loy, Ferdinand W .. . ...... Effingham, " 'penccr, Edgar ..... . ......... Pulaski, IlL 
JUN'XC>:EI..S. 
Cassell. L.A .. .. ............. . Miami, Ind. Hunt, C. F .............. . .... Kendall, Ill . 
Donavan. j. W . ............... . Darke, 0. Mc:'\lah::m E B ...... . ..... Madison, Inrl. 
Farr, E. P ... . ............. Jackson, Iowa. I Wright, \V. B .. . ......... . . Effingham, !II. 
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OUTLINE OF THE WORK FOR A TERM. 
During the present session there are more than 90 daily recitations. This number 
does not include any of the special branches. 
ARITHMETIC.-There are tm classes in Arithmetic. These are arranged in four 
grades. One beginning the work, designed for those who have never studied the sub-
ject. Two intermediate classes, beginning with compound numbers. Two beginning 
with fractions . Four review classes; in these the entire subject is thoroughly reviewed; 
they are especially designed to meet the wants of teachers, and those who are quite 
thorough in the subject. An analytical class, beginning with percentage, and discuss-
ing all the more difficult points; besides all of these , there is a class in Commercial 
Arithmetic, designed especially to give short practical forms for all business computa-
tions. Cm·eful attmtion w,ill be given to lVlental Arithmetic. The plan as used here in 
the investigation of these subjects differs from that of any other school. It has been 
most carefully and successfully tested in many of our common and high schools, which 
confirms our beliefthat it is just what is needed. The student is not only thoroughly 
drilled in the subject as presented in the text book, oht also in numerous practical ex-
amples found in every day life. When he has completed the work he will be master of 
the subject, and can use his knowledge independent of books. 
ALGEBRA.-There are eiglzt classes in Alg~bra. These are arranged in !our 
grades. Two beginning the work; two review classes, commencing the WCirk nnd com-
pleting the elementary; three beginning the work; and one commencing with ·• radi-
cals," and completing the work. 
GEOMETRY, TRIGONOMETRY, ASTRONOMY, StJRVEYING .<\ D EN-
G!NEERING.-There are two classes in Geometry, one in Trigonometry, one in As-
tronomy, one in urveying and Engineering. 
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT.-All the classes in this department are in active 
work. 
GRAMMAR.-There are four classes in Grammar. One for those who desire to 
hegin the work; also, for those who have given but little attention to the subject. The 
others are advanced and review classes, designed for those who are somewhat familiar 
with the subject. In these classes all oftbe different parts of speech are taken into con-
sideration , but ESPECIAL attention is given to the difficult points, such as Relative Pro-
nouns, .b'.finitives, Participlu, and Active and Passive Voices of the Verbs. In connec. 
tion with these classes, nalysis is so clearly taught as to render those who have never 
studied the subject thoroughly acquainted with its principles, and to enable them to 
attalyze any smteuce that may be presented. o popular are the methods used in these 
classes that many come here to take the course in Grammar alone. 
RHETORIC.-There are jive classes in Rhetoric, designed for those who arc fa-
miliar with the subject of Grammar, and desire to make a practical application of it-
three beginning and two advanced, designed for such as wish to continue rhetorical 
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work. Jn these classes especial study is given to the finer graces of writing, and to the 
delivery of essays and orations. 
COMPOSITION AND LETTERS.-There are regular classes in Composition 
and Letter Writing. These are designed for all who wish to acquire a knowledge of 
business and ordinary forms of epistolary writing. 
GREEK AND LATIN.-There is one class in Greek, and seven classes in Latin. 
Two of these are beginning in the Grammar and Reader, and are designed for those 
wishing to commence the stucly. The other classes are reacing the various authors-
Ccesar, Virgil, Tacitus, etc. Beginning classes in Greek are organized at the begin-
ning of the year, and at the opening of the Summer term. ~egmning classes in Latin 
every term . 
C lasses in Psyclwlo,gy, Logic, Ethics, and Constitutional Covenrment, Political Econo-
my, Literary Criticism, 1-fisto?'Y of Philosophy, fnternalimialLaw, Plzilosophy of History, 
A:isthctics and Histu1•v of Art, Literature a?td Anczmt History, will occur in the order 
given in catalogue. 
GERMAN.-This important branch is taught without extra charge. We have as 
instructor, MR. G . BLOCH, a native German, whose abi lity as a teacher needs no com-
ments. The advantage of this class alone is well wo rth the entire tuition fee. 
GEOGRAPHY.-There are four classes in Geography. In these Astronomical 
a · d Physical Geogn1phy 1 eceive a considerable degree of attention. In connection 
with Descriptive Geography, Map Drawing, Map Sketching and Drafting are taught 
by methods peculiarly our o\vn . The en tire subject is tau~ht after the most approved 
methods. There is no other school with which we are acquainted, in which these sub-
jects are presented in so attractive a manner as at the Normal. It is one of the most 
pleasing and instructive classes in school. It is not simply the learning of questions 
and reciting by rote, but the acquiring of useful lmowletf.<;e so arranged as to be re-
tained by the student. This is a profitable class for all, especially for Teachers, as it 
affords them many mca·ns for interesting their pupils when everything- else fails. 
PHYSIOLO GY AND ANATOMY.-There are tllree cl::Isses in Physiology. In 
these every subject is thoroughly discussed and fully illustrated by the use of skeleton>, 
mannikins, etc. 
U. S. HISTORY AND CIVIL GOVERNMENT.-Thereare.fourclasses in U. 
S . History and one in Civil G?vcrnment. They are so taught as to give the student a 
definite plan ·whereby be may retain those points which are usually considered so diffi-
cult to remember. 
BOTA Y, GEOLOGY, AND ZOOLOGY.--There will be classes in each of 
these branches. These are useful subjects for the teacher. There are no means by 
which the little child can be so interested as in the analysis of flowers, or a descrip-
tion of the earth, its formation, its myriads of inhabitants, etc. These occur in the 
order indicated in the catalogue . 
PHILO OPHY AND CHEMISTRY.--Two classes are sustained in Philosophy, 
two in Chemistry, in each of which the student will have free access to all the appara-
tus necessary for the thorough elucidation of any subject; he performs many e:-<-peri-
ments for which he will mannfacture his own apparatus, and thus be enabled to repeat 
these experiments in his classes, or make use of them in whatever profession he may 
engage. 
Vve ha\'e erected a new building for a Laboratory. Our course in Sciences is un-
surpassed. 
PE:--!:\1 :-\, HIP.-A full course in Penmanship free. It embraces Plain and Or-
namental Penmanship, Pen-Drawing, Pen-Flourishing, etc. This is an advantage 
found at no other school. 
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ELOCUTION.-A course in Elocution, which at other schools would cost $535.00 
-here without extra charge. M. E. Bogarte, an experienced teacher and a graduate 
of the Boston School of Oratory, h a.s charge of thi s department. 
VOCAL M lJSIC.-There are three classes in Vocal Music-Beginning, Interme-
diate and Advanced. These are taught in such a manner as to give a comprehensive 
view of the theory and rudiments of Music. 
LITERARY EXERCISES.-There are in the school three permanent Literary 
Societies. These are doing a fine work. Besides these there are Debating ::~nd Lit-
erary Societies. These are so arranged as to give all an opportunity of participating. 
During the past year the exercises have been in charge of C. W. Boucher, and such an 
interest has been created that now there are but few in the School who are not engaged 
in literary work. 
TEACHERS' TRAINING CLASS.-Besides all of these classes there is a Teach-
ers' Training Class, in which all of the common branches are reviewed and the best 
plans for presenting them are given. The fact th:H th e teachers who bave been trained 
in this School have given sucl! universal satisfaction, ind1cates tbat the plans and meth-
ods adopted here are just what are needed in common and high sch<;ols. Much atten-
tion is given to School Government. In fact, all of the work in the Teachers' Depart-
ment will be presented. 
TELEGRAPHY.-We have erected a new building especially for this work. It is 
the most complete Telegraphic Imtitute in the West. Tuition, $8.oo, same as in regu-
lar departments. 
PHONOGRAPHY AND PHRE roLOGY are taught after the most approved 
methods. 
NEW ARRANCEMENT. 
\Vhy ch ange to ten weeks? f.-Because the work is now so classified thnt more 
can be accomplished in ten weeks than formerly in e leven weeks. I I.-Because the 
time of opening and closing the terms better suits the convenience of teach ers. The 
Fall Term will have eleven weeks. 
REMARKS ON COURSE OF STUDY. 
Each course is complete within it::.elf, and mny be taken indepentiently of the 
others. The t1 me required for the cornpldion of the several courses, is as follows: 
Preparatory, one year; Teachers', two to four terms; Business , one to two terms ; 
Collegiate-Scientific, commencing with Preparatory, two years; commencing with 
Course proper, one year; Classical, commencing with Preparatory, three years; com-
mencing with the Scientific. two years; commencing with the Course proper, on e year; 
Law, two years; Reading Course in Medicine, one year; Engineering. time requi red 
depends on place of beginning, usually from two to four terms ; Music, two years-this 
~epends on the advancement of the student when entering-many complete the course 
111 one year; Fine Art, two years; Phonogrnphic, one to two rerms; 1 degraphic, c.ne 
to two terms; Review, such time as the student may have to devote to th e work. The 
sectioning of the classes gives to each student ample opportunity for reciting. 
DIPL0:\1AS.-To those who complete any of the Courses, diplomas will be given 
and appropriate degrees conferred . 
CHOICE OF STUDIES. 
This is a feature of much importance to those who desire to prepare for a particular 
profession, or have but a short time in which ro attend school. \<\' hile at the ormal 
there is a regular cou1·sc of study-and we believe when it is at all practicable the stu-
dent will do well to cake it-yet there are thousands who cannot do this, and to compel 
them to enter certain classes and advance just so rapidly is unjust in the extreme. Many 
"'ill not attend school from this reason. At this in~ti tution there ar • classes of ev ry 
grade and in e,·ery branch desjrcd hy the student, so that no one need fear that he will 
not be accommodated at any time with studies to :;uit his wants, or that he will be held 
back in his classes. 
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 
Many years of ca1:eful study have been given to the organization, classification, and 
furnishing of every department of the Normal. The constant aim has been to establish a 
School supplied with every convenience necessary for the acquirement of a first-class 
education, and yet place the expenses within the reach of all. Nothing that could be 
done has been left undone. in order that our purpose might be accomplished. Every 
want has been supplied. Vve are confident that tzow the Normal offers to those desiring 
an education, advantages superior to those of any other similar institution, as will be 
learned by the careful reading of this catalogue, or by visiting the school itself. 
FEATURES OF THE SCHOOL. 
I. The Institution is sdJ-gt;verning in its character. 
II. .~ true education is accomplished more fully by co-education of the sexes. 
III. Education is not merely the acquisition of knowledge, but the accumulation of 
;hysical, mental, and moral power. 
IV. It is a school where an education is made accessible to all. Rich and poor 
alike may receive a thorough, practical education. Work is the standard, not wealtlz. 
V. The Institution has no <indowment, therefore must depend upon its own merits 
for its patronage and support; thus causing its teachers to exert all their energies in 
order that entire satisfaction may be given. 
VI. The teachers arc all thoroughly trained and prepared for their work. 
VII. In a three years' course in this Institution the student will receive an educa-
tion equivalent to a six years' course in many of our Colleges ; thus making it the 
cheapest atzd most profitable chool in the West. 
VIII. The moral and religious interests of each student are carefully guarded, yet 
no Sectarian principles are inculcated. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
Regular debating societies are sustained during the year. Besides these, new so-
cieties are formed at the opening of each term; thus affording an opportunity for stu-
dents to become proficient in this much neglected art. Composition exercises and 
Letter Writing are so conducted as will enable the student to write and properly 
punctuate letters of all kinds, and prepare with ease an essay on any subject that may 
be assigned. 
LIBRARY. 
tudents have free access to a good Library, containing Encyclopedias, Histories, 
Choice Uterature, etc. A large addition to this has been made during the past year. 
It is earnestly desired that each one who attends the chool will make good use of 
these books, and, if possible, take a thorough course in reading. It will aid him more 
than anything else in his life.work. Too much attention cannot be gi\·en to the careful 
reading of good books. 
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APPARATUS AND CABINET. 
The School is in possession of a full supply of Anatomical and Geographical Maps 
and Charts, Philosophical, Astronomical, and Chemical Apparatus, and a fine Geological 
Cabin et . Though circumstances, over which we have had no control, caused some 
delay in the fumishing of this department, yet we are now prepared to offer as fine 
advantages, and as good apparatus as can possibly be had at any o~ our higher institu-
tions of learning. 
A Nat ural and an Artificial skeleton are used by the class in the study of Physiology, 
thus affording superior advantages for the investigation of this science. Students will 
have a thorough drill in the use of apparatus in illustrating every subject. 
WHY VALPARAISO WAS SELECTED AS· A SUITABLE PLACE AT WHICH TO 
LOCATE THE SCHOOL. 
The city being located on one of the highest points of land in Indiana, and within 
the limit of the lake breezes, is freed from all miasmatic poisons, therefore is one of the 
most healthful places in the Northwest. 
CARE FOR STUDENTS IN CASE OF SICKNE~S. 
In case a student becomes sick while attending the School, he has the personal care, 
not only of the Principal, but also that of t.,.,;o nurses, a lady and a gentleman. These 
are always in readiness, and, when necessary, will give their entire time to the patient. 
Every want will be supplied . In case of protracted sickness, the parents or guardians 
will each day, at our expense, receive word, either by letter or telegram ; so that no 
fears need be entertained th at the student will be uncared for, or that his sickness will 
be kept a secret. A small charge Js made for the attention given by the nurses ; thus, 
in many instances, a doctor's bill is avoided. 
WHAT STUDENTS SHOULD DO ON ARRIVING AT VALPARAISO. 
On reaching the city come directly to the Principal's oifice, which will he found in 
the school building. Here all necessary information will be given with reference to 
studies, classes, rooms, boarding, etc., etc. 
CAPACITY OF CHOOL BUILDINGS. 
The College building is a large and commodious one. Besides containing two So-
ciety Halls, and an Audience Room that will scat one thousand persons, it has an 
abundance of large and comfortable recitation rooms. These have been supplied with 
first-class furniture, good black-boards, good means of ventilation, and .every conven-
ience necessary to the health and comfort of the student. 
TEACHERS E IPLOYF.D. 
During the past year twenty teachers have been employed, each having charge of 
his or her especial department. Much care has been taken in the selection of instruc-
tors, and such general satisfaction has been given, that although additions to the faculty 
have been made, y et none of the older teachers have left the ranks. Observation has 
taught us that a continual change of teachers is detrimental to a school. Experience 
adds much to proficiency. 
TIME SCHOOL IS IN SltSSION. 
The School year consists of four terms of eleven weeks each, and a review term of 
ei~t weeks. chool is in session from 6:30 a. m. until7:3o p. m. tudents come to the 
Sthoolbuilding to recite only. The studying is done in their own rooms, h nee they 
are not confined in the school the entire day, but during th~ir hours of recitation only. 
Those who prefer to room at some distance from the olle~e building ar provided with 
a study room , which is cared for at our expense. By availing themselves of this they 
will save their fuel. 
The chool is open to visitors at all times, and a most cordial invitation is xtend d 
to parents, teachers, and all interested in the cause of education, to visit the school and 
see how it is managed. J 
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STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE 
APPOINTED TO PREPARE A 
~ And Business Institute. _L__ 
VALPARAISO, I ND., March IS, I878. 
The fact that the Northern-Indiana Normal School bas been in existence less than 
five years, and that it now ranks first among the educational institutions of the land, has 
caused a conjecture in the minds of some, as to how so much could be done in so short 
a time, and whether everything really is as set forth in the catalogue and circulars. 
To satisfy all, it was suggested that a Committee be appointed to investigate every-
thing connected with the School, and make a public statement of the result . 
Accordingly, without any directions by the Principal, or any member of the faculty, 
a Committee was appointed, and, after three weeks' investigation, reported as follo\\·s: 
T O T HE PU BLIC. 
Having thoroughly and impartially examined everything connected with the ! OJ:th-
ern-Indiana Normal School and Business Institute, we beg leave to submit thefollowmg 
report: 
Being notified of our appointment to act as a Committee to investigate the conditi<:m 
of the Normal School, a meeting was called, at which A. B. Lamport W<lS chosen chair-
man, and 0. T. Dwinell, Secretary . At this meeting the class registers, names of 
students enrolled present term, records, and all books that were in any way connected 
with the School, were by the Principal placed in our hands, with instructions to examine 
critit·rrl.(v and impartially. 
These documents were examined in detail, and lest it might appear that our state-
ments were copied, we resolved ourselves into committees, one to visit each building, 
determine its cost, number of rooms, number of students, and accommodations for 
boardins-; another to examine the library and labratory; another, the different depart-
ments ot the school, etc. 
The result of this special investigation is here given: 
• DEPARTMENTS. 
Prepar<Jtory, Teachers', Business, Cc.!:cgiate, Engineering, Musical , Fine Art, 
Phonographic, felegraphic. (Since the report was prepared the following have been 
added: Penmanship, Elocutionary, Law, Medical, I hrenological, and Review). 
Enrollment, Third Term, to fifth week, I,II7. This has now increased to I,723. 
Number of Instructors, IS-now 21. 
Number of daily recitations, not including those in the extra branches, s8-now 91. 
A\·er:otge number of students in each class, .w-now 40. 
'umber of Literary and Debating Societies, 26-now more than so. 
The work in these Societies is especially beneficial, as the improvement of the 
members indicates. 
J'he "~·tar" and the " Crescent" Literarie , the permanent , ocietics of the School, 
have, during the present year, at an expense of $I,CXX>, refitted their halls. These, for 
b auty and com·enll.!nce, are not surpassed by any other literary society halls in the 
tate. 
The • o<.:ieties are rapi lly improving, and are doing an independent, original, lit-
erary work, truly meritorious. . 
'o t of ,\pparatu and Librar ·, $-t.93S· During the past year this has. been m-
creascd at an expcn e of at least $2,900. Thi - is all nc\ and of the best quahty. 
:\lumber of volumes in School Library (including only standard work..), I,2os, 
now more thnn 3,CXX>. 
School rPports, Mngnzines and Congressional reports, I,Ioo. 
~umber of volumes i11 private libraric_, accessible to students, I ,s2s. 
BUILDINGS. 
Cost of College huildinas and grounds. $4o,CXX>. To these additions and improve-
ment~ haYe been made ar a co t exceeding- $4,500. 
o t of furni shing, $4,500. ,\dditlonnl furniture. $1,2oo. I 
The hapcl H::UI occupie the fir t flcor of the m:tin building. There are ten large, 
well ventilated Recitation Room on the ccond floor of the main building, and in the 
West wing. The Book Store and_ 'ornMl Printing Office are also on the second floor 
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of the main building. On the third floor G.re the Society Halls, each with a seating ca-
pacity of three hundred. 
In the East wing are found the Offices and the Teachers' rooms. 
On the first floor of the \Nest wing is the Commercial ruom, one of the most com-
pletely furnished rooms in the land. 
On the third floor of the West wing is the Fine Art Hall. 
Cost 0f East Hall and furniture, $13,318.2-t. 
It has recently been refitted at a cost of $2,000, and contains thirty-five suites of 
rooms. Co~t of additional furniture, $925.00. 
Total value of buildmg and furniture, $16,243.2-f. 
New Dining Hall and Furniture, $6.ooo. 
Cost of Flint's Hall and furniture, $r3.5oo.oo. 
For a yard the lots north of this building have been purchased at a cost of $950.00. 
Total value of Flint's Hall and grounds, $14.450.00. 
Cost of Garrison's Hall, $s.soo.oo. 
Cost of two smaller buildings, erected for self-boarding. $2,100.00. 
Total value of buildings, controlled by the Prmcipal, $82,793.2-t-now about 
$go,ooo.oo. 
NEW BUILDINGS. 
The growth of the School has made it n ecessary to erect many new lJUilclings. 
Among these is an addition to the College Building of three Recitation l{ ooms. and an 
addition to East Hall of 16 rooms, and a Dining Hall. 
The work in the Scientific Department has become so extensive that another and 
larger Chemical Laboratory has t>een constructed. £,· ry nrrangemcnt is now so per-
fected that we are able to do a much greater work than ever before. 
EXPENSES. 
Salaries of Teachers ...................................... $t3,ooo.oo-now $17.000 oo 
Salaries of Clerks......................................................... 1,200 oo 
Salaries of Nurses........................................................ 1,014 oo 
Salaries of I anitor and other necessary help.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ,o64 oo 
Amount paid fo r repairs, reconstruction of buildings, and additional accom-
modations for students, the past year...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,800 oo 
Actual supplies for School, including books. apparatus, etc... . . . . . . . . . . I,II4 25 
The books, as well as other facts, show that these expenses have been even 
greater during preceding years. 
Incidental expenses, postage and advertising........................... 2.364 59 
Tota.J expense for one year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... $24,757 07 
Now these expenses are much greater. 
EXPENSE TO EACH STUDENT. 
From the memoranda of several students, the following is th average y arly bill: 
Board, tuition, and room rent, per year, if paid in advance, $125.oo-now $95.00. 
The rooms arc well furnished with everything as found itemized in th catalogu ·: 
Bed-clothing wa hed. rooms cared for, etc. The student has the privilege of board-
ing at any of the many boarding halls, of selecting his own room, and of changing 
either or both at any time. 
Amount p1.id by stuJent for Jirrht, fuel and washing, $r8.75· 
Absolute necessary expen e for one year, $I43·75-llO v $113.75. or $91.00. The 
latter\ hen the student boards in a club. 
The fact that the chool posses~es the ntire confidence of the public is clearly 
shown by the number of buildings erected by private individuals, for the accommoda-
tion of the students. 
mong the most prominent nrc the following : 
Mr .... Lightfoot Ins a new and very pleasantly situated building, containing thir c •n 
large and nearly furnished rooms; cost, $2,500. 
elton's Hall. a brick structure. situated a short distance west of the Colleg build-
ing. This Hall contains eighteen commodiou and well furni. h •c.! rooms. ost of 
building and fumishinu, $3,000. ~ fton's . ·w Hall has been •rccted and furni h d 
during the past summer, at a cost of ,ooo . 
. odge's Hall, a new wooden structure, containing tw lv r ms, erected and l furmshed a• a cost of 2,500. 
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Lempster's Hall, a brick structure, containing twelve rooms, erected and furnished 
at a cost of $2,500. 
Many other equally good buildings have been erected since this report was made. 
PRIVATE ACCOMMODATIONS. 
Aside from the accommodations afforded by the various halls and other buildings 
in connection with the School, and under its immediate supervision, for all of those who 
prefer private rooms, ample provision is made by the citizens of the large and pleasant 
village which has grown up around the College. 
These people are as self-sacrificing and obliging as any with whom it has ever been 
our lot to associate. Their houses have been constructed with a view to the especial 
' accommodation of students, and no pains are spared to make everything convenient 
and pleasant. Between three hundred .fifty and three hundred seventy:five commodious 
and well furnished rooms are provided (or our use. 
BOARDING. 
Board which is in every respect satisfactory can be obtained from $r.8o to $2.00 per 
week-now $I.oo $r.4o, or $r.8o. 
Aside from that portion of this Department which is under the immediate control ot 
the Principal, there are eighteen independent halls, between which and those of the 
Principal there is ~uch a lively competition that the board furnished is as good as can be 
obtained for the money. The advantages thus afforded are truly superior. 
SCHOOL WORK. 
It is unnecessary to call attention to the work in the class room. It is thorough, 
systematic , and practical. That it is satisfactory, is proven in the fact that the large 
majority of those entering at the beginning of the year, remain until its close. There 
• are many in attendance who began in the Preparatory Department, and will remain 
in the School until they complete its full course-the best recommmdation any Sclwol can 
llave. 
We desire, however, to call attention to the fact that the classes are not so large as 
is generally supposed, the average number being forty-four to each class. Now forty. 
We wish to express our thanks, to both citizens and students, for their kindness in 
aiding us to make this report. We, the committee, having had free access to all the 
books, records, and such other information as was necessary to complete this report, 
have impartially and unprejudicedly presented the facts, not as favoring a friend, but as 
they are found really to exist. 
We hold ourselves accountable for everything contained in this report . 
A. L. LAMPORT, Bristol, Ind. J. W. ADAMS, Columbia City, Ind. 
]ESSE UMMERS, Thorntown, Ind. W. 0. GEORGE, Toblesville, Ind. 
0. T. DWI:"l"NELL, Mar hfield, Vt. THEO. MENGES, Bristol, Ind. · 
M. A. MOUNT, Crawfordsville, Ind. CHARLES DAVISSON, heridan, Ind. 
R. A. HASTE, Valparaiso, Ind. P. T. LEWELLE , Sheldon, Ill. 
]A 1ES H. CLARK, Edinburgh, Ind. 
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TO THE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 
-Ol"TBJ:--
We, the undersigned, m behalf of the citizens of the ciiy of Valparaiso, feeling that 
we owe a testimonial of respect and kind regard to the Teachers and Students of the 
NORTHJi:RN-lNDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL AND BUSINESS I NSTITUTE, desire, as a 
partial expression of our good will, to say that we feel highly honored in having in our 
midst so large a number of young people who have in every way deported themselves as 
becomes true ladies and gentlemen. 
While at many Institutions of learning there seems to be a spirit of discord and 
envy between the citizens and students, we can truthfully say that from the beginning of 
this School, we, as citizens, have had no cause for any but the kindest of feeling. We 
cheerfully and gladly welcome you to our city, our homes, and our churches; our doors 
will ever be open, and we shall endeavor to do all in our power to make your stay with 
us as pleasant as possible. We trust that as you shall complete your studies and go to 
new fields of usefulness, you may ever sustain the high standard of moral deportment 
that has characterized you here , and as you shall leave, we hope that others equally 
worthy of our regard and esteem may come to take your places. 
A. FREEMAN. F. F. B. COFFIN, Treasurer Porter County. 
THOS. H. FIFIELD. R. P. WELLS, Clerk Porter Cir. Court. 
R. BEER, Pastor Presbyterian Church. RKASO BELL, Auditor Porter County. 
T. MEREDITH, Pastor M. E. Church. MYRON CAMPBELL, County urveyor. 
C. PARKER, Pastor 1st Unitarian Church. MERRIFIELD & jOHN STON, Attorneys. 
W. R. LowE, Pastor Christian Church. E. . THoMAS, Merchant. 
W. R. MIKELS , Presiding Elder. KINNER, Pres. First National Bank. 
S. F. FRITZ, Pastor Ger'n M. E. Church . J os. GARDNER, Banker. 
W. ] . B. LANGE, Pastor Ger. L. Church. G. BLOCH, Merchant. 
H. A. GILLETT, Circuit Judge. HAWKINS, HASTE & Co., Merchants. 
WM. C. TALCOTT, Editor Vidette. . R. BRYA T & ON, Druggists. 
E . ZIMMERMAN, Editor Messenger. PEIRCE BROTHERS, Merchants. 
TIMOTHY KEKNE, Co. up't. of chools. DoN A. ALYER, Drv Goods Merchant. 
W. H. BANTA, upt. City Public chools. Jos. TEINFIELD, M.erchant. 
J. N. KINNJi:R, Mayor of Valparaiso. SKI NBR & HARROLD, Grocers. 
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HOW A LL MA Y B E ACCOM MODAl"'ED 
~WITHG'--
There are Begi;min,f', Advanced, Review. and Regular Clasus at the Normal each 
term. The regular classes are des1gned for those who can remain in the school during 
the three years required for the completion of the course. It is not necessary that they 
remain three consecutive years, as the classes are so arranged that the student may drop 
out and teach a term, then return and take up his studies just where he left off, without 
any inconvenience whatever. 
It is a well-known fact , however, that a very few, comparatively, ever take a ?'e,,a1tlar 
course at any of the higher institutions of lear.ning. There are THOUSA:-<DS of young 
people who have but a short time to remain in school, and desire to REVIRW THE I R 
STU D I I<~s. or study certain branches in order to prepare themselves for a certain work. To 
accommodate this most numerous class, we have established Be,l(imzing, Advanced, a11d 
Review classes, which are organized every term in each of the branches. The classes 
are so arranged that 
STUDENTS CAN ENTER A T ANY TIME, 
and find classes suited to their wants. This makes it a very convenient school for 
TEACHERS. No matter when their schools may close, they can come to the Torma] and 
BE ACCOMMODATED. 
All who enter the school have the privilege of 
SELECTING THEIR OWN STUDIES AND ADVANCING AS RAPIDLY AS THEY MAY 
DESIRE. 
No one need fear tf1at he will not be accommodated at any time . 
ARE NOT THE CLASSES NECESSARILY LARGE? 
This is a question which frequently comes to us. We reply that we have an abund-
a?l.ce of 1·oom. The teaching force is increased in proportion to the number in attend-
ance. With the exception of the Grammar classes, 
NO CLASS EXCEEDS FORTY IN NUMBER, 
which is considered by a majonty of educators the proper number for one teacher. 
Many of the classes, however, have a much smaller number than this. The Grammar 
classes are so conducted that the larger they are, the better the work accomplished. 
''BACKWARD OR Til\IID STUDE 'TS. " 
Many suppose that " Backward Students" will not have equal opportunities with 
those who are more " Forward," or have more " Confidence" in themselves. At the 
Normal this difficulty is carefully guarded. Those who are "Timid" receive the most 
careful attention. They are called upon to recite often, and by this means usually be-
come first in their classes. 
The chool has stood the test of criticism, and now the only objection urged against 
it is that '' The attendance is so large that each student cannot rece1ve proper attention." 
This comes from those unacquainted with the management of the chool. It is true 
that were the same numher of teachers employed; the same help to care for students 
retained; the same amount of room used, when the attendance is larg as when it is 
small, then the objection would be valid. But where the teaching force is increased in 
proportion to the numher of students in attendance; reliable help procured for each 
department ; and an abundance of room supplied, it is plain to be seen that a chool of 
one thousand tudent can be as easily managed as one of five hundred, with as good 
re ults, and we helieve better. Experience has proven that a large attendance, instead 
of being detrimental to a school, affords many advantage that C<vuot bt: e11joycd wllert: 
the atteudanre is small. A few of these advantages are here given: 
L lt gives a means of making the expenses mach less than they could possibly be 
made in any other way. 
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~1. It enables the officer~ of the School to supply more teachers. and those better 
9u~hfi~d. Instructors of ability are always anxious to secure positions in prosperous 
mstitutwns. 
. Ill. It gives a greater range o( studies, hence students can be accommodated with 
JUSt such branches as they may desire. 
1 V. It attord, tacllme~ 1ur secnrmg better positions for students. 
V. It places the school on a firmer financial basis, iurnishcs money with which to 
supply apparatus, books, etc. In fact. a large attendance gives strength and vigor, en-
courage!llent and cheer, and thus causes general growth and prosperity. . 
Bes1des all these, it is a sure indication that the work is satisfactory. 1 he growth 
of a school is an almost certain index of what it is accomplishing. When students return 
term after term, and, in almost every case bring some of their friends with them, it 
proves conclusively that satisfaction is being given. 
Progress of the Institution. 
ln July, 1873. arrangements were made with the Trustees of the Valparaiso Male ~nd Female College, for the use of their buildings for the establishment of a Tormal 
School. 
September 16th. of the same year, the School was opened with 35 students in at-
tendance. The School has continued in regular, rapid growth until now it is the 
LARGEST NORMAL SCHOOL IN THE UNITED STATES. 
This remarkable growth is of itself unquestionable evidence that the work is perfectly 
satisfactory. 
During the first year, the College buildings then used, were purchased for $Io,ooo. 
To these, additions have been made, numerous boarding houses er ctcd. until now the 
actual cost of the buildings owned by the school exceeds $90,000. During the preseut 
year, three large recitation rooms ha,·e been erected. One addition to the ladies board-
mg hall, containing sixteen large rooms. and a dining hall. 
The work in the Scientific Department has become so extensive that another and 
larger Chemical Laboratory has been con!'tructcd. 
The Telegraphic J)epartment luts outgrown its old rooms, and now occupies its 
new apartments. 
. The school was organized with the following departments: Preparatory, Th or t-
Jcal 11nsiness, and Collegiate. ~ow, the following are fully established: Preparatory, 
Teachers, Business, Collegiate, :\1cdical, Fine rt, :\lusic, Phonographic, Telegraphic, 
Review. Practical 13usmcss, Penmanship, L·:ngin ering, and Elocution and Reading. 
. Each department is in chn.rg of a teacher who has made a specialty of the branch s 
111 that department. The fact that the instructors receive salarie ranging from $1,000 to 
$1,800 per annum is evidence that the best of ability is employed. 
The number of instructors at the organization was four, now twenty-one arc em-
ployed for regular work. 
LIBRARY. 
The Library has increased from :100 volumes to mor" than ~.ooo. 
APPARATUS. 
An abundance of the best apparatu. has been purchased. Everything supplied that 
will in any way advance the interc. ts of the student. 
To show mort:' plainly the difference in expen!>c between this school and others, we 
present a few facts : CclLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT. 
From an examination of the rates at \'ariou colleges, the following is found to b • 
below the average expense for a year of 44 weeks. 
11oard, tuition, and furnish ed room ....................... . .................. $I8S oo 
f~~t:~:~~~;t~~:;~n~~~i~i.~.~·~·~·~·:·:·~·:·:·:·~·~·:·~·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: :·:·: ·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~; 
Total for thf" year ... .... .................... ... ........... .... ........... . 
The expen. es at the. 'ormal fur same time arc as follO\\S: 
Board, tuition, and fumi heel room .......................................... . 
All books used forth year, rented for ........................................ . 
~~~~~e~f~~~s.' .~~~. ~'·.~.~i~.~ ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ~ ·. ~ ·. ·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
95 00 
I 00 
13 so 
00 00 
Total for the year ........................................................ $109 so 
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The above is when the student boards at the regular boarding hall. Should he 
board in a club, as many do, the expense would be as follows: 
Board, tuition, and furnished room .......... . ... : . . ............... ......... -$77 ,30 
All books used for the year, rented for..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I oo 
Fuel, lights, and washing.. .................... ............... ................ I3 so 
Incidentals ................................................................... oo oo 
Total for the year ......................................................... $gr So 
The expense in the Preparatory, or Teachers ' Department may be made some-
what less. 
COMMERCIAL DE:P ARTMENT. 
Expenses at other Commercial Colleges. For an example we have selected a 
school where the rates are below the average. · 
Board and lodging for six months ............................................. $ 66 oo 
Tuition for course....................................... . ................ . ... 55 oo 
~~~t~:~~i;~~~~~~~?::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I~ : 
Course in English branches.................................................. 25 oo 
Full course in penmanship................................................... 6o oo 
Total. ............... . ................................. . ................. $229 oo 
The following are the rates at the Normal: 
Bo~~d and lodging for six months .............................................. $37 40 
Tu1tJon ...................... . ...... ..... ...................... . .............. IS oo 
Extra tuition for Practical Department............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 oo 
~~~t~:~1i~~t~~~.e.1:. •• •• •• •• ·• •• ·• •• •• •• •• •• •• ·.::::::: :: ::::: ·.::::::: ::::::::::::::: : :: : :: : ~ : 
Full course in English branches ............................ .... ............... F;ee. 
Full course in Pen1nanship ........ ...... ..................................... Free. 
1'otal. .... . ..................................... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .$64 40 
If the course here is not as thorough and complete as at any other place in the land 
it will be given free of charge. . 
Should the student board in a club the expense would be about $s6.oo. 
PENMANSHIP. 
A FuLL COURSE IN PENMANSHIP FREE. It embraces Plain and Ornamental 
Penmanship, Pen-Drawing, Pen-Flourishing, etc., etc. This is an advantage jou11d at 
110 otlur school. The course may be taken alone, or in connection with other branches. 
The tuition in this department at other schools is from $30 to $6o. 
This will make our Commercial Department, which is now considered the most 
thorough)n the west, more complete than ever before. 
ENGINEERING. 
The Course is full and complete. The very best instruments are used. 
The expenses at other chools are about as follows : 
In Eastern Schools, tuition per year ................................ $rso oo to $zoo oo 
In Western chools, tuition per year ......................................... I25 oo 
Tlds is the lowest. 
Books, Drawing 1aterial, etc ................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 oo 
Board and lodging........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ISO oo 
English Branches. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 oo 
Total ................................................................ $355 oo 
The expense at the ormal is as follows : 
Tuition for full course... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 oo 
Books, Drawing Iaterial, etc ........................ .. ...................... 8 oo 
Board and lodging per year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 oo 
English course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free. 
Total. .................................................... ... ............. $103 oo 
BLOCUTION. 
In Eastern cbools, tuition per year .................................... . .... $200 oo 
In \ estern chools, tuition per year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 oo 
Books, and other expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 oo 
~~~~~~~~~~e~i·n·~:: .. :::::: ::::::::::: ...... ::::::::.::::::::::::::::: . .' .'::::::: ~~ : 
NORTS:JtRW INDIANA NORllAL SCHOOL. 
Expenses at the Normal are as follows: 
~~~t~~~~~~rJ~!~-~~p~~~~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$ 
~~~~~;~~~~s~~i-~~: : : :: : : ::: ::::: : :: :: :::: : : : :::: ::: : :: : : . : ~ ·.: : : :: : : ::: ::::: : 
6r 
25 ()() 
500 
70 ()() 
Free. 
Total. .....................•.••............................ . ............ $roo oo 
These branches are not extra, but we have given the rates where the student gives 
his whole time to any one branch. The courses may be taken with other studies, with-
out any additional expense. 
The comparison might be continued with the other departments, but it is unnec-
essary. 
Our purpose is to show that while the student enjoys all the advantag-es found at 
any school, yet the expenses are much lower than at any other similar institution in the 
land. 
NEW BUILDINGS ERECTED DURING THE PAST YEAR. 
I. An addition to the College Building. Three recitation rooms for Telegraphy 
and the Sciences. The increasing inte rest in the Sciences has compelled the erccti n 
of a much more commodious L aboratory. 
II. South Hall . This is a brick structure for ladies, and is 25x6o feet, and two 
stories high. 
III. A new Dining Room to East Hall. 
IV. The Commercial Hall. This is the la rgest and finest structure thus far r cterl. 
It is in the form of an L, and fronts two streets. The south wing is 37x1oo feet, three 
stories high ; the west wing 37x95 feet, three stories high. The first and second stories 
are occupied as a Dormitory. These rooms are finely furnished and well tak n care of. 
The third floor of the south wing is the Commercial Hall. This is one of the fin stand 
most completely furnished Actual Business rooms in the land. It has doubl sets of 
offices, is supplied with tables and chairs, and lighted with gas. 
The west wing is the Fine Art Hall, and Private Studio. These are arranged es-
pecially for this department, nre well lighted, and occupy a osition which is unequalled 
for thts work. 
ANOTHER BUILDING. 
The" Stiles Building." This is one of fhe best buildings on" ollege Hill." It is 
40XI.3Q feet , three stories high. It is heated by steam anc\ lighted by gas. 
Many other smaller buildings have been erected, so that all who come can have the 
best of accommodations and near the school building. 
NEW LIBRARY. 
The former Commercial Room, -40x6o feet, will now be used for a Library. Thus 
far it has taken all of the surplus means to provide bnildings for the accommodation of 
the students. With the buildings we now have and those being erected hy other par-
ties, we feel that it will be unnecessary to expend any more money in this dtrcction. 
Consequently, we are now able to build up the library. We will make it so complet 
that parties will come to Valparaiso for the advantages of this alone. 
\Vhen it is remembered that this institution has no endowment, nor any tate ap-
propriations, but depends wholly upon its work for its patronage and support, it is evi-
dent to all that the character of the work must be superior. All who visit this institution 
and see the earnest work of the teachers, are convinced that the school has honorably 
won its pres nt enviable reputation. 
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CAUTION. 
Owing to the rapid growth of the School, and its present almost miraculous attend-
ance. a few jealous parties have taken opportunity to circulate various reports with ref-
eren e to the school. some of wh1ch are as follows : 
That g-reat numbers come- here who cannot he accommodated; that the statements 
in the Catalogue cannot he relied upon, etc, etc. 
To these, we have made no reply. We ask only this : When such reports come to 
you, a::.cenam J:t po,siDH.! tlH! ::.ource. We are eunfident you Will find that they come 
from some one who has n ever been here, or if he has it was for a few days. 
During the entire existence of this school, there cannot be found, on an average, 
one out of a thousand, whn h"'.s remained in the school one term and done honest work, 
but is satisfied with the result and will recommend the school. No matter what you 
may hear , we say come and see for yourselves. lf we do not do our part, your traveling 
expenses to and from the school will he p aid by us. 
We receive many letters , asking for the regulations by which the School is gov-
erned. Below we give the same: 
VALPARAISO, Ind .. October 13, 1879. 
From the above date, the N ORTHERN INDIAN A NORMAL SCI-tOOL will be governed 
by the iollowing regulations, adopted. hy the Board of Trustees, October 6th, 1879: 
I. Students may enter the School at any time by paying tuition for one term from 
time of entrance. 2. Should students pay for more than one term, and be obliged to 
leave, all tuition, excepting for their term then in progress, will be refu.Jded. 3· \Vhen 
money for board is advanced, and the student is ouliged to leave before the time ex-
pires for wh1ch payment is made, weekly rates will be charged to time of leaving-the 
balance refunded . 4· If th e work, or rates, are not as advertised, all tui tion ;rill be 
refunded, but for no other cause. 5· ln case of sickness, or an absence of more th an 
three weeks, the st11dent will receive from the Secretary of the Board a certificate which 
will entit le him to the unused time, which may be made up at any term. No ccrtific<:~te 
is transferab le. 6. Should it be necessary for a student to be ar,sent from a class, he 
must first secure an excuse from the Principal. 7· As far as possible we hold ourselves 
accountable for the morals of the students, and the utmost care will he used so that no 
improper associations will be formed. 8. Students will he dismissed for neglect of 
duty and for improper conduct. 9· Inasmuch as the success and welfare of the stu-
dent depends much upon our having the entire control of his time and associations, 
he will also be dismissed for engaging, without the permission of the Principal. in any 
course of instructi on, study, or business enterprise outside of the School. ro. When a 
student is dismissed, he forfeits all tuition paid, and all right to a certificate for unex-
pired term, and can never again be admitted to the School. II. All names of students 
dismissed will so appear in the Catalogue. 12. All students will be received, or dis-
missed, at the discretion of the Princip-al. 
These regulations take precedence wer all others. 
A. V. BARTHOLOMEW, Pres't Board of Trustees. 
G. BLOCH, ecretary. 
-------------------------
The first session of this kind was held during the summer of '77. The unparalleled 
success that attended the ses:;ions of the past four years has convinced us that it meet a 
want for which no provision had yet been made; hence, we have decided to make it a 
permanent arrangement. 
It is a wcll-kno\\-n fac t among teachers that we c/(lfur,!fel. Although we may be con-
stn11t(v Cll,f'agcd i11 sclzoo/7.oork, yet we become so familiar with our own pkws ,md methods 
that 
W E FORGET 1\L\~Y OF THE UNDERLYING FACT A D PRINCIPLES 
of the subjects we teach. As are ult much of our intere t and enthusiasm i .l.o t, while 
with those branches which we do not teach we become almost wholly unf.amJllar. 
THERE I ANOTHER LA- S WHO FORGET. 
It is composed of those who have _bee~ engaged for several terms in studyino- branches 
not taught in our ammon and H1gh chools. . 
It is T TRUE that GKAD J T genera)\', are not o ,,. 1l prepared .for examma-
tion for a reacher's certificate at the CLO<;Il: F THETR COLLEGI£ co RSE, as they were 
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when they began it, simply because they have so long neglected the COMMON 
BUANCHES. What tltey nL~ed is a BRIEF RKVIEW. 
To afford all n0t unly a means of 
THOROUGHLY REVIEWING THESE BRANCHES, 
but also an opportunity of exchanging ideas with teachers from 
ALL PARTS OF '1HE UNITED STATES A D THE CANADAS. 
this Institute term is organized. This provides a way whereby all may prepare them-
selves for the work of the coming year, either to enter the school-room, 
A WELL TRAINED TEACHER, 
or the class-room, full of NEW LIFE, ENERGY AND ENTHUSIASM. 
POINTS OF SUPERIORITY. 
I. This being the largest Normal School in the Janel , an opportunity for meeting 
with a greater number of reachers than at any other place will be afforded. 
II. The instructors are practical teachers, and have gi,·en their entire attention 
for many years to the particular br::mchcs in which they give instruction. 
III. Student~ can enter at any time during th e summer term and continue their 
studies during the short term, as besides the R~vr ~:~:w classes. all of the R I<~G u LA R cl:1sscs, 
described on pages 49, so, and sr. wil~ be sustained, thus giving all "ho attend for 
review only, an opportunity ofbecomingfamiliar with the actual work in the class-room. 
IV. The advantages of superior apparatus for illustrating each subject, and the 
access to a fine reference library. 
V. Tuition for the term, $s,oo. Board and furnished room at same rates as during 
the regular sesson 
VI. No new books need be purchased. 
VALPARAI '0 AS A SUMMER RESORT. 
Those who have been confined to the school-room during the year, and desire to 
combine recreation anrl improvement, will find this city a most suitable place. Inas-
much as it is located within two hours ride of Chicago, and fifteen miles of Lake Mich-
igan, and has m its vicinity a beautiful lake on whose waters ar • placed a steamer, and 
numerous sail and row boats for the accommodation of visitors, it is a pleasant resort. 
Our citizens are courteous, kind, and sociable to students. 
Add to this the fact that this is one of the most healthful locations in the West, and 
we think for points of comfort and pleasure it cannot be surpass •d. 
We hope to make this one of the 
MOST PLEASA T A~D PROFIT~.\BLE IXSTIT TFS I~ TilE WEST. 
To accomplish our purpose, neither expense nor effort will be spared. \V secure 
the services of all our regular teachers, and also those of other instructors, and to make 
the work more effective arrange so that no teacher shall have charge of more than three 
recitations each day. The work is so carefully prepared that we feel confident all will 
be sati~fied with the results of our efforts. 
It is earnestly desired that all who possibly can will be pres nt at the op tning of 
the session. Though this is our fonrth Institute term, yet w ·are d 'term in •d that for the 
amount of work accomplished, and the results obtained, it shall not be surpassed. 
\Ve are aware that the term will open on the 30th, and as schools arc usually 
dismissrd for the 4th of July, ome may think it will not be profitable to enter until 
after this holiday. Th1s objeLtion is removed at once, as 
WE WILL II AVE SCH OL 0.' THE FO RTH OF J LY 
the same as on any other day. The work that can be done, and the knowledge acquired 
will be of much more benefit to the country, than as though the time were spent in 
idleness. A 11 will be pleased and satisfied with the celebration. R sides, our work for 
the term is so FULL 'D SYSTEMATIC 11IAT NOT 0 }<; DAY CA • f.ll( '..OST. 
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The Catalogue will be issued the fifth week of each term. 
l 
SPRING TERM I 
Commences JanuaiT 18th, 1881, and continues Ten Weeks. 
SUMMER TERM 
Commences March 29th 1881, and continues Ten Weeks. 
REVIEW TERM 
Commences June 7th, 1881, and continues Ten Weeks. 
COMMENCEMENT. 
The Annual Commencement occurs on Thursday, August 11th. 
FALL TERM 
Conimences August 30th, 1881, and continues Ten Weeks. 
WINTER TERM 
Commences November 8th, 1881, and continues Ten Weeks. 
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LOO.A..T:CON. 
Valparaiso, containing about 5, ooo inhabitant.;;, is easilr reacbcd 
ii·om all points, being at the junction of the Pittsburgh, Ft. \Vayne and 
1 
Chicago, anc.l Chicago and L1.ke Huron Railroads, forty-four miles east 
of Chicago. Going \Vcstwarcl, the l)ittsburgh, Fort \Vayne anJ Chicago 
R:1ilroad makes connection at Chicago ,,·ith all lines leacling into the 
city ; going- Eastward. with all North and South roads. The Chica~o 
and L1.ke Huron Railroad make" c nncction with the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railro:J.d at \Vellsbornugh, with the. fnke Shure and ~Iichig .. w 
Southern at South Bend, and with all :\orth anc1 South lines in :\Iichi-
gan. The city is situated in as beautiful and fertile tract of countr) a':i 
can be found in the West, and for healthfi.1lness is unsurpassed. These 
bets, tog-ether \vith the intelligence and Cbristian character of its 
I inhabitants, make it one of the most desirable places for a Literary In-
]
1 stitution am where to be found. 
' The School Building is a large ::mel commodious one, :>ituated on an 1 
eminence overlooking the city and surrounding wuntry. The Campus, 
containing five acres, i:; beautifully omamt>nted with a natural grove, 
affording a grateful shade in summer, and shdtcr frum the storms of 
winter. For further information, adclre~s. 
I-J:. D. ll1~0,VN .. Prin<•ipal. 
·. 
